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A Note on Terminology 

We need at this point to clarify terminology used in 
this work. Daimon (individual destiny) is a Greek word 
and distinct from the derivative word demon, A 
daimon was a supernatural being lower than the gods 
but higher than man, such as a demi-god or the ghost 
of a dead hero. Plato and his pupil Xenocrates 
categorised daimones as good or bad, the former being 
known as eudaemons and the latter as kakodaemons. 
Prior to this daimon was a much more general term, 
sometimes even being used to describe gods. Distinct 
from this usage demon is the Christian term 
specifically relating to a negative (in their theology) 
~upernatural being. 

A Note on Her Name 

As you might expect with a liminal goddess like 
Hekate, the moment you start looking into the details 
around her. you find variations and different 
possibilities. Even the meaning of her name, Hekate, 
is uncertain. The most popular translation of her 
name is from the word Hekatos, meaning 'worker from 
afar', though Hekaton. meaning 'a hundred', has also 
been suggested. 

13 I II t' kilt t' 



UYou, 0 Hecate, . 
Who know untold desires that work our Will 
And art the mistress of our secret spells.· 

MelamorpilOses, Ouid, BCE, trans. H. Gregory. 

14 I II t, k" I t" 
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FOREWORD 

Hekate stands at the crossroads bearing the keys 
to the mysteries. In the ancient world she inspired 
poets and philosophers, witches, magiCians and 

ordinary people, all of whom knew she could bestow 
blessings to improve their lot and protect them from 
the harsh denizens of the infernal realm. Today she 
continues to inspire and evoke awe in those who 
encounter her; for some in subtle ways, leading them 
in an elusive nameless manner with her symbols, for 
others in a more powerful and directly empowering 
way. 

There are still people today whom Hekate 
continues to caB to her mysteries - encouraging them 
to reach into the innennost parts of their souls to find 
the power that illuminates the darkness. We have been 
fortunate to encounter some of these individuals over 
the years, they come from all walks of life and from all 
over the world. Men and women who continue to 
explore her mysteries through practices such as magic, 
witchcraft, herbalism and through song, art and dance. 
Amongst them modern day witches and magicians, 
shamans and mystics, each seeking to understand the 
arcane power that she continues to radiate. 

In 2005 Sorita edited the anthology Hekate: Keys 
to the Crossroads, which gathered together experiential 
essays from more than twenty people writing about 
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their work with and personal understanding of Hekate . 
It was clear from the contributions that the goddess 
Hekate is still alive and well within the hearts and 
minds of an informal modern priesthood today. She 
had definitely not been consigned to the obscurity of 

the 'forgotten gods'. 

In order to gain a better understanding of her 
placement within the pantheons of the Ancient World, 
we have been researching her for a number of years. 
During this time we have looked at a diverse range of 
evidence left behind by those who honoured her, we re 
inspired by her or had a fascination with her 
throughout history. We found clues a nd evidence 
relating to Hekate in sources stretching back more 
than three thousand years into and beyond the Greek 

Dark Ages . 

On many occasions whilst we were pursuing a line 
of inqui ry for one of our other projects, we encounte red 
references to Hekate. Sometimes these were in 
unexpected places, resulting in a number of tangential 
studies to discover facets of this goddess that we had 
not previously come across in works dedicated to her. 

This book Hekate Liminal Rites is part of a long 
term research project we are working on. In it we have 
brought together a collection of material which relates 
specifically to devotional practices, symbols and 
magical techniques recorded as being associated with 
the goddess Hekate. These include amulets and 
charms, defixiones (binding curses), dreams, goeteia 
(sorcery), nekuia (divination from the dead), oracles, 
phannakeia (herbal / poison magic), rhizotomoi (root~ 
magic) and theurgia (divine working). 

16 1 II .. k n (' 
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Hekale's Iiminality can clearly be seen throughout 
her entire history. Her three faces and three forms 
represent the three realms over which she had power. 
Her magic reached from the heavens above to the 
infernal realms below. She was the goddess of the 
crossroads, of thresholds, of d reams and oracles, of the 
realms of life and death . Initiatrix and Mistress of 
Magic, her myths and powers reach out to us today 
from long forgotten places, and will continue to be with 
humanity for many generations to come. 

We hope that this book opens u p doorways and 
pathways fo r you on your own journey through life. 

Sorita d'Este & David Rankine 

May 2009, Powys, Wales 
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CHAPTER 1 

FROM THE THREE-WAYS 

The goddess Hekate was one of the most significant 
deities of the ancient world. Her history stretches back 
across the millennia. We find traces of her in the 
recent past, through into the Renaissance - stretching 
back through the Byzantine and Roman Empires, 
Hellenistic, Classical and Archiac Greece through into 
the Greek Dark Ages - and beyond. Hekate has been 
with us for at least three thousand years. 

She was a liminal goddess who was present at all 
the boundaries and transitional moments in life. She 
was also an apotropaic ( 'evil-averting) protector and 
guide, as illustrated by some of the many titles she was 
given . Hekate's triple fonn emphasised her power over 
the three realms, these being the heavens, sea and 
earth. Her primal nature was seen in the many animal 
heads she was depicted with , each emphasising 
different qUalities of her manifold character. 

Hekate was associated with ceremonies of 
initiation into the mysteries across the ancient world. 
This included the famous mysteries of Eleusis, and 
Selinus on the island of Sicily, as well as those on the 
Greek islands of Samothrace. Argos and Aigina. 

Hekate has been given n umerous epithet s 
describing her roles and qualities ove r the thousands 
of years of her worship. Some of her well known titles 
include: 
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Chthonia ('earthly one" 
Dadouchos ('torch-bearer', 
Enodia ('o/the ways' , 
Kleidouchos ('key-bearer), 
Kourotrophos ('child's nurse1 
Phosphorus ('light-bearer). 
Propo\os ('companion 1 
Propylaia ('before the gate1, 
Soteira ('saviour1 
Triformis ('three bodied1 
Trioditis ('o/the three ways1 , 

There was a major Hekate temple in the city of 
Lagina in Caria, which is in modem day Turkey. Each 
year in Lagina a ceremony was held called the kleidos 
agoge ('procession of the key). Sarah lies Johnston, 
author of Hekate Soteira, suggested this was con nected 
to Hekate in her role as Propylaia, guarding the gates. l 

Additionally the name of this ceremony also recalls her 
title of Kleidouchos, for she bore the keys to the 
underworld, and determined who went to the 
paradisiacal part known as the Elysian Fields. In th is 
context she oversaw the end of the journey for the soul 
of the deceased. The Orphic Hymn to Hekate went as 
far as to call her "Keyholding Mistress of the whole 
world. " 2 

Her importance in the city of Lagina suggested she 
may well have fulfilled the role of tutelary goddess of 
the city , in the same way that the goddess Cybele did 
for Phrygia, and the Sumerian deities like Inanna did 
for the first city-states of the earliest Sumerian 

civilization. 

1 See Restless Dead , Johnston . 19 99, p2 06. 
2 Orphic Hymn to Hekate, C lst-3rd CE, trans. Z. Yardley. 
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By the fifth century BCE Heka te had a temple at 
the gates of the city of Miletus, fifty miles to the 
northwest of Lagina, where her worship was already 
established the re around a hundred years earlier. At 
Aphrodisias, which was also near Lagina, her worship 
had simila rly been established by the fifth century 
BCE. Her role as guardian of the gate became so 
popular tha t the Romano-Greek historian Plutarch 
recorded a tale in the first century CE of one General 
berating another for putting a military trophy on a city 
gate , telling him he would have done better to erect a 
s tatue of Hekate instead, 

As Propylaia (the one before the gate) she was an 
apotropaic guardian, averting evil and protecting those 
within. In this role shrines to her were fou nd not only 
a t the entrances to cities , temples and sanctuaries to 
other deities, but also to people's homes. The small 
shrine found outside the front door protecting the 
home was called a hekataion. 

it has been pointed out that the geographic region 
of Caria in Asia Minor (where we can first trace her 
worship) had an extraordinarily large number of 
theophoric (lit. 'god-bearing1 personal names with the 
Heka t- root. This further supports the idea that this 
a rea was an important one in her worship, as you 
would expect such a concentration of names 
somewhere closely linked he r. The tota l number of 
names with the Hekat- root for Asia Minor was 310 
with the number dropping to 158 for the Aegea~ 
Is land s, and then down to Attica with 11 .3 It is also 
Worth noting that the city of Idrias nea r Lagina was 

3 F· 
H Igures from Greek Personal Names' Their Value as Eviden ce , 

ornb10wer & Matthews, 2000. . 
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originally called Hekatesia. In a modern example of the 
continuation of Hekate's mysteries, this name 
(Hekatesia) has been adopted for an annual festival. at 
the full moon in September now held at the Lagma 
temple since 2000, following its excavation in the 

1990s. 

In the region of Thrace, to the north of Caria, 
Hekate was both a powerful and popular goddess by 
the fifth century BCE. One of the earliest references to 
Hekate in Thrace is found in a hymn fragment about 
the city of Abdera, written by the ancient Greek lyrical 
poet Pindar. This dates to around the middle of the 

fifth century BCE and said: 

-It was the first of the month" when this befell, and 
the gracious Hekate, the maid of the ruddy fee~, was 
thereby sending us a message that was longmg for 
fulfilment. - 5 

As we know from numerous literary references that 
Hekate was being worshipped in Athens in the fifth 
century BCE, it seems likely that her worship spread 
around the Aegean Sea very quickly during the end of 
the sixth century BCE and through into the fifth 
century BCE. From the literary references in the Greek 
oral poet Hesiod's Theogony in the eighth/seventh 
century BCE and the Homen'c Hymn to Demeter in the 
seventh century BCE, we see an explosion of literary 
references in the fifth century BCE, showing that 
Hekate had truly become a significant part of Greek 

culture. 

b
· the New Moon a d at e which was often 

4 The first of the month, emg . 
associated with Hekate G Sandys. 
5 Paean 2 , Pindar, 462 BCE. traIlS. . 
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So how can we trace Hekate back beyond her first 
appearance in Greece in the eight century BCE in 
Hesiod's Theogony? It has been suggested, by Von 
Rudloff in his book Hekate in Ancient Greek Religion, 

that a triad of names on one of the Linear B tablets 
from the Bronze Age may be linked to Hekate with the 
other Eleusinian goddesses of Persephone and 
Demeter. Linear B tablet Tn316 from the Greek 
southern coastal city of Pylos, which has been dated to 
the thirteenth century BCE, contains the names 
Jphimedeia, Pereswa and Diwija amongst its list of 
deities. Of these, the first is probably an alternative 
name for Hekate, recalling her connection to Iphigen ia 
(who was called Iphimede in the eighth century BCE 
Catalogue of Women), the second has been suggested 
as coming from the same root as Persephone, and the 
third may mean 'bn'ghl goddess' or 'wealthy goddess', 
a title of Demeter. 

Another clue to Hekate's origins may be found in 
her connection to lions. Although the images of Hekate 
flanked by lions are not amongst the earliest of her, 
they do hint at Middle Eastern origins, where they were 
a common feature. Goddesses were often depicted 
flanked by lions in imagery from the Middle East, as 
can be seen from examining the iconography of 
goddesses such as inanna, Astarte and CybeJe. 
However we must bear in mind that Artemis was also 
depicted flanked by big cats, and based on their age 
the Hekate images may be the resu lt of her 
syncretisation with Artemis. Of course Artemis may 
~lso have roots in the Middle East, so this does not 
mvalidate the possibility of Hekate's roots being fu rther 
afield. 
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The lion references with Hekate include a frieze at 
the Lagina temple, coins showing her with lions, and 
a lso later references from the Chaldean Oracles and the 
Greek Magical Papyri, showing the persistence of the 
association. In the Chaldean Oracles Hekate is 
described as being "lion-possessing",6 and even more 
significantly we see, "If you call upon Me often you will 
perceive everything in lion-Jorm. "7 

In the 'Prayer to Selene for any Spell'in the Greek 
Magical Papyri, which by its content can be seen to be 
more of a Hekate spell, we find the phrase "you stand 

t /. ., 
protected by two rampan IOns. 

The fact that dogs were sacrificed to Hekate has 
also been presented as evidence for her non-Greek 
origins, as the practice of dog sacrifice was only found 
in relation to foreign gods who became part of the 
Greek pantheon, another such example being sacrific~s 
made to the god Ares. Fritz Graf wrote abou t this 
phenomenon in his essay 'What is new about Greek 

sacrifice?' saying that dog sacrifice carried its own 

message of Iiminality: 

"Well over ninety percent of all sacrificed animals 
came from four species: bovines, goats, sh~ep, cm.d 
swine. Any animal which d id not belong mto thzs 
noml-group became semantically important - as, e.g., 
the dog. -9 

As well as th e worship of Hekate in conjunction 
with Demeter and Persephone at Eleusis, there was 
also a temple of these three goddesses at Selinus in 
Sicily. It seems likely that the worship there may have 

6 Chaldean Oracles. C2nd eE, trans. S. Ronan. 
7 Chaldean Oracles, C2nd eE, trans. S. Ronan. 

8 PGM IV.2811-12, trans. Kraus.e. Graf 2002 
9 What is new about Greek sacrifice?, . 
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taken a similar form to that at Eleusis. We know that 
Hekate was also worshipped on the islands of Aigina, 
Argos and Samothrace, though we do not know the 
form the worship took at these places. 

When examining the origins of Hekate from an 
archaeological and literary perspective, we have to also 
conside r the origins ascribed to her, at different times, 
within the various recorded mythological stories. In 
Hesiod's Theogony it was the goddess of the stars 
Asteria and her husband Perses who were credited as 
being the parents of Hekate: 

"Asteria {Stany One] of happy name, whom Perses 
{Destroyer] once led to his great house to be called his 
dear wife. And she conceived and bare Hekate. -IO 

Asteria was associated with the night sky, both 
through astrology and also her role as giver of 
prophetic dreams. The temple of Asteria on Delos was 
known for dream incubation. This connection to 
oracles and dreams was one which would be passed on 
to her daughter Hekate. Asteria was also sister to Leta, 
the mother by Zeus of the divine twins Artemis and 
Apollo, who were Hekate's cousins. Hekate's 
relationship to Artemis in particular would become 
very close to the point of the goddesses being equated. 

Although Perses was usually translated as 
'Destroyer', we may also obselVe that Perses was used 
to mean 'Persian '. In his fifth century BeE work 
HistOries, the Greek geographer Herodotus described 
the Persians being named after Perses, son of Perseus. 
So from this perspective we can speculate that 
Hekate's father was viewed as being Persian , i.e. from 
the Middle East. A number of sources gave variants of 

10 Theogony, Hesiod, CSth BCE, trans. H.G. Evelyn-White. 
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the name Perses for her father, such as Persaios and 
Perseus, as will be seen from the subsequent quotes. 

The seventh century BeE Homeric Hymn to 
Demeter, maintained the view given in the Theogony, 

calling her "Tender-hearted Hekafe, bright-coif fed, the 

daughter of Persaios. "II 

The majority of authors perpetuated this most 
popular attribution in their own writings, through to 
Pseudo-Apollodorus in his Bib/iothero in the second 
century CEo He wrote that Hekate was "The maiden 

daughter of Perseus, Brimo Trimorphos. "1 2 The titles 
Brimo ('angnJ' or 'lenifying 1 and Trimorphos ('three

fonned' or 'three-bodied) were two of the many applied 
to her . Hekate was often associated with triplicity, and 
this would be a recurrent theme in her worsh ip and 

magic: 

"And you who oft frequent the tn"ple way and rule the 
tn"p/e decades with three forms and flames and 
dogs. - J3 

A Scholiast l4 on Apollonius Rhodius' classic 
Argonautica gave a range of possible parents . It 
reported that the Orphic Hymns attributed Deo 
(Demeter) as her mother , Bacchylides a ttributed Nyx as 
her mother, Mousaios attributed Zeus and Asteria as 
her parents and Pherecydes gave Aristaios as her 
fathe r. 

These alternative attributions of paren tage are all 
more connected than they might initially seem. That 
the Orphic Hymns shou ld attribute Demeter as mother 

11 Homeric Hymn to Demeter. C7lh BCE, trans. H.G. Evelyn-White. 
12 Alexandria, Lycophron. C3rd BCE, trans. Mair. 
]3 PGM IV.2S28 -30. 
14 A Scholiast is an explanatory note or comment, usually on an 
ancient Greek or Latin text. 
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to Hekate is un surprising, when we take into account 
the assimilation of the Homeric Hymn to Demeter into 
the Orphic Mysteries . From that viewpoint it was 
entirely logical to bring Hekate more closely into the 
family of goddesses who were central to the powers of 
the underworld, and hence key to the process of 
transmigration of souls, to reincarnate again. This was 
a significant part of the Orphic Mysteries. 

Nyx ('Night) was equated to Asteria, for what is 
night if not the starry sky? Nyx was one of the first 
primeval gods, from whom the race of gods were born. 
Zeus likewise was an obvious suggestion for parent as 
the father of many of the main Greek gods, and also 
the central figure in the Chaldean Oracles with Hekate 

Aristaios was an interesting choice, being a god 
associated with medical herbs, who gave the world 
honey, mead, olives and cheese-making. He was 
usually described as being the son of Apollo by Cyrene, 
though Bacchylides attributed his parentage to the 
earth goddess Ge and the celestial Ouranos. 

The deities honoured in the religions of ancient 
?reece and Rome were not usually worshipped in 
Isolation. Thus Hekate was frequen tly found in the 
company of other deities, such as Hermes, Apollo 
Oem t p , . e er, ersephone, Cybele, Mithras and others. An 
lO~cription from Rome in the fourth century CE makes 
thiS point clearly: 

"The most potent lord Sextilius Agesilaus Aedesius 
{:ther of the unconquered sun god Mithras 

erophant of Hecate, chief shepherd of Dionysus' 
reborn forever through sacrifice of bulls and ram~ 
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consecrated the altar .to the great gods, to the mother 
of the gods and to Attls. '"/ 5 

Another inscription from Rome in the same period 
makes it clear that there was a mystery cult associated 
with Hekate, as there was with the Indo-Iranian god 
Mithras and the Phrygian goddess Cybele, and at 
Eleusis. In this instance, the priestess Paulina was an 
initiate of seve ral mystery cults: 

"Ini fiate of Ceres and the Eleusinian [Mysteries/, 
initiate of Hecate at Aegina, tauroboliata, 
hierophant. " /6 

The gods particularly associated with Hekate were 
the other chthonic ones, i.e. Hermes, Hades, 
Persephone, and Ge, as well as Zeus, Rhea, Demeter, 
Mithras a nd Cybele , and the solar gods Helios a nd 
Apollo. The chthonic gods Hermes, Hades, Persephone 
and Ge were a lso those who were found most often on 
the defixiones (curse tablets). Zeus and Rhea both 
feature in the Chaldean Oracles, especially Zeus as the 
supreme deity. 

Over time some goddesses were partially or fully 
assimilated into Hekate. These were Brimo, Despoina, 
Enoclia, Genetylli s, Kotys, Kratais and Kourotrophos. 
She was a1so syncretised with or equated to Artemis, 
Selene , Mene, Persephone, Physis, Bendis, Bona Dea , 
Diana, Ereschigal and Isis. 

Hekate and Hermes were often associated, as 
Hermes was the most liminal of the male gods in the 
Greek pantheon. Hermes Chthonia was often invoked 
together with Hekate Chthonia on the defixiones . The 

15 e lL V1.510, 367 CEo 
16 Inscription from the tomb of Fabia Aconia Paulina, C4th CEo 
trans. M.R. Lefkowitz. 
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Greek geographer Pausanias recorded seeing statues of 
the couple a s Hennes Propylaios and Hekate Propylaia 
at the gates to the city of Athens.17 

In the Greek Magical Papyri there was even an 
instance of their names being combined , in a 
restraining spell , 18 which declared ·Entrapper, Mistress 

of Corpses, Hennes, Heka te, Hennekate, ". 

Helios was also associated with Hekate in various 
tales. With Hekate, Helios was the only other god to be 
aware of Persephone's a bduction in the Homeric Hymn 
to Demeter. The two were also inked in a hymn 
fragment from the lost fifth century BCE play The Root

Cutters, by the Greek tragedian Sophocles: 

o Lord Helios and Sacred Fire 
The spear of Hekate of the Crossroads 
Which she bears as she travels Olympus 
And dwells in the tn"ple ways of the holy land 
She who is crowned with oak-leaves 
And the coils of wild serpents. l !J 

Helios was the most commonly invoked god in the 
Greek Magical Papyri (sometimes syncretised with 
Apollo), as Hekate was the most commonly invoked 
goddess. Helios and Hekate a re also both given in 
different sources as the parents to the sorceresses 
Circe and Medea, though not a t the same time. In 
one accou n t Helios was the grandfather of Hekate , who 
was the mother of the two sorceresses: 

"We are told that Helios had two sons, Aeetes and 
Perses, Aeetes be ing the king of Kolkhis and the other 
king of the Tauric Khersonese, ... Perses had a 

17 Description of Greece, Pausanias, C2nd CEo trans. Frazer. 
18 PGM 111.1-164. 
19 The Root-Cutters, Sophocles, C5th BCE, trans. Z. Yardley. 
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daughler Hekale ... she manied Aeetes and bore two 
daughters, Circe and Medea, and Q son Aigialeus. "20 

When Medea swears her oath in the ArgonQutica 

she also links Helios and Hekate: 

"J swear by Helios ' sacred light and by the secret rites 
oj Perses ' night-wandering daughter {Hekatej. "] 1 

Zeus had a long-standing association with Hekate. 
From the Theogony. where he "'gave her splendid gifts, 

to have a share of the earth, and the wifrv.itful sea. She 

received honour also in starry jeaven, and is honoured 
exceedingly by the deathless gods. "22 He was also at 
times said to be her father, and together they form the 
central deities of the Chaldean Oracles, with Hekate 
being the intermediary power as Soteira ('saviour' 
transmitting the divine inOuence of the supreme Zeus 

to all the worlds and beings. 

Hekate was sometimes identified with the sea 
goddess Kratais, who was the mother of the monster 
Scylla, making Hekate her mother as well. This 
connection was emphasised by Kratais also being 
called Skylakagetis ('Leader of the Dogs,. In 
Apollonius Rhodius' Argonautica we see Circe telling 

her niece Medea: 

"Nor let them go too near the hateful den of Ausonian 
Skylla that wicked monster borne to Phorkys by 

, 11K . ~ night-wandering Hekate, whom men ca ralms. 

This does of course contrast with the common view 
that Hekate was an untouched maiden goddess, as 

20 Library of History, Diodorus Siculus, Clst BCE, trans. Oldfather. 
21 Argonautica 4.1018, Apollonius Rhodius, C3rd CE, trans. R.C. 

Seaton. 
22 Theogony, Hesiod, C8'~ BCE, trans. H.G. Evelyn -White. 

23 Argonautica, Book 4, Apollonius Rhodius, C3rd BCE, trans. 

Seaton . 
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expressed by Pseudo-ApoUodorus in his Bibliotheca 
when he wrote that Hekate was "The maiden daughter 
of Perseus. '24 That there should be such a range of 
possibilities simply emphasises the unpredictable and 
liminal nature of Hekate. 

Literary Sources 

The literary sources referring to Hekate span a 
period of more than two thousand years. We have 
included a list of all the texts referred to in this book in 
chronological order for the convenience of the reader 

Date Source 

C9thBCE Odyssey, Homer 

CBthBCE Theogony, Hesiod 

C8thBCE Works and Days, Hesiod 

C7thBCE Homeric Hymn 10 Demeler 

C7thBCE Fragments, Aikman 

C6thBCE Fragmenr.s, Hipponax 

Early C5th BCE Suppliants, Aeschylus 

C5th BCE The Nurses of Dionysus, Aeschylus 

CSlhBCE Fragments, Aeschylus 

C5[h BCE Life of Homer, Herodotus 

CSthBCE The Histories, Herodotus 

CSthBCE On the Sacred Disease, Hippocrates 

CSthBCE The Root Cullers, Sophocles 

24 Alexand . na, Lycophron, C3rd BCE, tTans. Mair. 
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C5tl! BCE 
The Women WllO say they will expel 

the Goddess /Hekate/, Sophron C3rdBCE 
Alexandna, Lycophron 

C5tl! BCE Fragments, Eupolis 

C5t11 BCE Fragments, Bacchylides 

C3rd BCE 
Hymll 3 to Artemis, Calli mach us 

270BCB Idylls, Theocritus 

C51hBCE Puriftclilions, Empedocles C2nd BCE Chronicle, Apollodorus 

C51h BCE - C2nd CE Baechic Gold Funera l Tablets C2nd BCE - CSt" CE Greek Magical Papyri 

462 BCE PlJthian Odes 4, Pindar 

450BCE Tile CllOep hori, Aeschylus 

CIst BCE 
Library of HistonJ, Diodorus SicuJus 

CIst BCE CanninG, Catu llus 

442 BCE The Tllfacian Women, Cratinus c,40BCE Eclogues, Virgil 

431 BCE Medea, Euri pides 35BCE Satires, Horace 

420BCE The Wasps, Aristophanes 30BCE Epades, Horace 

414 BCE 
/phigenia among the Taurians, 

Euri pides 

412 BCE Helen, Eu ripides 

410BCE Lysis/rata, Aristophancs 

400BCE Frogs, Aristophanes 

380BCE Plutus, Aristopha nes 

C4thBCE Memorabilia, Xenophon 

C41JiBCE Tile Harp Maker, Anaxilas 

C4th BCE Characters, Theoph rastus 

C4th BCE EnquinJ into Plants, Theophrastus 

C4th BCE On Piety, Theophrastus 

C3rd BCE Argonautica, Apollonius Rhodius 

Late CIst BCE The Aeneid, Virgil 

BCE 
Metamorphoses, Ovid 

BCE Fasti, Ovid 

60CE 
Pllarsaiia, Lucan 

CIst CE 
Medea, Seneca 

CIst CE 
Thebaid, Statius 

CIst CE 
Natura[ History, Pliny 

CIst CE 
Jewish Antiqui ties, Flavius Josephus 

CIst CE 

C1st-3rd CE 
TIle Jewish War, Flavius Josephus 

Orphic Hymn to Hekate 
Early C2nd CE 

Moralia, Plutarch 

Early C2nd CE 
Roman Questions, Plutarch 
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On the Characteristics of Allimals, 
C21ul CE 

Aelia n 
C3rd CE The Deipnosopl1ists, Athanaeus 

C2nd CE Descnption of Greece, Pausanias 
Early C41h CE Praeparalio ElXlngefica, Eusebius 

C2nd CE Bibliotheca, Pseudo·Apollodorus 
C4th CE Against the Healhen, Amobius 

C2nd CE Protrep[icus, Clement of Alexandria 
C4th CE Instiluliones Divinae, Lactantius 

C2nd CE Philopseudes, Lucian 
C4th CE Orphic Argonautica 

C2nd CE Metamorphoses, Antoninus Liberalis 
411 CE Sennon 241, Augustine 

C2nd CE Address to the Greeks, Tatian 
Early CSlh CE Hymns, Synesius 

C2nd CE The 1h1e Word, Celsu s 
CSthCE Dionysiaca, Nonnus 

C2nd CE Clw/dean Oracles 
CSthCE Satunw!ia, Macrobius 

C2nd CE Papyrus Oxyrynchus 

Lale C2nd CE 
Metamorphoses (fhe Goldell Ass), 
Apuleius 

CSth CE Hymn to Helrote and Janus, Proclus 

CSthCE Life of Proclus, Marinus 

CSth CE Pistis Sophia 

Early C3rd CE 
The Life of Apollonius of Tyana, 
Philostratus the Athenian 

Early C6th CE Celestial Hierarchy, Pseudo-Dionysus 
the Areopagite 

Early C3rd CE Stromata, Clement of Alexandria 

Philosopllumena or Tile Refutation of 
C3rd CE All Heresies, Hippolytus 

C6lhCE Difficulties and Solutiolls of First 
Principles, Damascius 

C6th CE Liber De Mensibus, John Lydus 

On the Mysteries of tile Egyptians, 
C3rd CE lambJichus 

C6tll CE Ethnica, Stephen of Byzantium 

ClOth CE Suda, Unknown 
C3rd CE 011 Images, Porphyry 

C3rd CE a,l Abstinence, Porphyry 
Cl1th CE Commell/anJ on the Chaldean Oracles, 

Michael Psellus 

C3rd CE Prophecy from Oracles, Porphyry 

Sello/iast on the Cra ty/us of Plato, 
C3rd CE Porphyry 

C12th CE Selloliast Olt Alexandria of LYCOpllron, 
John Tzetzcs 

1533 Of Occult Philosophy, Cornelius 
Agrippa 
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1571 
Le Imagilli Deg~i Dei Degli Antic/ti, 
Vicenzo Cartan 

c.1 606 Macbeth, William Shakespeare 

A New and Complete lIlustr~tiorl oJlhe 
1795 Occult Sciences, Ebenezer S\bly 
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CHAPTER 2 

IN HER SERVICE 

Hekate appeared frequently in the literature of the 
ancient world , in theological , legendary and fictional 
writings. Her roles and genealogy were described by 
philosophers whose views shaped the development of 
magic like Hesiod and Porphyry , and her abilities and 
epithets occurred in the tales of legendary heroines 
whose deeds are still enacted in plays and tales today, 
like the sorceresses Medea and Circe. Prom the 
literature of the time it seems that Hekate was 
frequently associated with the witches of Thessaly, 
whose fame spread to such an extent, that they are 
still known today. In the case of a root-magician like 
Empedocles, the link to Hekate is more speculative, 
though we may note that she was particularly 
associated with rhizotomoi (root-magic) and phannakeia 
(herbal/poison magic) , and he was a root-magician. 
This is illustrated by examples such as the Hekate 
invocation in the remaining fragment of the lost fifth 
century BCE Sophocles play, The Root-Cutters. 

Hesiod 

Hesiod's influence was highly significant to the 
development of ancient Greek religious and spiritual 
views through the material in his works. Of these, 
both from the eighth cen tury BCE, two are particularly 
significant, Works and Days and the Theogony. The 
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former work was influential on both the Orphic and 
Pythagorean schools of thought, being cited as part of 
their argument for a vegetarian diet. The Theogony 

was hugely important in setting out the first 
synthesised pattern of creation for the Greek gods, and 
giving the extremely significant first known literary 
description of Hekate. The central position of Zeus in 
the Theogony and importance of Hekate would be 
mirrored a thousand years later in the Chaldean 

Oracles, with both texts also being presented as divine 

revelation. 

It has been suggested that Hesiod was a devotee of 
Hekate, hence the inclusion of the uniquely large and 
tremendously positive section about her in the 
Theogony. Alternatively it has been suggested that the 
Hekate section was inserted into the Theogony by 
somebody else, at a later date, for the same reason. 

We know that Hesiod's brother's name was Perses, 
which is of course the name given fo r Hekate's father. 
Considering the acrimony with which Hesiod wrote 
about his brother in Works and Days, it could be 
speculated that his brother was named after Hekate's 
father, and that Hesiod's family worshipped Hekate as 

their tutelary goddess. 

Empedocles 

The fifth century BCE Greek root-magician and 
philosopher Empedocles (c.495-c.435 BCE), invented 
the doctrine of the four elements of air, fire, water and 
earth which has been perpetuated through to modern 
magic. There are circumstantial hints in his practices 
suggesting that he may have been a devotee of Hekate, 
as can be seen by examin ing his life. Empedocles 
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claimed a range of abilities, which are particularly 
interesting when we consider the powers attributed in 
the legends to Hekate and her devotees. He declared 
that he could teach remedies against old age, a deed 
performed by Medea for Jason's father Aeson. He also 
claimed the power to control the weather, and the 
witches of Thessaly were famed for their ability to d raw 
down the moon from heaven. Finally Empedocles 
stated that he could bring back the dead, a power 
attributed to Hekate as bearer of the keys to the 
underworld. 

Empedocles claimed to be immortal, and was said 
to have jumped into the volcano Mount Etna on his 
homeland of Sicily, with only a bronze sandal left 
floating in the lava to show his passing. The bronze 
sandal was a cult symbol of Hekate. 

The name Purifications (KathamlOll given to one of 
~he two fragments of Empedocles' work remaining, is 
mteresting as purification was particularly associated 
with Hekate. Diodorus of Ephesus recounted a story 
about Empedocles, saying that he stopped a plague 
caused by bad river water at Selinus (where the temple t: ~ekate, Demeter :md Persephone was based), by 
p y~ng for two other nvers to be diverted so their water 
punfied the first river. This major labour funded out 
of h· , 

IS own pocket, successfully ended the plague. This 
Could als . d' o m lcate that he was an initiate of the 
:ysteries celebrated at the temple of Hekate, Demeter 

nd Persephone situated there. 

Porphyry 

The third t C . (234 cen ury E phIlosophe r Porphyry of Tyre 
-c.30S CE) was a Phoenician Neo-Platonist who 
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studied under Plotinus. He wrote widely on a range of 
subjects including philosophy , vegetarianism, oracles , 
anti-Christian rhetoric and logic. His Introduction was 
used for many centuries as a standard work on logic in 
both Europe and the Arab world. 

Porphyry was influenced by the Chaldean Oracles, 

which helped define his view of Hekate , and this may 
provide a possible insight into why she occurred so 
often in his writings. In his Scholiast on the Cratylus of 

Plato, he described Hekate in a manner which not only 
exhorted her superiority , but also demonstrated 
knowledge of the Chaldean Oracles and the divine 
hierarchy contained within them, such as the 
connection between Hekate and souls and virtues as 

their source: 

·Likewise, according to an essence transcending the 
other powers of this triple uiuific order, the dominion 
of Hecate is established; but according to a middle 
power, and which is generative of wholes, that of 
soul; and, according to intellectual conversion, that of 
Virtue. P25 

Porphyry was a staunch vegetarian, writing two 
works on the subject, On Abstinence, and On the 

Impropriety of Killing Living Beings for Food. He 
frequently referred to Hekate in his writings, thus his 
Prophecy from Oracles contained an oracle from Hekate 
on Jesus. The Christian theologian Eusebius quoted 
fragments of Porphyry extensively in his Praeparatio 

Evangelica, and this included instructions on her 
symbols and how to make a shr ine to Hekate and her 

worship. 

25 Sch olia st on the Cratylus of Plato, Porphyry, 
Taylor , 
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C3rd CE, tranS, 

Hekate was mentioned sign ificantly in On 
Abstinence, in the tale of the holiest man who did not 
sa crifice animals, but offered fragrances and cakes to 
Hekate and Hermes, POflJhyry when commenting on 
the various gods, emphasised the benefits of Hekate 
when he also observed: 

aBut Hecate~ when !nvoked by the names of a bull, a 
dog, and a lIOness, zs more propitious, "26 

Porphyry's views were influenced by his teacher 
Plotinus, and a result of this was the dialogue between 
Porphyry and his disciple iamblichus, wh ich would 
produce the latter's classic work on theurgy, On the 
Mysten'es of the Egyptians. 

Circe 

«Perses had a daughter Hekate .. , she married Aeetes 
a':l~ bore two daughters, Circe and Medea, and a son 
Azglaieus. ''2 7 

Circe stands out as the first great fictional 
sorc~ress or witch of Greek literature, with a range of 
magIcal abilities corresponding to her semi-divine 
sta tus and relationship with Hekate. These included 
co~~rolling the weather, love magic , necromancy, the 
abIlity to mo . , , ve unseen , shapeshlftmg, control of 
a mmals and herbal lore. 

Indeed Odysseus wa s only able to defeat Circe's 
sha h'f' b pes I tmg magic by the use of an herb given to him 
y the god Herme d s , an even then he was still 

~uscep~ible to her channs, staying with her for a year 
CCOrdmg to h I' ' a sc 0 last to Lycophron 's Alexand ' na, 

260nAb . 
27 U br Stlne~ce , Porp~yry, C3rd CE, trans, Taylor, 

a.ry of HIstOry, DlOdorus Siculus, C lst BCE, cran s, Oldfa ther . 
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Circe raised the ghost of Odysseus after he was dead, 
reminding us that even death did not protect a person 
from the attention of powerful magicians. 

Circe was always portrayed as a priestess of 
Hekate , and according to some sources she was said to 
be her daughter. In the Argonautica, Circe performed 
purificatory rites on her niece Medea and Jason, 
ordered by Zeus, in atonement for Jason killing 
Medea's brother Apsyrtus. Circe's magical abilities as 
a priestess were emphasised by this deed, which was 
presaged by bloody visions symbolising the murder and 
the need for purification: 

"First, to atone for the murder still unexpiated, she 
held above their heads the young of a sow whose 
dugs yet swelled from the fruit of the womb, and, 
severing irs neck, sprinkled their hands with the 
blood; and again she made propitiation with other 
drink offerings, calling on Zeus the Cleanser, the 
protector of murder-stained suppliants. And all the 
defilements in a mass her attendants bore forth from 
the palace - the Naiad nymphs who ministered all 
things to her. And within, Circe, standing by the 
hearth, kept burning atonement-cakes without wine, 
praying the while that she might stay from their 
wrath the terrible Furies, and that Zeus himself might 
be propitious and gentle to them both. ""2B 

Medea 

Medea was possibly the greatest tragic heroine, or 
villainess, depending on the teller, of the literature of 
the ancient world. In some versions of the stories, 
Medea was described as the daughter of Hekate. and 
she named the goddess as "the mistress whom J 

28 ATgonautica, Book 4 , ApoUonius Rhodius, C3rd BCE, trans. 
Seaton. 
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worship above all others and name as my helper. "'19 In 
a ll the tales where she appeared Med . , ea was a 
pnestess of Hekate : 

"As I a ru e she /Medea/ did not spend her rime at 
home, but was busy all day in the temple of Hekare 
of whom she was priestess. "30 ' 

M.edea set a new pattern in literature, as a 
beautIful and powerful female witch who cou ld not I 
b h· =y 

nng t e dead back to hfe. but rejuvenate the elderl 
Sh· d y. e rejuvenate J ason and his father Aeson th 
nurses of Dionysus31 and a ram and the d l.b' e , n e 1 erately 
gave. the w.rang spell to Pelias' daughters causing them 
to kIll theIr father. This ability was associated with 
Medea from the earliest tales, being seen in a fragment 
of the lost epic Nosro; (Homecomings), where she 
cooked . up herbs in a golden cauldron. She 
emphaSised the assistance of Hekate in her . 
sayin " 'd magIc, 
b g, prom ed the tn"ple-jormed goddess helps and 

y her presence assents to my great experiments. ~2 

m ~o other aspects of Medea's tale should also be 
enttoned. These are the fact that when Medea fled 

~he was accepted as ruler by the people who then took 

r:l: name: t~e Medes. Also significant is her oracular 
, predicting the colonisation of Th . . 

which era, a prediction 
o I was subsequently repeated by the Delphic 

race. When thO d·· 
IS pre Ictlon was made P,·nd 

Upgraded Med ' ar 
her <t . ea, for he had her speaking words from 

Immortal mouth". 33 

~ ~dea, Euripides, 431 BCE trans F' Grar 
"'_ gonauliea Book 4 A '" . " . 
....,.aton. ' ,po omus Rhodius C3rd BCE 
31 Th " trans. 

e Nurses of O ' 
32 Metamorphose I~SUS, Aeschylus, C5th BCE trans J G Frazer. 
33 P:Ythian Ode 4 sA dId, 8 CE, trans. C.E. Newl~ds. . .. 

. n ar, 462 BCE, trans. N Krevans. 
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Medea was a significant figure, not only in the 
number of times she appeared in tales, but also for the 
accompanying descriptions of her actions, which 
provide a rich source of contextual information 
regarding magical practices. Fortunately for us, when 
the poets wrote their tales, they set their material 
within the context of their society to ensure ease of 
understanding in their audiences. Thus over a period 
of centuries Medea was portrayed in stories such as 
Apollonius Rhodius' Argonautica, Euripides' Medea, 
Seneca's Medea, and Ovid's Metamorphoses . 

The Witches of Thessaly 

Although the witches of Thessaly were not a 
priesthood of Hekate. they were often linked with her 
as expert practitioners of the types of magic 
particularly associated with the goddess, such as 
nekuia (,divination from the dead1, goeteia ('sorcery1 

and pharmakeia ('herbal/poison magic,. In Lucan's 
Pharsalia, from the first century CE, his witch Erictho 
made a proprietary claim on Hekate as being 
associated with the witches of Thessaly when she 

declared: 

"Persephone, who dost detest heaven and thy mother, 
and who art the lowestfonn of our Hecate. "34 

This quote is interesting, not only in the equation 
of Persephone to Hekate, but also the implication that 
Persephone enjoyed the underworld and the company 
of her husband Hades, detesting heaven and Demeter 
(her mother). The association of Thessaly (in northern 
Greece) with magic was even seen in the Greek Magical 

34 Pharsalia. Lucan, 60 CE, lrans. J.D. Duff 
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P~pyn', with several necromantic charms attributed to 
PltyS, a Thessalian king 35 Lucan e h . , . mp aSlsed the 
magical nature of Thessaly in Pharsalia when h e wrote : 

;~;e earth ~f Thessaly produces poisonous herbs in 
, mou~tams, and the rocks feel it when m " 

smg rh€lr deadly spells. Many plants grow thc;;.~Clt~:~ 
may compel the gods, and the woman who c 
Co/chis [Medea[ picked in Thessa/ian coun:

me 
from 

herbs that she did not bn'ng along. " 3 6 ry many 

Of the ~amous witches in literature associated with 
Hekate, Enctho was a Thessalian witch and Med 
gathered her herbs there By the t,·me 0'[ H ea , orace the 
~erm. Thessalian had become synonymous with 
magical' h' . . ' ence In the child sacrifice scene in Epod 

wIth C 'd' ' es am la and he r fellow witches the Ital,·a ·t h Foli ,n WI c 
a speaks the charms and "b· d , , nngs OWII the 

er:nhchant~d st~rs and the moon from the sky with 
essallan VOice. "37 

Lampads 

The seventh centurv BCE S Alkm . 'J partan lyric poet 
an men tloned a gr [ who w . oup 0 torch-bearing nymphs 

ere compantons to Hekate 38 Th 
who were called Lam ' ese nymphs, 
anywhe re pads, we re not mentioned 

else, but the early d t 
wonder if th' a e must make us 

Iswasthelt' tradition Th h . as mention of an existing 
, us t ey might ~ 

torCh-bearin' ' or example, represent the 
El ' g pnestesses of Hekate l·k h eUSIS, • let ose at 

35 PCM 
36Ph IV; I928-2005, PGMIV200 
37 E arsaha, LUcan 60 CE IT' 6 ·2125, & PGM IV.21 40-44 

l>O<Ies Hor ' ,ans. G. Luck . 
38 F'ragmC~t 63a~ikm30 BCE, lrans, M Meye~. 

, an, C7lh BeE, 
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Hekate's Vegetarian Followers 

Significantly, all of the philosophers previously 
mentioned who referred to Hekate in their writings 
were staunch vegetarians . Empedocles, who believed 
in the transmigration of souls, argued that to eat a 
living creature was a grievous sin, as you were eating 
another soul on the journey to divinity. He maintained 
the Golden Age of the past had been one without 
animal sacrifice or the consumption of meat. Rather 
the offerings to the gods were substances such as the 
sweet resins of frankincense and myrrh, and honey. 

Empedoc1es was so passionate about the subject , 
that in his work Purifications, of wh ich only fragments 
survive, he wrote of meat consumption: 

«Will you not cease from the din of slaughter? Do you 
not see that you are devouring each other in the 
heedlessness of your minds? ... Alas that the pitiless 
day did not destroy me first, before J contrived the 
wretched deed of eating flesh with my lips. "39 

The belief that the Golden Age was flesh less was 
first postulated by Hesiod in his eighth century BCE 
Works and Days. Hesiod emphasised the vegetarian 
diet of the Golden Age, saying: 

«The fruitful grainland yielded its harvest to them of 
its own accord; this was great and abundant. "40 

Other fourth century BCE Pythagorean 
philosophers such as the cartographer Dicaearchus of 
Messana, and his friend the naturalist Theophrastus 
were also vegetarians who wrote on vegetarian ism and 
the Golden Age. Theophrastus, in his work On Piety, 
perpetuated the views of Hesiod. 

3 9 Purifications, Empedocles, CSth BCE, trans. O.S. Kirk. 
40 Works and Days, Hesiod, Cath BCE. trans. R. Lattimore. 
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Porphyry was vehement in h is vegetarianism, and 
wrote two works Supporting this · . . VieWpOint, On 
Ab~ti.nence, and On the Impropriety of Killing Living 
8emgs for Food. It is also interesting to observe that 
Porphyry's teachers, the noted philosophers Plotinus 
and Plutarch were both vegetaria n . 

PO~hYry recounted a tale in On Abstinence which 
emphaSised a move away from animal sacrifice d 
towards . using incense, vegetables and first fru~s, 
perhaps In an effort to try and restore practices to the 
way they were perceived in the Golden Age: 

"'crowning and adorning the statues of Hennes and 
Hecate, and the other sacred images which were left 
to us by ~ur ancestors, and that he also honoured the 
GokdS WIth frankincense, and sacred waFers and 
ca es. "1/ J ' 

The Roman philosophers Seneca and Ovid both of 
whom t . . , 

wro e slgmficant works treating the tale of 
~edea (~edea and Metamorphoses respectively), with 
er devotion to Hekate, were vegetarian as well . 

41 OnAb . 
sUnen ce. Porphyrv, C3rd CE, ' __ _ ,. 

' J u<u. T. Taylor. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SACRED ELEUSIS 

Eleusis was like the Vatican City of its day, a 
hugely influential and powerful religious centre . At 
Eleusis a mystery cult celebrated the Greater and 
Lesser Mysteries, which incorporated the tale of the 
grain goddess Demeter and her daughter Persephone. 
Becoming an initiate of the Eleusinian Mysteries was 
an important social and spiritual act, for not only did it 

give a certain status to be an initiate of the Mysteries, 
but it was also said to ensure a positive afterlife in the 

underworld, where Persephone was queen. 

The worship of Hekate was intertwined with the 
mysteries of Eleusis, along with Demeter and 
Persephone. The Greek scholar Apollodorus recorded 
in his Chronicle that when King Ericthonius died, his 
son Pandion became king, and during his reign 
Demeter came to Attica and was welcomed by King 
Celeus at Eleusis: t 2 This placed Demeter at Eleusis 

during the period 1462- 1423 BCE. 

Later in the Chronicle reference was made to the 
first celebration of the Mysteries at Eleusis in the reign 
of King Erechtheus, around 1409 BCE. So if the 
presence of Hekate in the Eleusinian Mysteries was not 
a late addition, we may assume that she was present 
from the beginning of the Mysteries. This would place 

42 Chronicle I1!.XIV.7. Apollo<lorus. C2nd BCE. 
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her in Greece in the fifteenth century BCE, some seven 
hundred years before the first literary reference in the 
Theogony. 

Hekate's involvement in the Eleusinian Mysteries 
cannot be ignored. Although there are a myriad of 
theories on the exact nature of the mysteries and 
rituals which took place at the Greater and Lesser 
Eleusinian Mysteries, it cannot be disputed that it was 
a very important spiritual centre. The priesthood there 
owned large areas of land, were tremendously wealthy 
and wielded political power throughout the known 
world. We know from archaeological findings that the 
sanctuary at Eleusis may have been in use as early as 
1500 BCE, supporting the timescale of Apollodorus' 
Chronicle. 

A smaller temple, which stood at the entrance to 
the main temple, was accord ing to the Greek 
geographer Pausanias dedicated to Artemis Propylaia 

and the sea god Poseidon. ?ropylaia was one of 
He~te's key titles, and this temple may have been 
dedicated to Hekate and Poseidon, rather than Artemis 
Artemis was not referred to by this title anywhere else' 
and h d'd . • s e I not have any obVIOUS associations with the 
myste.ries of Persephone and Demeter as enacted at 
Eleusls. 

. Additionally Hekate was linked to Poseidon in othe 
wntin . I r ffi gs, mc uding the Theogony, and fish were often 
:h~red. to. her in sacrificial rites. Purther evidence 
f ch mdlcated Hekate's role at this sanctuary comes 
f,rom a vase found at the site which depicted a you ng 
emale figure hid" D... ,0 mg two torches, a pose called Th 
-_M~ "" e bei ~' ~n and which IS now widely accepted as 

ng a depiction of Hekate. 
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The Homeric Hymn to Demeter was effectively the 
canon of the Eleusinian mystery told through the tale 
of the Abduction of Persephone. So let us recount that 

tale to make the light of Hekate clearer. 

Hades was lonely in his role as underworld god, 
and made an agreement with his brother, Zeus, the 
ruler of the gods . Hades would abduct his daughter 
Persephone and make her his bride. To do this he 
created the beautiful narcissus flower as a lure for her, 
and the earth goddess Ge grew it as a favour to him. 
When Persephone was out picking flowers with some of 
the other maiden goddesses including Athena and 
Artemis on the Plain of Nysa, she spotted the narcissus 
and wandered off to pick it. Seizing the moment, 
Hades came out of the earth in his chariot and 
abducted Persephone, taking her back into the 
underworld. The only witnesses were Hekate, who 
heard the struggle from her cave, and Helios the sun 

god, who saw it all from the sky. 

Persephone called out to her mother from the 
underworld, and Demeter searched the earth 
unsuccessfu lly for nine days looking for her daughter. 
On the tenth day Hekate approached her and told her 
what she had heard of the struggle, and suggested they 
speak to Helios. Helios recounted the whole scene, 
including informing her that Zeus was responsible for 
the abduction, but tried to persuade Demeter it was a 
good match for her daughter. Demeter was 
inconsolable and wandered the earth, ending up at 
Eleusis, where she took the role of nursemaid to Queen 
Metaneira's son Demophon, disguised as an old 

woman. 

50 I H~·knt<· 

~emeter would not eat or drink until princess 
lambe made her laugh by telling her obscene jokes 
and Metaneira offered her honeyed wine, but sh~ 
refused it. Instead she told Metaneira to rn"ix barle y, 
wa~er and pennyroyal and make the drink kykeon, 

whIch she drank. Demeter nourished the baby prince 
?emophon, feeding him on ambrosia and placing him 
10 the flames of the fire every night to make him 
immor tal. One night Queen Metaneira saw this and 
shrieked in horror, disturbing Demeter. Demeter 
revealed her divinity and chastised her, saying that 
Demophon would now be mortal like any other human. 
She instructed the queen to build a temple to her and 
that her rites (the Eleusinian mysteries) would be 
celebrated there. When the temple was built Demeter 
took .up residence in it, and prevented anything from 
growm~ for the year, so there were no crops and 
humamty suffered terribly. 

From Olympus, Zeus saw the suffering of 
humanity, and sent Iris, the messenger of the gods to 
sum D ' man emeter. Demeter ignored the summons and 
all the other gods who came to her offering her gifts to 
return to Olympus, saying she would not move until 
she had her daughter back, and neither would the 
crops grow again. 

th Zeus then sent Hermes to negotiate with Hades for 
e return of Perseph H p one. owever Hades persuaded 

ersephone to t ~ her t th ea a ew pomegranate seeds, binding 
her a e underworld. Persephone was reunited with 

mother and the .. welco d y reJoIced. Hekate joined them and 
beca me

h 
Pers~phone back, and from that time she 

me er gUIde (Pr I I and f opo as on her annual journey to 
rOm the unde Id to the rwor . For Zeus ordered that due 

pomegranate seeds she had eaten she now was 
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constrained to spend one third or the year in the 
underworld with her husband Hades, and the other 
two thirds with her mother Demeter. That is why the 
earth was barren for one third of the year, as Demeter 
mourned the time her daughter was in the undenvorld 

away from he r. 

It is significant that during the abduction, only 
Hekate and Helios were aware that anything was 
happening. So not only did Hekate hear a distant 
struggle when none of the other gods did, indicating a 
keener perception of unseen events , but her connection 
to the seen and unseen paths of nature was implied by 
her being "the one who keeps in mind the vigour of 
nature". Thus when describing the cries of Persephone 
during her abduction, the Homeric Hymn said: 

"But not one of the immortal ones, or of human 
mortals, heard her voice. Not even the olive trees 
which bear their splendid harves t. Except for the 
daughter of Persaios, the one who keeps in mind t~e 
vigour of nature. She heard it from her cave. She IS 

Hekate, with the splendid headband. _·fJ 
Another interesting point made by the scholar 

Athanassakis in his translation of the Homeric Hymn 
was that there could have been an early reference to 
the association between Hekate and the Moon. He 
claimed this was implied by the line: 

-But when the tenth light-bringing Dawn came [0 her, 
Hekate carrying a light in her hands, met her, _44 

However this line could also re fer to the suggested 
attribution of Venus as the morning star to Hekate as 
one of her torches, as this is the last star seen in the 
sky at dawn before the day sky is supreme. 

43 Homeric Hymn to Demeler. C7th BC~, trans. Gregory N0l?" 
44 Homeric Hymn 10 Demeler, C7th BCE. trons. Athanossalds. 
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The Orphic version of the hymn had some 
interesting and re levant variations to the Homeric 
Hymn. Instead of Persephone being abducted on the 
Plain of Nysa, she was abducted at Eleusis. Nysa was 
the name of more than one place, and significantly 
there was a Plain of Nysa near the city of Lagina, where 
Hekate was worshipped, and also a mountain called 
Nysa which was the birthplace of the god Dionysus. 

Rather than princess lam be telling her lewd jokes, 
in the Orphic version it was the old woman Baubo who 
made Demeter laugh by showing the goddess her 
genitals, and gave he r kykeon. Baubo was also 
associated with Hekate as an alternative name or 
companion, as mentioned in the Orphica, and also on a 
deftxio curse tablet from Claudiopolis, which linked 
Baubo/Hekate to Artemis and Ereschigal.45 We may 
speculate as to whether the 8aubo images of the 
woman displaying her gen italia re-appeared many 
centurie s la ter in the medieval Sheela-na-gig figures 
found carved on churches around Europe. 

In the telling of the Homen'c Hymn to Demeter 
Hekate embraced Persephone, and was described a~ 
b.eing the 'preceder' and 'follower' of Persephone . Th is 
Significantly referred to her position, not a role . Hekate 
preceded Persephone into the undenvorld and followed 
her out of the underworld. In this way she stood 
between her and any danger. Although Persephone 
ass~med her role of chthonian QUeen of the De d 
dunng her third of the year in the underworld for t~e 
other two thO d h ' Ir sse was once again the gentle 
nUrturing odd . g ess walkmg the surface of the earth. 

45 A TabeUa D fi ' . . 
Cormack, 195 Ie lXIoms lJl the Museum of the University of Reading, 
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Persephone was in this aspect for her journeys to and 
from the underworld , and Hekate acted as her 
guardian as well as guide . 

Demeter was strongly connected to Hekate, not 
only through the Eleusinian Mysteries, but at other 
Demeter temples where Hekate had a sanctuary and 
guarded the mysteries. Selinus on the island of Sicily 
was another Demeter and Persephone temple where 
Hekate was present at the gate, as was the temple on 
the island of Samothrace. 

A scholiast on the Argonautica referred to Demeter 
(Deo) as Hekate 's mother. This can be seen as another 
link in a curious chain of connections between Hekate, 
Demeter and Isis. Demeter was frequently syncretised 
with Isis, and then we see the subsequent 
syncretisation of Isis with Hekate. Hekate and 
Demeter meanwhile were connected through the 
Eleusinian Mysteries. Demeter and Isis and their 
myths were combined by the Greek historian 
Herodotus in the fifth century BCE (Histories), and 
continued to be so for many centuries, as can be seen 
from writers such as the Greek historian Diodorus 
Siculus (Library of History, first century BCE) and the 
Romano-Greek historian Plutarch (Moralia, second 
century CE). 

A separate collection of material which may shed 
additional light on the mysteries of Eleusis is the 
Bacchic Gold Funeral Tablets of Orpheus, dating from 
the fifth century BCE to the second century CEo 
Amongst these funereal tablets created for Orphic 
initiates we discover connections which emphasise the , 
importance of Hekate at Eleusis, and the 
interconnection of the goddesses worshipped there. In 
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the tablets Brimo, who was commonly identified as 
Hekate. was instead equated to both Demeter and 
Persephone. the other two goddesses of Eleusis. 46 

The second century CE Christian theologian 
Clement of Alexandria wrote of the Eleusinian 
Mysteries that, "'/ fasted, / drank the kykeon. "'47 From 
this we know that the potential initiates would be in a 
receptive state due to fasting. which makes achieving 
altered states of consciousness easier. The role of the 
drink kykeon in the Eleusinian Mysteries is still the 
subject of much debate. From the Homeric Hymn we 
know that it was made from barley, water and 
pennyroyal. Pennyroyal is an abortificant. a fact which 
would have been known to the priestesses of Eleusis, 
who would have had skills in phannakeia, the magic of 
herbs, drugs and poisons. 

When barley gruel is mixed with water it starts to 
ferment, producing an alcoholic drink, a simple 
explanation which could account for an altered state of 
mind experienced by those drinking it, especially when 
combined with other herbs . One suggestion was that 
an ergot on the barley produced psychoactive effects; 
however this would have been both extremely difficult 
to control and potentially lethal . 

It has also been suggested that opium was added 
to the kykeon , based on the amount of poppy imagery 
surrounding Demeter at Eleusis. This would certainly 
have had an effect on the initiate and put them into an 
altered state. but again we can only speculate. 
Alternatively an unknown psychoactive substance 

46 Ri 
47 tUal Te~s for the Mteriife, Ora! & Johnston, 2007, plSl. 

W'!! Protreptlcus, Clement of Alexander C2nd CE tran c H 
I oughby. " <>. .R. 
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could have been added, such as psilocybin 
mushrooms, or indeed nothing at all. We do however 
know that kykeon as a drink was sought after for social 
gatherings, suggesting it obviously had some properties 
that made it desirable. 

From depictions on vases showing Hekate with 
twin torches at the doorway to the sanctuary it seems 
likely that Hekate's role of Prop%s was a key 
component of the initiations into the Eleusinia n 
Mysteries. Thus Hekate priestesses may have guided 
the candidates through a network of underground 
caverns, lighting the way with the twin torches. 
Clemen t of Alexandria wrote describing a mystic drama 
taking place, and from his words it is clear he was 
referring to the myth of the abduction of Persephone, 
as described in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter. 

"Deo [Demeter[ and Kore became {the personages of! a 
mystic drama, and Eleusis with its dadouchos [torch
bearers, a title of Hekatej celebrates the wandering, 
the abduction, and the sorrow. "48 

Another Christian writer, the African ex-pagan 
Lactantius, confirmed the role of the torch-bearing 
priestesses. He wrote in the fourth century CE, clearly 
referring to the drama, and said: 

"With burning torches Proserpina {Persephone] is 
sought, and when she is found, the rite is dosed with 
general thanksgiving and a waving of torches. "49 

As mentioned above. Hekate was called Dadouchos 
('torch-bearer1, whose light illuminated the path, hence 
her roles as Phosphorus ('light-bringer1 and Purphoros 

48 F'rotrepticus, Clement of Alexander, C2nd CE, uans. H.R. 

Willoughby. 
49 Institutiones Divinae, Lactantius, C4th CE, trans. H.R. 
Willoughby. 

('fire-bringer1- Reference was made to the role of he 
h . r 

torc es m an undated scholion saying of Hekate (with 
the god ApoH.o) that they Jill the roads with light; he in 
the day, she In the night" The fire of her torches would 
subsequently become the coiling stellar fire and 
intellectual fire of the Chaldean Oracles. 
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CHAPTER 4 

IMAGES OF HEKATE 

The oldest surviving image of Hekate is a small 
20cm high terracotta statuette, from the sixt~ century 
BCE depicting her crowned and enthroned m a pose 
.'. "1 to those commonly seen for the which IS Simi ar . 

goddess Cybele. with whom she shared the title of 

Brimo. 

The surviving ancient depictions of Hekate as 
three-formed were believed by the Gree~ ~eographer 
Pausanias to be copies of an earlier depiction ~y t~e 

1 tor Alkamenes. As Alkamenes was sculptmg m 
scu P h" "d" t d 
h d half of the flfth century BCE, t IS 10 Ica e tesecon 'db 

that the triple image was an early one, pop~l~n~e y 
the EpipyrgldlQ { on the the famous sculpture known as . 

1 h " h tODd near the statue of the w10gless tower w IC s 
Nike (Victory) : . 

"Of the gods, the Aiginetans worship most Hec.at~t;: 
whose honour every year they ceThlebr~at~ '::~~ished 

h" h Ih say OrTlheus the raCl . w IC. ey ,'r . temple ' Its 
them Within the enclosure IS a , 

among. k .r M ron and it Jws one 
wooden image is the wor oJ Y '. y opinion 
face and one body. It ~as Alkar;;e~:~~:; :ttached t; 
who first made three Images 0 b Ih Athenians 

h a figure called y e h 
one anal er, 'd th temple of t e 
Epipyrgidia; it stands bes! e e 
Wingless Victory. W50 

P sanias C2nd CE, trans. J.G. Frazer. 50 Description of Greece, au , 
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A significant point made by Pausanias was the 
connection between Orpheus, and hence the Orphic 
Mysteries, and the mystic rites of Hekate. As we 
mentioned in the chapter on Eleusis, Hekate was a 
significant figure in the Orphic Mysteries, not least 
through her name of Brimo, which was recorded on 
Orphic Funeral Tablets as a password to be spoken by 
the initiate on death at the gates of the underworld to 
gain safe entry. 

Another image of triple Hekate was carved on the 
Pergamon Frieze from the second century BCE. Hekate 
and Artemis battled the giants Klytios and Otios, with 
the triple Hekate wielding spear , torch, and shield . A 
dog belonging to one of the goddesses is seen biting the 
thigh of the giant Hekate attacked, who had serpents 
for legs . 

Small triple shrines of Hekate were to be found 
outside the homes of those who honoured her. The 
name given to the small shrine was hekataion. The 
Greek comic playwright Aristophanes made reference 
to these in his play The Wasps, when one of the 
Characters commented: 

"/ have heard it foretold, that one day the Athenians 
would dispense justice in their Own houses, that each 
citizen would have himself a little tn"bunal constructed 
in his porch similar to the altars of Hecate. "51 

As this play was written in 420 BCE, it shows that 
the worship of Hekate was widespread in the city of 
Athens by the late fifth century BCE. These triple 
statues would also be associated with crossroads and 
Hekate Trivia ('three ways1. ' 

51 The Wasps, ATislophanes, 420 BCE, trans. anon. 
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As well as being Trimotphos {'three-Jonned' or 
'three-bodied1, she was also Trioditis ('of the three

ways' or 'of the crossroads1, a title which was also 
Latinized to Tn"via (as Trimotphos was Latinized to 
Trifonnis). In this role she was the dreadful queen of 
the dead, attending the crossroads with her ghosts and 
daimones. In the Roman period when she was 
syncretised with Diana, that goddess also used the title 
and was called Diana Trivia. 52 Another title connected 
with this role was Enodia ('of the wayside' or 'of the 

crossroads1, which was originally the name of a 
Thessalian goddess who became assimilated into 
Hekate. This title was shared with Artemis, Selene and 
Persephone. 

The earliest surviving images of Hekate at Eleusis 
also date to the fifth century BeE. These include the 
so-called 'Running Maiden', from around 480 BeE, 
which was originally attributed to Artemis, but has 
subsequently been identified as Hekate , bearing her 
characteristic two torches. A mid-fifth century BeE 
vase included an image of Hekate with her torches 
guarding the gate to the sanctuary, in her role as 
Propylaia ('the one before the gate1. 

The similarity in the way Hekate and Artemis were 
depicted at times has led to some confusion with 
images, as both goddesses were often shown in the 
same short khiton tunics , and with dogs. Artemis was 
sometimes portrayed with two torches, a more common 
Hekate attribute. Unless the figure had a bow and 
arrow or quiver of arrows, identifying her as Artemis, it 
could be difficult to say for certain, though the context 

52 E.g. Hymn to Diana, CaLUllus, C 1 st BCE. 
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of companion figures made identification easier, e.g. 
Herm~s would be more likely to be with Hekate th 
ArtemIs . an 

I~ l~ter times, Eusebius, quoting Porphyry, gave a 
de~cnptl0n of how a Hekate statute should be formed 
which was said to come from the goddess herself: ' 

"'Hecate also speaks of herselfth ' 
'Do /I us. 

a anon: a statue too therein; 
My [ann - Demeter bright with autumnfruits 
Mute robes, andfeet with golden sandals b~und 
A,"?~nd the waist long snakes run to andji . 
Glldmg o'er all with undefiled tra k 7"0, 

And fro.m the he~d down even to ~h~ feet 
Wrappzng me fairly round with spiral coils' 
~nd th~ material, she says, must be . 
Of Panan stone or polish'd ivory. '''53 

In his work On Images, Porphyry wrote of Hekate 
as the phases of the triple moon, which may have been 
thhe template for the idea of the witches' triple goddess 
tat has been po I'd' pu anse s ince the mid-twentieth 
century: 

-But . 
VQry;·n:g;~~sr:: a~~on is Hecate, the symbol of her 
phases Whe ifc heof her power dependent on the 
hauin ·as re ore r power appears in three fonns 
white g robe s:Ztbol of the new moon the figure in th~ 
the basket, Whic~O~d:: :anda/s, and torches lighted: 
high, is the s ears when she has mounted 
Which she ma:e;~~l ~~:e cultiva~ion of th~ crops, 
of her light· and aga9. th p according to the Increase 
the goddes~ oifth b In e symbol of the fUll moon is 

e rozen sandals "54 

Eusebius, quoting Porphyn,,' 
element wh,'ch OJ added another 

reinforced th ' 
IS concept, when he 

sa", 
no aeparatio Evan Ii 
"aCes. ge ca, Eusebius, early C4 h 
54 t CE, trans. Dc, 

On 1m 
ages, Porphyry, C3rd CE, trans. Taylor. 
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mentioned that the colours of white, red and bJack 
were associated with Hekate. These colours are the 
ones popularly associated with the witches' triple 

goddess: 

"The symbols of Hecate are wax of three colours, 
white and black and red combined, having a figure of 
Hecate bearing a scourge, and torch, and sword, with 
a serpent to be roiled round her"55 

Another significant symboli sm was that of her 
connection to the four elements . Hekate 's connection 
to the four elements as a whole was emphasised in the 
sixth century CE by John Lydus in h is work Liber De 

Mensibus: 

"From whence they /the Chaldean tradition] hand 
down the mystical doctrine concerning the four 
elements and four-headed Hekate. For the fire
breathing head of a horse is clearly raised towards 
the sphere of fire, and the head of a bull, which 
snorts like some bellowing spirit, is raised towards 
the sphere of air; and the head of a hydra as being of 
a sharp and unstable nature is raised towards the 
sphere of water, and that of a dog as having a 
punishing and avenging nature is raised towards the 
sphere of earth. " 56 

Centuries earlier in the Greek Magical Papyri, 

Hekate was also referred to as 'four-faced', in the Spell 

of Attraction, which stated : 

"Star-coursing, heavenly, torch-bearer, 
woman four-faced, four-named, 
mistress. " 57 

fire-breather, 
four-roads ' 

Eusebius, again quoting Porphyry , wrote in the 
Praeparario Evangelica, giving his detailed instructions 

55 Pracpa.ra tio Evangel ica . Eusebius, early C4th 

Places. 
56 De Mcnsibus, Lydus, C6tb CE, trans. Wun sch. 
57 PGM IV.2559-60, trans. E.N. O'NeiJI. 
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CE, tra.ns. Des 

\~hich required the creation of incense using crushed 
lizards. The procedure was not 0 I . ver y complex and 
very practical, requiring a figure to be fash ioned f 
r~e a nd place~ in. a laurel shrine, after being ce::e: 
with the speCial Incense mixture ,vh"ch was made 
under the new moon. 

-'That they themselves suggested how even their 
s tatue.s ought to be made, and of what kind 0 

m,hQ'fienllal, ~hall be show n by the response of Hecate it 
e 0 oWIng form: 

"My image purify, as I shall shoW" 
Of. wil~ rue form the frame, and d~ck it o'er 
With lizards such as run about the h . Th '. ouse, 

ese mIX with resin, myrrh, and frankincense 
Pound all together in the open air ' 
~nder the crescent moon, and add this vow " 
!hen she set forth the vow, and showed h 

lizards must be taken: ow many 
"Take lizards many as my many forms 
A~d do all this with care. My spacious 'house 
With branches of selJ-planted laurel fonn 
Then to my image offer many a prayer . 
~nd in th!! s~eep thou shalt behold me 'nigh ff 

nd agmn m another place she descn"bed an . 
of herself of this same kind. '''58 zmage 

st It is interesting to note the use of rue in this 
ru cture as rue w h' used " as crus ed In water with cedanvood 

In the Babylonian . t and fi . am ment for anoin ting skulls 
19unnes used to . describ d . commuOicate with ghosts as 

Make a e
D 

I~ ~he Incantation to See a Ghost in Ord~r to 
e ClSIOn. 

This des . . 
"'agi . cnptlon was repeated by the Gennan 

clan Cornelius A . Ph 'f gnppa in his De OccultQ 
10sophia in 1533.59 Several centuries la ter, in his 

- ----
58 Pracparati 
Places. 0 Evangelica , Eusebius, ,.oly C 
59 Of Oc. ... 4th CE, tran s. Des 

cu lt Philosophy Book 3 A ' , . gnppa, 1533. 
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Book of Witches (1908), Olive r Madox Hueffer gave a 
version of Porphyry's description , showing that interest 
was still extant in the early twentieth century. This 
was one of the few practical elements in Hueffer's book: 

~Make a wooden statue of the root of wild rue, w ell
polished, and anoint it with the bodies of little 
common lizards crushed into a paste with myrrh, 
storax and incense. Leave it in the open air during 
the waxing of the Moon and then (presumably at full 
Moon) speak as follows:- "Come infernal, terrestrial 
and celestial Bombo, Goddess of the highways and 
the cross-ways, enemy of the light who walkest 
abroad at night, friend and companion of the night, 
thou who delightest in the barking of dogs and in the 
shedding of blood, who wanderest amongst the 
shades and about the tombs, thou who desirest blood 
and who bringest terror unto the morals - Gorgo, 
Mormo, Moon of a thousand forms, cast a propitious 
eye upon our sacrifices. ~ Then take as many lizards 
as Hecate has forms and fail not to make a grove of 
laurel boughs, the laurels having grown wild. Then, 
having addressed fervent prayers to the image, you 
will see her. ""60 

Hueffer's representation of the process is 
interesting, as he mixed the process described by 
Eusebius, quoting Porphyry, with the chthonian 
invocation of Hekate given by Hippolytus: 

~Infemal and earthly and heavenly Bomba, come. 
Goddess of waysides, of cross-roads, lightbearer, 
nightwalker, Hater of the light, lover and companion 
of the night, Who rejoicest in the baying of hounds 
and in purple blood; Who dost stalk among corpses 
and the tombs of the dead Thirsty for blood, who 
bringest f ear to mortals Gorgo and Marmo and Mene 
and many-formed one. Come thou propitious to our 
libations. »6 1 

60 The Book of Witc hes, p. 145, Oliver Maddox Hucffer, 1908 
61 Philosophumena or The Rc[utation of All Heresies , HippolytUS, 

C3rd CE, trans. Legge. 
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CHAPTER 5 

V OCES MAGI CAE 

Voces magicae means 'magical words', and is a 
term u~ed to refe r to the apparently nonsensical words 
found 10 many spells in the Greek Magical Papyri and 
other texts. 

.. Some of the words may be derived from older 
d.lvl~e names, and one of the oldest and most 
slgmficant sets of voces mag;cae h was t e Ephesian 
Letters or Characters, a group of six words. These 
words were askion, kataskion d ' lix, tetrax, 
am~ameneus and aision (or aisia). We cannot b 

certam whether th E h . e co . e p eSlan Letters were specifically 
nnect~d with Hekate, though from the evidence it 

seems hkely. Their first known appearance . 
Mycenae . was 10 a 

an Inscription from the fifth century BCE: 

-The Ephesian ven 
Hecate harms t gean~ was sent down. Firstly 
and then ners hehobelongmgs of Megara in all things 

r · ep ne reports t th ' 
things are already so. " 62 0 e gods. All these 

It is also sig 'fi 
Ephesian Lett m leant that the first two of the 
Greek Ma . [ers were used in a Hekate chann in the 
or voces,:a: paPbY~ (PGM LXX. 12) as part of a string 

::1,cae, emg: 

62 Stone in .. 
scnptJon , Mycenae, la te CSth BCE: '~n_ , J ~ , ... ...... . ellery. 
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"Askei Kataskei Eron Oreon lor Mega Samnyer Baui 
Ohobantia Semne. " 

The third and fourth words, Lix Tetrax, appear in 
the second century Jewish proto-grimoire , the 
Teslarnent of Solomon as the name of one of the 
demons summoned by the Jewish king. Curiously the 
name of the controlling angel for this demon was Azael , 
one of the fallen angels from the Book of Enoch. 

The fifth word , damnarneneia, was used in the 
Bear Chann, which included reference to Hekate as 
Brimo (PGM VI1.686-702). An early fragmentary 
protective charm on a lead tablet from Phalasarna on 
Crete included the Ephesian Letters with phrases 
indicative of Hekate like 'She-wolf· The connection 
between Hekate and voces magicae was further 
emphasised on an Egyptian lead tablet from the second 
or third century CE, which in its fragments included 

the reference: 

«torches for Hecate Enodia; with a terrible uoice the 
barbarously shouting goddess leads to the god"53 

The Ephesian Letters were also referred to by the 
Greek poet Anaxilas in the fourth century BCE, who 
wrote "{unnamed person} carries around marvellous 

Ephes ian letters in sewn pouches. ~4 Various qualities 
were attributed to the Ephesian Letters, including 
endowing the wearer with great power (particularly 
wrestlers as described in Eustathius , Photius and the 
Suda) and protecting newly married couples 

(mentioned by Menander, fragment 371). 

63 supplemenlUm Magicum 49 , Lead tablet, C2nd /3rd CE, trans. 

R G. Edmonds III. 
64 Fragment from his lost play The Harp Maker, C4th BCE, tranS. 

R. G. Edmonds m. 
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It should also be noted that when Plutarch 
commented on the powers of the Ephesian Letters he 
referred to daimones, who were specifically under' the 
rule of Hekate: 

"F~r just as sorcerers adv,:se those possessed by 
dQlmo~es to recite and name over to themselves the 
EpheSIan letters. "65 

The Christian theologian Clement of Alexandria, 
who was well known for being the teacher of th 
theologian ~rigen, recorded suggested meanings fO; 
the EpheSIan Letters in his work Stromata 
(Miscellanies) in the early third century CE: 

"Androkydes th~ Pythagorean, indeed, says thaI the 
so-called Ephes!Qn letters, which were well-known 
a~ong many, were of the order of symbols And h 
saId that As~ion is darkness, for this has no 'shad ~ 
~nd KatasklOn. is. light, since it casts a shadow ;i~h 
ItS rays; and Lrx IS the earth, according to the ancient 
name; and Tetrax is the year, according to the 
season.s;. a~d Damnameneus is the sun, the tamer' 
a~d .Alsla IS the true word. And truly the s mbol 
~~tes that t.he divine things have been set in ~rder: 

r ne.:s to light, the sun to the year, the earth to 
every kind of genesis of nature. "66 

in The voces magicae increased in number and fonn 
the subsequent centuries, and their descendants 

may be found i th n e so-called barbarous words 
encountered in th d' rna . e me leval grimoires. The voces 
fon glC~e commonly contained at least one of the seven 

owmg formulae : 

• geometric Shapes - formed from the seven 

s~~~:o~~~s;~~';s~onIY shaped into triangles, 

65 Moralia 706E PI 
66 Stromata V 8 43ut~Ch, early C2nd CE, trans. O'Neill. 
RG. Edmonds in: ' lement of Alexandria , early C3rd CE, trans. 
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• Hebrew derived words - words ending in -el and 
-olh, which are terms associated with Hebrew 
divine names. 

• Logoi - recurrent formulae of series of Voces 
Mysticae. 

• Palindromes - such as the frequently used 
Ablanathanalba. 

• Symbols such as signs and seals and 
sometimes also known as charakteres. 

• Voces Mysticae - completely unrecognisable 
words. 

• Vowel series - long strings of vowels, sometimes 
as Geometric Shapes. 

Knowing that Hekate had a connection to 
witchcraft, a further remark which may reinforce the 
connection between her and voces magicae is found in 
the work of the Greek playwright Euripides. In his 
play Jphigenia among the Taurians, when lphigenia 
prepared the sacrifice of Orestes, she "shouted 

barbarous words, as a true witch
JJ

•
67 

Significantly Jphigenia was associated with Hekate 
in The Catalogue of Women (eight-sixth century BCE), 
which has been attributed to Hesiod, author of the 
Theogony, though the date and authorship of the piece 
are disputed. Fragment 71, recorded by Pausanias, 

stated: 
"I know that Hesiod in the 'Catalogue of Women' 
represented that Jphigenia Ilphimedej was not killed 
but, by the will of Artemis, became Hekate.-68 

The third century CE theurgist Jamblichus, in a 
response to Porphyry, the Neoplatonic philosopher, 

67 lphigenia among the Taurians, Euripides, 414-412 BeE, tranS 

H.G. Evelyn·White. 
68 Pausanias's Description of Greece, Pausanias, C2nd CEo trans. 

J .G. F'razer. 
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stated clearly his beliefs regarding the importance of 
voces magicae: 

"But you ask 'Wh if· . h ,y, 0 SIgnificant names we prefer 
suc as are Barbaric to our own~' ' h 
think it ne . ... we aug t to 
should b c~ssa~ that our conference with the Gods 
I'k . e m a anguage allied to them. Because 
I e~.lJlse, such a mode of speech is the first and most 

anCient. And espe~ally bec Iw ..., ause t se wh fi 
leamed the names of the Gods ha' . 0 Irst 
with their 0 ' vmg mmgled them 
that ~nh proper tongue, delivered them to us 

we mIg t always preserve . b ' 
sacred law of tradition in a Ian Immovea . Ie the 
adapted to them. " 69 ' guage pecultar and 

The use of voces magicae has . contmued through 
the centu.ries to the modern day, continuing a trend of 
confoundmg the mind with strange sounds . 
Hfufu . ~~~ 

r e transformations that come during maa-ical 
rites. too ' 

69 On lh 
TaYlor. e Mysteries of the Egyptians. lambHchus. C3rd CE lran T . , . 
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CHAPTER 6 

CHARMS FROM THE PGM 

Charms and amulets were a regular occurrence in 
the ancient world. Such charms, with their 
instructions, revealed a great deal about the practices 
associated with this type of magic, as well as the 
specific deities and spiritual creatures referred to in 

them . 

Hekate appeared on a number of amulets, 
including engraved gems, combined with Jewish divine 
names, usually in triple form. A particularly striking 
bronze tri ple Hekate amulet found at Ostia in Italy 
showed her bearing torches, daggers and scou rges with 
King Solomon on the obverse side performing 

hygromanteia (demon summoning) . 

There are more references to Hekate in charms in 
the Greek Magical Papyri (PGM) than to any other 
goddess. Some of these references were to Hekate 
juxtaposed with other goddesses who became 
syncretised to her, such as Selene. Artemis, 
Persephone and Eresch igaL We have d iscussed these 
charms throughout the book where relevant, but in 
this chapter we give two diverse examples which 
demonstrate the range of material found in such 

charms. 

701 !l(·kut'· LImInal I~jtl'<; 

List of Charms in the Greek Magical Papyri 

For the benefi t of the readers who may wish to 
follow up on them for their own satisfaction we ha e 
included a prec is of all the Hekate charms \~i th in t~e 
Greek Magical Papyn' This a lso incl d ··fi . u es Sign I Ican t 
examples of lead tablets of a similar nature wh ich have 
references to Hekate on them. 

Papyr i Purpose Other Gods 
Notes Mentioned 

Influencing the 
performance of Hennes, This charm is 

PGM III. 1-64 a charioteer composite akin to a 
using the spirit name of denxio, and 

of a cat, killed Hennekate uses lead 

for the rite lamellae 

Love spell of 
attraction with Anubis, 

PaM IV. 1390- the help of Ereschigal, Also uses 
1495 heroes, Hennes, Isis, Hebrew divine 

gladiators or Persephone names 
other violently 
killed person Pluto, Zeus 

Pitys spell of Three·formed 
attraction to 

PGM IV.2006- draw desired 
Hekate drawn 

2125 thing (not Osiris on flax leaf 

specifically a 
with cow, 

love or sex spell) 
maiden and 
dog heads 

Hermes, 

PGM IV.2241 _ 
Mene, 

2358 Spell to the Michael Long 
waning moon (archangel) , sequence of 

Osiris, voces magicae 
Persephone 
(Kore) 
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Spell of 
attraction, also Aphrodite , 
for causing Artemis, TIlree distinct 

PGM IV.2441 - illness, Ereschigal, coercive spells 

2621 destroying, Hermes, with voces 

sending dreams Persephone, magicae 

and dream Selene 

PGM V11.862- Lunar spell of EreschigaJ, Includes 
918 CJaudianus Selene twelve angels 

of the hours 

Also uses 
PGM Love spell of Hebrew divine 
XXXV1.l87 -210 atrraction names and 

revelations square of 
Greek vowels 

Slander spell to 
Selene, for Charm is 
atlraction, made by 

PGM IV.2622- dreams, causing Selene 
engraving 

2707 sickness, Hekale on a 
removing magnetite 

enemies, heart 

protection 

Charm of 
Hekate Includes first 

PGM LXXA-25 Ereschigal Ereschigal two Ephesian 
against fear of Letters 
punishmenl 

PGM CXlV.l - Charm against F'ragmentary 
14 epilepsy ,h~ 

Offering made 

Artemis, 
in an 

PGM IV.2708- Love spell of Ereschigal, 
earthenware 

84 attraction Persephone 
censer on a 
lofty rooftop 

(Kore), Selene on the 13th or 
14m 

Charm made 

PGM CXXlll a-f Medical charms 
Thoth (dog- Hebrew 
headed names and 
baboon) angels 

Phalasama, Apollo, 
F'ragmentary 

Crete, C4th Protection spell 
charm, 

BeE 
Herakles, includes the 
Nike, Zeus Ephesian 

from Letters 
Artemis, lodestone with 

PGM IV.2785- Prayer to Selene Mene, three-formed 

2890 for any spell Persephone, Hekate with 
Selene dog, homed 

maiden and 
goat heads 

Egypt, C2nd- Aion, F'ragmentary 
3rd CE Aphrodite, chann, 

Supplementum 
Love spell Artemis, Nyx, includes list of 

Magicum 49 Erebu s, signs and 
Persephone symbols 

Love spell of 
Dog figure 
made with 

PGM IV.2943- attraction bat 's eyes and 
66 through left at 

wakefulness crossroads 

Includes lhe 
PGM VII.686- Bear charm Artemis fifth Ephesian 
702 Letter 

Includes list of 
PGM VH.756- Prayer Mene signs and 
94 symbols 
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Symbols from the PGM 

Several of the spells in the Greek Magical Papyri 
have lists of symbols given for the summoning of 
Hekate's aid. To demonstrate the frequency of these 
symbols they are given below. We have also included 
in this list the symbols mentioned in a Hekate charm 
found in the magical papyri from the same period 

gathered in Supplementum Magicum 49. 

Table of Items in Hekate Symbol Lists 

Symbol Item PGM PGM PGM Supplementum 

rv.2334- VII.780- LXX. Maglcum 49 

38 8S 4-25 

Virgin X X 

Black dog/Bitch X X X X 

Serpent X X 

Garland /Wreath X X 

Key X X X X 

Wand/Herald's 
Wand 

X X X X 

Golden Sandal X X 

Bronze Sandal X X 
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Bear Charm 

The flavour of this charm resembled the role of 
Hekate in the Chaldean Oracles as the world soul and 
dispositer of divine actions. This charm was one of 
those with Artemis and Hekate combined. A n umber of 
titles of Artemis we re seen, such as 'chief huntress', 

'shooter of deer', 'Taw1an'. Likewise names associated 
with Hekate, such as Brimo and Baubo were also seen, 
and titles which could indicate her, like 'earth-breaker', 
recalling her title of Nexichthon ('she who breaks open 

the earth" as well as the fifth of the Ephesian Letters, 
Damnameneia: 

Bear, Bear, you who rule the heaven, the stars, and 
the whole world; you who make the axis rum and 
control the whole cosmic system by force and 
compulsion; I appeal to you, imploring and 
supplicating that you may do the NN thing, because I 
caIl upon you with your holy names at which your 
deity rejoices, names which you are not able to 
ignore: Brimo, earth-breaker, chief huntress, Baubo L 
... I Aumor Amor Amor lea {shooter{ of deer 
Amam{amarJ Aphrou ... Ma, universal queen, queen of 
w.ishes, A~ama, weI/-bedded, Darcianian, all-seeing, 
nzght-runnmg, man-attacker, man-subduer, man
Su~moner, man-conqueror, Lichrissa Phaessa, 0 
aerial one, 0 strong One, 0 song and dance, guard, 
spy, delight, protector, adamant, adamantine, 0 
Damnameneia Brexerikandara, most high, Taurian, 
unurterable, fire-bodied, light-giving, sharply anned. 
Do such-and-such things. 70 

70 PaM Vl1.686_702, "ru", C, 0 Be ,. .. IZ. 
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Charm of Hekate Ereschigal 

The rubric for this charm actually contained three 
different intentions, namely (1) protection in the 
underworld, (2) receiving the answer to a question in a 
dream, and (3) disruption of another person's sleep. It 
is also worth noting that the first sequence of voces 
magicae started with the first two of the Ephesian 

Letters . 

The charm begins with a declaration that no harm 
can affect the speaker, who identifies with Ereschigal 
(and is therefore female) and who is holding her 
thumbs. Holding thumbs was an apotropaic ('evil
averting1 gesture in the ancient world . 

The speaker is then advised that if the being in 
question (who logically would be a denizen of the 
underworld) comes close, to take hold of the righ t heel 
(another apotropaic gesture) and recite a list of Hekate 
symbols which deflects him. The list contains the 
words Ereschigal, virgin, bitch, serpen t. wreath, key, 
herald's wand, golden sandal of the Lady of TartaroS 
(see previous table for a comparison with other such 

lists). 
The speaker then recites a list of voces magicae 

and makes a significant declaration a t the crossroads 
before turning and fleeing (a standard practice when 
you wanted Hekate's aid but did not want to encounter 

her) : 
"Askei Kataskei Eron Oreon lor Mega Samflyer Baui 
(3 times) Phobantia Semne, 1 have been initiated, and 
/ went down into the {undergroundj chamber of rhe 

761 11 <""kute l.imillHI l~ill·S 

D.ac~yls, and I saw the other thin s 
Vlrgm, bitch, and al/ the rest. "71 9 down be/ow, 

If the charm was spoken late at night it waul 
reveal the answer to a question during sleep and fO~ 
someone being led to death·f ·d . ' , I Sat while scattering 
sesame seeds it would save th em. A second list of 
voces magicae was included for the final part of the 
charm: 

'Phorba Plwrba Brimo Azziebya' 

T~~ charm continued with instructions for the 
practltJ.oner to make a cake from th b . e est qualIty bean 
sandalwood and sh - ' n . . arp VInegar. Onto this cake the 
arne of the reCipIent was inscribed with a 

take away his sleep_ request to 
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CHAPTER 7 

CHARMS FOR LOVE 

\ ic the like lihood When a person resorts to ave mag , . 
is that it will not be for a pure and noble motive . Thl: 

Phenomenon has occurred for thousands of .years an
k I the ancient Gree will robably continue to do so. n . 

worl~ love magic was usually either performed to btnd 
. h an unfaithful lover, or break up a 

or pUOlS , t or to 
relationship to try and win someone spar ner, . r 
make oneself irresistible to members of the opposite (0 

) Thus in the following request, where same sex. h an 
dd essed by the title of Kourotrop as, Hekate was a r r 

asked the goddess to direct a younge older man 
woman's attention in his direction: . 

tra has Grant that thIs 
"Hear me as J pray Kaura r ~nd bed oj young 
woman may refus e th~ affec If; en with wizened 
men, but let her find Jay' I~I at;; but whose desire 
temples, whose s trength IS un e 
remains keen. " 72 . 

in Ancient Greek Love MagIC 
Faraone suggested . der.vorld deities like 

(1999) that the populanty of u~ d ghosts for 
' th her dalmones an Hermes and Hekate WI d the first 

dominant from aroun 
love magic became . to this Aphrodite and her 
century BCE. Pnor M and Helios the Sun 

d Selene the oon \1 entourage , an . k d for love spe s. 
had also been commonly !Ova e 

CSlh BCE, lrans. Fara one . 72 Life of Homer. HerodotuS, 
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Speaking of Hekate's association with this kind of love 
magic from this latter period he observed: 

-It is this last Jonn, with its nocturnal graves ide 
ceremonies, that endures in later antiquity and fonns 
the slim factual core for the popular caricature that 
we find in Roman poetry oj ugly hags digging up 
corpses with their bare hands and uttering barbarous 
and frightening incantations. -73 

However this does ignore the fact that the single 
largest group of spells invoking Hekate in the Greek 
Magical Papyri are love spells. Although the time 
period of the Greek Magical Papyri is later, from the 
second cen tury BCE to the fifth century CE, 
nevertheless the portrayal of Hekate within them is not 
the hag and corpse image, rather it is the triple-headed 
and a nimal-headed goddess who became syncretised 
with other goddesses such as Selene, Artemis and 
Persephone . 

Looking at the content of the spells, we can see 
that they expressed several of the themes found 
associated with Hekate's rites. Thus one love spell of 
attraction used the help of the ghosts of the untimely 
dead through the use of grave dirt, and another used 
incense in an earthen censer. A third spell used a 
combination of magical techniques, including a magical 
ring and a simulacrum of a dog with eyes from a live 
bat. 

In the "Love Spell of attraction perfonned with the 
help of heroes or gladiators or those who have died a 
viOlent death. "74 a piece of bread from a loar which was 
being eaten was broken into seven bite-sized pieces 

73 An . 
74 PO Clent Greek Love Magic, Faraone, 1999. 

M IV. 13 90_1495, trans. E. N. O'Neill . 
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and taken to the location of the violent death, and 
thrown to the ground with the words of the spell. 
Earth from the ground where the death occurred and 
the bread had been th rown, was removed and th rown 
inside the house of the woman who was desired . The 
chthonian powers were invoked in force, with Hekate, 
Hermes and Kore all petitioned, as well as the Roman 
Plu to and Egyptian Anubis, and the ghosts of the 
untimely dead, to torment the woma n until she 
succumbed to the spell-caster. This was repeated for 
three days, and if it failed a further spell cast over 
dung from a black cow offered on ashes of flax, with 

the dirt being cast again. 
ti "75 By contrast, "Another love spell of attrac on. 

used the offering of incense, a nd was descr ibed as an 
offering to Selene, though from the rubric it is obvious 
that Hekate wa s the focus of the spell . Ethiopia n 
cumin and fat from a dappled virgin goat were burned 
in an earthen censer on a lofty house top (i.e. closer to 
the sky) on the 13th or 14th day of the month . This 
dating implied a full moon, referring to the 13th and 
14th day of the lunar cycle. 

A further love spell required a bronze stylus, which 
was frequently used for engraving on pottery and lead, 
emphasising the sacred metal of Hekate. Th is spell not 
only used voces magicae but also . incl~ded Hebrew a nd 
Gnostic divine names. The identilicatlon a t the end of 
the spell with Syn koutouel was probably with an angel, 
indicated by the - el ending of the name, Significantly 
Hekate was called on three-formed, a nd the person 

75 POM [V.270S-S4. 
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declared they were holding two serpents in the ir right 
hand.76 

The "Love-spell of attraction through wakejulness"77 
was the sort of spell which might make a modern 
reade r squirm, but would not have been seen as 
anything ou t of the ord inary in the ancient world. The 
speJ! required the eyes of a live bat to be removed and 
placed in the figu re of a dog made from unbaked dough 
or unmelted wax. This was placed in a new drinking 
vessel with the papyrus strip containing the spell 
rubric attached to it, sealed with a ring with crocodile 
heads on (symbOlising the Egyptian crocodile god 
Sobek) and the whole deposited at a crossroads. 
Hekate was aJso equated with Kore (Persephone) in the 
rubric of the spell. 

By far the best example of a binding spell from 
ancient Greece is fou nd in the Idylls of the Greek poet 
Theocritus, circa 270 BCE. A spumed lover who was 
obviously a proficient sorceress worked her magic 
a~~inst the foolish man who betrayed her , effectively 
glvmg us a catalogue of many of the practices used at 
~e time. We may note the j uxtaposition of Hekate 
With Selene, demonstrating that this assimilation of the 
~oon goddess by Hekate was already occu rring at this 
time, Much of the piece described the feelings of the 
SPurned woman (and has been omitted here) but 
wh ' 

ere techniques were used clear insights have been 
provided: 

;~~re are my bay leaves? Bring them, Thesrylis! 
. e are my love channs? n"e a thread of fine 

cnmson wool around the bowl that I may work a spell 

'6 Pc 77 Pc M XXXVI. [S7-20 l. 
M [V.2943_66. 
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to bind my lover who is so cruel to me .,. But now I 
bind him with a fire spell. Shine brightly, sweet Moon; 
I will chant softly to you, Goddess, and to infernal 
Hekate _ before whom the dogs shiver when she 
wanders over the graves of the dead where the dark 
blood lies. Hail to thee, dreadful Hekate, and stay 
with me to the end; make these drugs as potent as 
those of Circe and Medea and golden-haired 
Perimede. 
Draw my lover here, iynx. 
First, the barley grains must bum on the fire. Throw 
them on, Thestylis ... Throw them on and say: 'These 
are Delphis' bones I throw on.' 
Draw my lover here, iynx. 
Delphis brought me pain, and so I bum this bay leaf 
against Delphis. As it crackles in the flames with a 
sharp noise and jlares leauing no trace of ash, so 
may Delphis' body melt in the flame. 
Draw my lover here, iynx. 
Now I bum the com husks. Artemis, you have the 
power to move even the steel in Hades or anything 
else that is unmovable .. . Thestylis, the dogs are 
howling around town: the Goddess is at the 
crossroads. Quick, bang the gong! 
Draw my lover here, iynx. 
As I melt this wax with Hekate's help, so may Delphis 
of Myndus melt immediately from love. And as this 
bronze rhombus whirls by the grace of Aphrodite, so 
may he whirl at my door. 
Draw my lover here, iynx. 
Three times 1 pour a libation, mighty Goddess, and 
three times do I say: 'whether it is a woman or a man 
who lies with him now, may he forget them as quickly 
as Theseus once in Dia, forgot lovely-haired Ariadne.' 
Draw my lover here, iynx. 
Coltsfoot is an Arcadian herb, that makes all the 
fillies and the swift mares run madly in the hills. May 
I see Delphis in such a state, coming to my d~r 
rauing like a madman from the oil of the wrest/mg 

school. 
Draw my lover here, iynx. 
De/phis lost this fringe from his coat: now I shred it 
and cast it into the ravenous flames ... 

821 11,-kut'> L!mlnal f~ilt'~ 

Draw my lover here, iynx. 
I shall crush a lizard tomorro db' . 
d,.:nk. Thestylis, take these l~a~7c he~~; :~ an evil 
t m on his threshold while it i' smear 
spitting say: 'I smear the bones of D:lps~;~ ,dark, and 
Draw my lover here, iynx. . 

Now shall I bind him with m laue . . 
still causes me pain, he Shari beat magic, but if he 
Hades, such eva drugs I keep fio hi~n t.he gate of 
Godd " ' ' r m In my box' 

ess, I IS something I learned fi A· ' 
stranger. "78 rom an ssynan 

h' More th~n two hundred years later, Virgil adapted 
t IS spell given by Theocritus, in his Eclogue 8 Th 

Sorce~ess.19 Maintaining the style and much o'f th: 
technique Vir";] , b L removed references to Hekate 
~ha~ge.d th e name of the protagonist from Delphis t~ 

ap ms.,. and made the herb supplier a em h werewolf, 
p aSlslOg the malefic nature of the magic. 

78 IdYllS :2 T 
79 Eel ,heocritus 270BCE 

ogues, Virgil_ C.40 BCE. , trans. Z. Yardley. 
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CHAPTER 8 

DEFIXIONES 

A type of binding spells known as deflXiones, were 
used from the fifth century BCE through to at least the 
fourth century CE and beyond. The term is derived 
from the Latin word defixio, meaning 'to nail down ' or 
'transfix'. Oeflxiones, when invoking the aid of a deity, 
almost always called on chthonic deities including 
Hekate, along with Hermes, Ge, Persephone and 

Hades. 

Deflxiones were usually inscribed onto a lead 
tablet, and folded up and pierced with one (or several) 
bronze or iron nails. They were commonly placed in 
with the corpse of someone who had died suddenly or 
in chthonic sanctuaries, and in later periods in bodies 
of water such as baths , wells and springs. Hekate's 
association with both the untimely dead, who it was 
believed frequently remained ea rthbound as ghosts, 
and the magical associations of bronze as her sacred 
metal further emphasised the connection between her 

and defixiones. 

The connection between defixiones and the dead 
continued the Egyptian practice of Letters to the Dead, 
which date back as far as 3100 BCE, and were often 
regarding the same themes , such as as~istance . wit: 
love or legal matters. The ancient Egyptians beh.e~e 
that the dead had more magical power than the hvmg 
and could be enlisted for their aid. Those who died a 
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violent death or died young were particularly regarded 
as being good assistants, a practice which continued 
into Greek magic. 

The Greek Magical Papyri gave detailed 
instructions for the creation of deflxiones, which 
aJthough they have a late date of third-fourth century 
CE, illustrated clearly the principles involved.8o There 
is no reason to assume that the techniques described 
changed in any major way over the previous centuries 
except the emphasis on lead tablets as the basis fo; 
writing the curse onto. 

The sequence of practices to create and use a 
defixio was not complex, which may be one reason for 
the popularity of the technique. A lead lamella or piece 
of papyrus was used as the basis for the deflxio. If it 
was a lead lamella, the words of the binding curse was 
written on it with a stylus, usually made of bronze. 
T~e lead lamellae was then folded in half, and pierced 
With a bronze or iron nail all the way through. 

For papyrus, myrrh ink was used to draw around 
an iron ring inside and out to mark two circles. The 
~ords and any characters were then written inside the 
Circles, and the ring placed back on the papyrus in the 
same place. The papyrus was wrapped around the ring 
~d the pen or a nail used to pierce the centre of the 
nng. 

:rhe deflXio, whatever it was made of, would then 
be either b . d . 

. une m the grave of someone who died in an 
~n~lmelY faShion (i.e. the restless dead) , or thrown into 

ater SOurce such as a well or lake. In either case 
the defixio was seen as being moved more into the 

80 PGM V.304 -337. 
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realm of the underworld, where the chthonic deities 
like Hekate, or her ghosts a nd daimones could carry 
out the requests made on it. 

DeflXiones can be divided into four categories, 
these being direct+binding, prayer formula, wish 
formula and analogy formula, of which only one 
concerns us as being u sed with Hekate. Th is formula 
is the prayer formula, where a god or daimon was 
invoked a nd encouraged to bind a person, e .g. Restrain 
{Name}. As men tioned above Hekate, along with 
Hermes, Ge , Persephone and Hades, was one of the 
most common deities found invoked on the deflxiones. 

The curses themselves found on the deflXiones may 
be further divided into five categories, a thletic or 
theatrical binding of rivals, binding charioteers or 
gladiators (from the second century CEI , binding a love 
rival, binding a lover's desires, and judicial binding to 
win court cases. The latter category was one of the 
most popular, and often called on Hekate, so we see 
examples where the person was bound, along with any 
legal advocates or witnesses for them. Hekate 
Chthon ia and Hermes Chthonia as a pair were often 

called on for such deflXiones.81 

On rare occasions Hekate was referred to withou t 
using her name, such as in a fourth century BCE lover 
binding deflXio from a grave, which began "I bind 
Theodora in the presence of the one {female} or 
Persephone's side and in the presence of those who are 
unmarried. "!I2 Here Hekate was being described in her 
role as Propolos, or companion to Persephone in he r 
journey to and from the underworld. 

81 E.g. Doric dcfixio, late fifth-early fourth century BeE. 
82 Attic derlXio. fourth century BCE, trans. J. Gager. 
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, OccaSionally a deflXio was purely 
Jealousy of pOsition or wea lth as th. tmh~tdivated by 

, IS Ir century 
example found in a tomb seems to be Th' . 
interesting in that it used a r. I ' I ~ example IS 

ormu a found 10 Book VIII 
of Homer's flliad and a lso in Hesiod's Th 
binding in murky Tartarus: eogony, that of 

"/ will bind S6sikleia and her 
and fortune and mind Le Phroperty and great fame 
friends. / will bind h~ t d er become hateful to 

troublesome bonds, withrH~;ate; C~I~~~iO:,~;;arus in 

An unusual defixio from the fi t £ d' . Irs centu ry CE was 
oun 10 a well in the Agora in Ath I . h ens, t was unusua l 

In t e tone as the defi . '. person who commissioned the 
IXlO speCified exceptions to th 

.11' e curse for an 
unWI mg accomplice Th . . . e assocIated image was 
umque, and was originally described as " fi 
bat with outspre d . a 19ure of a 
described ,a wmgs"! Subsequently it has been 

as a slX+armed Hekat d I 
is triple-headed d b e, an c early the image 
anns \,rith the ' I

an ea~s torches in the Upper pair of 
, ~ . ower pa b' d·· The \vh I . Ir emg Is tmctly serpentine 

ee and eight ra d . 
also appe d' + ye symbol on th is deflXio both 

are 10 a bronze tri ple H k 
at Ostia in Ital .th. e ate am ulet found 

y. WI King Solo performing h ' man on the obverse side 
ygromantela (demon summo' ) 

Th nmg , 
, e long deflXio referr d 

htles Such Ch ' e to Hekate with mUltiple 
as thoma T· d· , 

faced of th h , no ItlS, triple+faced, s ingle+ 
b ' e eavens and ask d h 

rOnze sickle and h' e er to wield her 
A cut t em (the cr im inals) out.8<I 

late r defhi f 
linked H k 0 rom the third century CE . 

e ate ' ·th agam Herrn VI othe r chthonian d·· . 
es, Pluto, and eltles, I.e . 

Kore (identified with the 

-------
83 Alti 
~ c deflXio lhird 

Athenian nc;rlXi ficentury BCE, trans. J. Gager 
0, Irs\ century CE trans J G . , "ager. 
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Babylonian Ereschigal). It was incomplete and 
appeared to be a binding spell for a. ho~osexual lo~e 
affair. Hekate was the dominant deity In the de~lXIO, 
and it also contained a large number of voces maglcae. 

One section, for instance, reads: 

-/ call upon you, mistress ruler of all mankind, 01/
dreadful one, bursting our of the earth, ~ho al~~ 
gathers up the limbs of Meliouc~s and Meli~uchos. 
himself, Ereschigal Nebourosoualeth Erebenne ~rkUla 
Nekui Hekate, true Hekate, come and accomplIsh for 
me this very act!~86 

A deflXio from Asia Minor again linked Hekate as 
Baubo, with other deities, specifically Artemis and 
Ereschigal, and interestingly it also mentioned angels: 

.Ortho (Artemis), Baubo (Hekate), ... Ereschigal, .,' 
. d I b·nd ",;th your spell all sovereign gods an Qnge s, i <-V' 

those herein wn"tlen. "87 

The popularity of defixiones, with curses or .binding 

spells written onto leads tablets persisted long mto t.he 
Renaissance, with engraved lead plates being use~ with 
demons to force thieves to return stolen property m the 

seventeenth century CEo 

. ond 
. ber of the Greek Magical Papyn. 

85 MeJiouchos occurs In a l1um .. 
f "" Egyptian god Omns. 

may be a name or . . tu CE trans. J. Gager. . 
86 Alexandrian De~lXI~. ~1I~ ce~u~m ~r the University of Readmg, 
87 A TabeUa Dcfl..'(IOnlS III c 
Cormack, 1951 
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CHAPTER 9 

THE ARMOUR OF H EKATE 

The Chaldean Oracles provided a significant 
practical piece of ritual technique to be used by the 
theurgist to prepare h imself. Essentially it was to 
visualise armour of light onto yourself prior to magical 
work. In modem times, this tech nique of praying on 
armour of light is one which has been adopted by 
elements within the Christian church as part of their 
struggle for religious supremacy against the forces of 
darkness (as they see them) that oppose them. The 
theurgist was advised: 

"Having put on the complete-armed vigour of 
resounding light. 
With triple strength fortifying the soul and the mind, 
He must pu.t into the mind the symbol of van'ety, and 
not walk dispersedly on the empyreal channels but 
collectively. ' 
For being furnished with every kind of armour and 
armed, he is similar to the goddess. "88 ' 

When suitably armoured the theurgist would be 
Similarly prepared to the goddess, as indicated by 
another fragment of the Chaldean Oracles, where 
Heka te stated: 

"'For I have come, a goddess in full armour and with 
weapons. "89 

88 PrO(;I 
89 ChaJ~s commentary on Plato 's Timaeus, CSth CE, trans. Taylor. 

ean Oracles. C2nd CEo trans. Johns ton . 
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An earlier and , mo"e physical example of magical 
. . the tale of the Golden Fleece. armour was given In h' h 

Medea created the magical ointment for Jas~n, \V Ie 

made him invulnerable when rubbed into his armour 
and skin. Symbolically we may see a precedent h~re, 

h of Hekate bemg with the hero who has t e grace . 
granted temporary invulnerability, a state which soon 
wears all t (after a day). as does the love of the fickle 

hero. . 

This idea finds a parallel in the Kabbalistic practice 
f strengthening the subtle body by praying the Hebre~v 

~etters over the different parts of the body. Whe~ this 
, " t sed and whether the techOlques practice was IITS U . h h 
' ']' d each other is impossible to say, t aug crOSS-lertllse r . 

we may note that the second century CE Kabha 1~t1C 

Se h Yetzirah ('Book oJ Fonnation) detatled text the p er f th 
the 'body parts corresponding to all the letters 0 e 

Hebrew alphabet. 
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CHAPTER 10 

GLIMPSES OF INITIATION 

An intriguing reference in one of the Greek Magical 
Papyri from the third or fourth century CE may hint at 

the survival of an initiation ritual connected with 

Hekate. The subterranean setting is appropriate, as 
may be seen from initiation ceremonies from other 
mysteries such as Eleusis: 

·'Askei Kataskei En5n Oreon lor Mega Samnyer Baui 
(3 times) Phobantia Semne, 1 have been initiated, and 
[ went down into the (underground! chamber of the 
Dactyls, and 1 saw the other things down below, 
virgin, bitch, and all the rest. ' ... and if you are led 
away to death, say it while scattering seeds of 
sesame, and it wal save you. " 9() 

The combination of the first two word s of the 
Ephesian Letters (Askei Kalaskel) with the reference to 
seeing "'things down below, virgin, bitch" clearly hinted 
at Hekate's involvement in the process. Hekate would 

be the virgin, and the bitch would be the black dog 
Which accompanies her. 

The reference to sesame seeds is also significant, 
for this was one of the ingredients in the ka/athoi, the 
Offerings made in the Eleusin ian Mysteries. 

The Dactyls were said to be born of the earth 
gOddess Rhea, and to be magicians who invented iron\V I...: 

or"'lOg. They protected the baby Zeus from his father 

9Q PGM LXxA-25, trans. H.D. 8eu. 
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Cronos by banging their weapons and making noise , 
covering his cries from the cave he was hidden in. 

We know from writings about Samothrace that 
there were initiation rites celebrated there a nd that 
they took place in caves, as recorded in the tenth 
century CE Byzantine encyclopaedia the Suda, from 

unknown sources: 
«In Samothrace there were certain initiation-rites, 
which they supposed efficacious as a chann against 
certain dangers. In that place were also the mysteries 
of the Corybantes and those of Hecate Qnd the 
Zerinthian cave, where they sacrificed dogS"91 

Whether these were the same rites hinted at in the 
Greek Magical Papyri we cannot be certain. The Greek 
poet Nonnus also obliquely mentioned the rites of 
Samothrace in his classic work Dionysiaca: 

"{The KabeirosJ A/kon grasped a fiery bolt in one 
hand, and swung about a festal torch of Hekate from 
his own country {i.e. SamothraceJ. "92 

Hekate was also worshipped with a mystery cult on 

the island of Aigina, with Pausanias writing: 

"of the gods, the Aiginetans honour Hekate the most 
and they celebrate her mystery every year, saying 
Orpheus of Thrace established it for them. Inside the 
enclosure is a temple with a UJOoden statue by Myron 
hauing one face and body. " 93 

Myron was a famous Athenian sculptor, who 
worked mainly in bronze, during the period 480-440 
BCE, making the temple image of Hekate contemporary 
with Alkamenes famous three-formed image of Hekate . 
The mention of Orpheus is also significant, for the 

91 Suda, Alph a 1164, ClOth CE, trans. J. Benedict. 
92 Dionysiaca 29.213, Nonnus, C5th CE, trans .. W.H.D. Rouse. 
93 Pausanias's Dcscription of Greece, Pausamas, C2nd CE, trans. 

J .G. Fr87.cr. 
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Orphic Myste ries incorporated the Ho ' H . menc ymn to 
Demeter, With Hekate being a ' 'r. Slgnl Icant part of that 
myth . ?he~ were also vegetarians who believed in the 
transmigratiOn of the soul (reinca t' I rna Ion. Whether 
such themes from the Orphic M t ' . . ys enes would have 
been mcluded m the mysteries f H k ' , 

I 
0 e ate at Algma we 

can on y speculate . 

Referring to the mysteries of H k t '" . e a e at Algma m 
which her husband was an initiate th R . . ,eoman 
priestess Pauhna wrote in the fourth century CE: 

«You instruct .. me as mZl11ster of Hecate in the t ' I 
secret. "94 np e 

This intriguing comment does not give much away 
although the reference to the 'triple secret' d h' ' 
Hek t T'~ oes mt at 

. ~ ~ .n ormis, and also recalls the extensive use of 
tnphclty m her rites. 

94 Tomb ' ' . Pro. tnscn ption by "" r etC1Qatll s, 384 CE U lOa to her husband 
, trans. M.R. Lefkowitz. 

Veuius Agorius 
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CHAPTER 11 

HERBS & POISONS 

Hekate was often referred to as being closely 
associated with plants of death, such as poisonous 
herbs and fune real plants. Likewise her priestesses (or 
daughters) Medea and Circe were particularly 
associated with phannakeia, the magic of herbs, drugs 
and poisons. However despite long lists presented in 
many modern pagan works, there is little historical 
evidence from a ncient Greece and Rome beyond what 
is given below of connections between Hekate and 
specific plants. Many modem attributions seem to be 
plants connected with death or having psychoactive 
properties (the so-called hexing herbs). Th is does not 
invalidate the connection, it merely makes it a recent 
addition rather than one with an ancient provenance. 

Many herbs and plants were mentioned in the 
Orphic Argonautica as growing in Hekate's garden. We 
have only included entries on these if there are other 
references elsewhere, to ensure there was a connection 
rather than it simply being poetic license: 

"/n the furthest recesses of the enclosure was a 
sacred grove, shaded by flourishing trees. /n it there 
were many laurels and comels and tall plane tre~s, 
Within this the grass was carpeted with 10w·groWlng 
plants with powerful roots. Famous asphodel, pretty 
maidenhair, rushes, galangal, delicate verbena, sa~e, 
hedge-mustard, purple honeysuckle, healmg 
cassidony, flourishing field basil, mandrake, hulwort, 
in addition fluffiJ dittany, fragrant saffron, nose-
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smart, there too lion-fo t b . 
POppy, alcua, all-heal, a :uff:r:e~;e;, camomiI~, black 
many other noxious I e are, aCOnite, and 
the middle a stout o~:~ts gre~ from the earth /n 
spread its branches out ree WIth heaven-high trunk 
hung, spread out over o:~ much of the grove. On it 
fleece, over which watched aO,ngbb/ranch, the golden 

em e snake. ~95 

Aconite 

One of the best kn h 
Hekate was . own erbs associated with 

aCoOlte (also known 
wolfbaneJ O' d . as monkshood or 

. 10 orus Siculus wr t th . 
discovered by Hekate doe at It was 

an tested on stra 
discover the dosage 96 H' ngers to . e attnbuted mortal . . 

~~~:t~~o~:~e~~ a~:o \~:SCrib~d her as the ;:::~ :~ 
fonned by th I' . s believed that aconite was 

e sa Iva which fell to th 
:ouths of the triple-headed hell-houn: ~:.~~ from ~he 

e was dragged into the d . rus w en 
Hercules. ayJrght by the demi-god 

Ebony 

We may suggest the black wo 
aSSOciated with Hek t f od of ebony as being 

aeromthe th ' r- . ebony which nce-Ioldmg doors of 
gave access to h 

particularly a' er gard en. Ebony was 
SSoclated wi th th 

Hennes Chthonia. Re e u nderworld, and 
Greek Magical p, . ference was made to this in the 
Your apyn, where it observed ttl / 

Wood: ebony. "97 ' a so know 

950rph " 
96 Ub Ie Argonautica C4th CE IT 
O!dfat~ary of History 45.4.2.3 o.:;s. D. ?gden . 
97 Dr. er . ' I orus Siculus, Clst BCE IT 

'uM VJI1.13. ' ans. 
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Garlic 

Garlic was one of the substances offered to Hekate 
at the deipnon (Hekate supper). Garlic had a 
reputation from ancient Egypt as an apotropaic plant 
providing protection from the restless dead. The Greek 
naturalist Theophrastus made reference to garlic at the 
crossroads in his Characters where he described the 

Superstitious Man as one who would: 

«if ever he observes anyone feasting on the garlic at 
the cross-roads, he wiIl go away, pour water over his 
head, and, summoning the priestesses, bid them 
carry a squill or a puppy around him for 
purijication"98 

Mandrake 

The presence of mandrake in Hekate's garden in 
the Orphic Argonautica was not surprising. 
Theophrastus wrote in EnquinJ into Plants in the fourth 
century BCE about drawing three circles a round the 
mandrake with an iron sword before picking it, 
recalling the contemporary practices of necromantic 

and chthonic rites. 

The J ewish historian Flavius Josephus wrote in 
the first century CE about mandrake, and was the first 
person to postulate the use of a dog to pull the root 
out. This was the origin of the idea of the dog dying 

from the scream of the mandrake. 

«They dig all around it /the mandrake}, leaving but a 
minule portion of the root covered; they then tie a dog 
to it, and the animal rushing to foIlow the person who 
tied him, easily pulls it up, but instantly dies - a 

98 The Superstitious Man. Characters, C4th BCE, trans. Jebb. 
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vicarious victim, as it were for h' . 
remove the plant. "99 ' 1m who mtended to 

The sacrifice of the dog to gain the root ( h ' h 
known as baara)' ' w IC was 

. . ' used In demon -expelling ringslOO for 
dealmg wIth possession hold I , s c ear echoes of Hekate's 
powers and associations. The d . 
mandrake-holdin . . emon-expelhng 
S I g nng was speCifically associated with 

o omon, a nd was descri bed as being mad f ' 
ba ( th eo Iron and 

r ss ano e r copper-based aJloy lik b 
oft d e ronze, and 

en u se as an alternative name fa b ) r ronze A 
consequence of this connection with Hekate ' b may have 

een the medieval belief th at mandrake 
P 

f I 'f was most 
ower u 1 gathered at th e crossroads. 

Oak 

Hekate was referred t in' 0 on more t han one occasion 
Connection with serpents and 

Possible th is plant may have b oak leaves, so it is 
well as to Ze ) een sacred to her (as 

u s . The fi fth ce t BC 
tragedian Sophocles desc ri bed her ~h:~ E Greek 
Cutters, saying: in The Root-

·She 
And tWho i~ crowned with oak-leaves 

he cozls of wild serpents. RI 0 1 

This may well have' . 
Apollodorus' A . msplred the reference in 

rgonautlca when J a . 
Using the me th d ' son conjures Hekate 

• 0 s taught him by Medea, and: 
the dread goddess fro 

came to the sacrift.c~ ,,. ~ the ,uttermost depths and 
oJ esons son; and round her 

99'fbeJ . 
100 J ~WJsh War, Flavius Jose h C 
Whisto~Sh AntiqUities, FJaviu~ ~~sc I~t CE, trans. 5.S. Kouck, 
101 Th . pus, CIst CE, trans. W. 

e ROOt-CUtters. Sophocles CSth BeE , , trans. Z. Yardley. 
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horrible serpents twined themselues among the oak 
boughs.·/lJ2 

Further there is an oak tree in the cen tre of 
Hekate's garden in the Orphic Argonautica, on which 
hu ng the Golden Fleece and its guard ian serpent, 
mainta ining the connection between the tree and the 

serpen t. 

Saffron 

Saffron was associated with both Hekate and her 
cousin Artemis (at her temple a t Brauron) . In the 
Orphic Hy mn to Hekate. she was described as "saffron

cloaked goddess of the hea vens. "103 The Orphic 
Argonaulica a lso listed saffron as one of the plants in 
Hekate 's garden. The phrase "saffron-dyed - was used 
three times in PGM CXXIII , in sections a, e a nd f. A 

number of the titles in the cha rms are ones that were 
used for Hekate . The name S rimo was also u sed twice 
in the associated images with the charms. 

Vew 

Yew is often described as sacred to Hekate, though 
the re is little evidence to support th is in the texts 
beyond a reference in the Thebaid of Statius: 

"Let her lead them with torches of flaming y ew; le t 
her give three swings of her mighty serpent; and do 
not let the heads of CerbeT11s be obs tacles to those 
deprived of light. "1()4 

102 Argonoutica, Book 3, Apollonius, C3rd CE, trans. R.C. Senton . 
103 Orphic Hymn to Heknte, C l st -3rd CE, trans. Z. Yardley. 
104 Thebnid . S tntiu s , C lst CE, trans. C.S. Ross. 
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This association between Heka le d h bbl an te yew 
pro a y stems from the long a ssoc iation between the 
yew ~nd death, as witnessed by the reference in the 
Aeneid, when Queen Dido . . . wa s prepan ng fo r her 
SUICide: 

"Sad And ~press, verva in, y ew, compose the wreath, 
ev ry baleful green denoting death. "105 

The connection between Heka te and lh . e yew tree 
was emphaSised by Shakespeare in Macbeth a nd th' 
has probably s tu ck, when Hekate sa id to the ;vitches ' IS 

"'With new fallen dew from churchl ard . . 
'noint and then I 'll mount. "1 06 y yew, I wI/I but 

If • Add itionally there was the reference made to th 
s lIps of yew s ·/ d' e 

. ' I vere m the moon's eC/ip se JtI07 thrown 
Into the cauldron by the witches in the famou s 
cauldron scene of the play . 

Unspecified Herbs 

Both Circe a nd M d 
I

e ea were famous lio, th . 
egendary kill . el r 

of herbs s 'dS With herbs. Circe used her knowledge 
, sal to have been . d punish d game from Hekate to 

seen in a~ transform those who crossed he r. Th i~ is 
e s tory told of h . 

chose the'd er actions when Glaucus 
mal en Scylla over h C' 

SCYlla into a h 'd er . Irce transformed 
WOuld lov h I eous mons te r after Glaucus boasted he 

• e er no matter wha t happened: 

She made a brew if h b 
S~e ~ang aloud so/~gS t:a s, a;lfid as s he cooked lhem 
Sillgmg that should k m e rom Hecate-

ma e any mortal tremble. "/OS 

lOS Th------------------------
106 e Aeneid Virgil I C 
107 "Macbeth, Shakespc, : e list BCE, tra ilS. J oh n Dryden . 

acbeth e, c. 606 CE 
lOa.. ,Shakespeare c 1606 C. · 

'.,etarno h ' . 
rp oses, Ovid , BCE, tran s: Gregory. 
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Medea also used her knowledge for revenge, 
poisoning the wedding dress for Creusa, the young 
bride chosen by Jason over her: 

"My prayers are heard: thrice has bold Hecate bayed 
loud, and has raised the accursed fire with its baleful 
light. Now all my power is marshalled; hither call my 
sons that by their hands thou mayst send these 
costly gifts unto the bride, ~J09 

Other female figures were happy to take advantage 
of the magical and poisonous herbs associated with 
Hekate, The goddess Athena used magical herbs to 
transform the boastful maiden Arachne into a spider 
following her loss of the weaving contest between the 

two of them: 

aAnd as she turned away she sprayed her features 
With droppings from dark herbs of Hecate;~1 /0 

Herb Gathering 

The Root-Cutters, one of the lost plays of Sophocles, 
referred to the actual practices used by Medea for 
gathering herbs , Both the fragmentary quotes contain 
reference to the use of bronze items, appropriate for a 
priestess of Hekate as her sacred metal. It is also 
interesting to note that Medea was described as being 
naked, which is more likely to be poetic license with 
her being wild-eyed and shrieking, rather than a 

standard practice: 

"Medea receives the juice whitely clouded, oozi'lg 
from the cutting, while she averts her eyes from her 
hand; she receives the juice in bronze jars ... These 
bark baskets shield and hide the ends of the rootS 

109 Medea, Seneca, Clst CE:, trans. Miller. 
110 Metamorphoses, Ovid, BCE, trans. Gregory. 
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that (Mede~J ~t WI.·th bronze sickles while she was 
naked, shriekmg and wild-eyed. "Ill 

An~ther lost Sophocles play The Colchian Women 
was srud to, contain an invocation of Hekate with Circe 
demonstratmg her skiU at herbal macric Th b 

• t:>. • e ronze 
Sickle referred to by Sophocles m h ay ave been a 
standard herb-gathering tool certai 1 . . " ,n y 10 connectIOn 
WIth ~ekate s spells. It was also referred to in Virgil's 
Aeneid when the description wa· f '. s gwen a Dido 
gathenng herbs 10 preparation for her suicide: 

"C.ulls hoary simples, found by Phoebe's light 
W,th br~en sickles reap 'd at noon of night· ' 
Then mlJ(es baleful juices in the bowl " 112 ' 

Another detailed description Of' herb th . o d ' -ga enng 
ccurre 10 the Argonautica, when Medea gathered the 

herbs she would use to help Jason overcome h is 
ordeals: 

aThe dark ju' ,F' 1" she h d Ice oJ It! Ike the sap of a mountain-oak 
charm a .rhat~red In a Caspian shell to make th~ 

WI. a, when she had first bathed in se 
~~r-j1owing streams, and had called seven times U;;~ 
un:l:°' nutr;:e of youth, night-wandering Bn'mo of the 

rwor: ,queen among the dead . h ' 
night, clad in dusk ' - In t e gloom of 
earth hook y garments. And beneath, the dark 
cut. .11~ and bellowed when the Titanian root was 

It is clear that d t'l f 
been well k e al s a herb gathering would have 

nown to the ancient d· au th au lence and so the 
ors would not ha d ' ve nee ed to go into great detail. 

II I Th 
11 e Root-Cutters So h 2l'he Ae 'd . .' p ocles, CSlh BCE trans M DiU 
11 3 Argon:~~aVITIPI , late Clst BCE, trans.' J. Dr;de~ on. 
Seaton . ' Book 3 , Apollonius Rhodius, C3rd BCE 
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CHAPTER 12 

SACRED BRONZE 

Bronze was particularly associated with Hekate as 
d metal and also with the underworld. her sacre . 

Numerous references occurred throughout ancle~t 

texts in connection with Hekate and bronze. Bronze IS 

an alloy of copper and tin, which sometimes has other 
metals added to it. Although the Bronze Age was 

d d by the Iron Age bronze is actually harder superse e , . h 
and more durable than iron (though not ~teel ), W~l~ 
was however more easily available. This dur~blhty 
resulted in bronze being used as the metal.of cho~ce fO: 
the stylus to inscribe deflXiones, as mentioned In th 

• 114 Greek Magical Papyn. 

Bronze nails were also often used to pierce the lead 
sheets of deflXiones. Bronze was used for amulets, as 
may be seen with the disk found at the ancient Ro~an 
port of Ostia, depicting Hekate on one side and Kmg 
Solomon on the other. liS 

. the underworld, When describing Tartarus In .F 

' a fence OJ Hesiod observed that "Round It runs te's power 
b nze " ! 16 This is clearly a reference to Heka 

ro . . d to keep 
in the undenvorld , with her metal bemg use 
the Titan gods imprisoned. 

11 4 PGM XXXV1.1 87-20 1. 
O tiense E27278A Wh " 115 Museo s , 'ad C8 th BCE, l rans. H.G. Evelyn - L . 116 TIleogony, Hesl , 
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Bronze sandals were also linked with Hekate as a 
symbol of her chthonic power, borne by magicians as a 
symbol of their affiliation to her. For Hekate was "the 
goddess of the brazen sandals".! I? The term brazen 
was used for both bronze and brass in the ancient 
world, so brazen does not automatically mean brass. 
Bronze sandals were mentioned in the Greek Magical 
Papyri and a second /third century CE Egyptian lead 
tablet in sequences of Hekate symbols. I IS The Greek 
Platonic philosopher Heraclides of Pontus, in his lost 
dialogue (fourth century BCE), was the first person to 
report the allegorical legend of Empedocles' death by 
jumping into the volcano Mount Etna, with only a 
bronze sandal floating out on the lava to show his 
passing. 

Bronze sickles for herb-gathering were mentioned 
by Sophocles in The Root-Cutters and Virgil in The 
Aeneid, as well as bronze jars for collecting the herbs 
in the fonner play. The fifth century Roman Neo
Platonist philosopher Macrobius repeated the earlier 
aSSOciation of bronze sickles with gathering herbs for 
Hekate. 119 

A bronze disk or sors from the seventh or sixth 
century BCE used for divination was found at Avernus 
near Cumae. The identity of the goddess worshipped 
at Avernus is uncertain, though we may speculate that 
it was Hekate, particularly with the bronze and 
divination connections. Another interesting bronze 
Hekate item is a triangular bronze patera depicting 

:: ~ On Images, Porphyry, C3rd CE, trans. E.H. Gifford. 
"0 PGM IV.2334-38, SuppIementum Magicum 49, '" monds 1lI. 

119 Saturnalia, V. 19.9-1 I, Macrobius, CS UI CEo 
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three Hekates found at Pe rgamon in 1'urkey (c,SO-200 
CE),1 20 

The bronze rhombus mentioned in Theocritus ' 
Idylls, although associated with Aphrodite in the text, 
a lso emphasised the power of Hekate through its 
material and the wh irring, as seen in the Chaldean 
Oracles later in connection with the iynx, 

The bronze triple Hekate amulet found at Ostia in 
Italy, with King Solomon on the obve rse side 
performing hygromanteia (demon summoning) raises 
an interesting point regarding transmission of ideas 
a nd techniques, King Solomon was famou s for the 
brazen vessel containing demons (or ge nii in the Arabic 
ve rsions) which was thrown into the sea, This brazen 
vessel would later occur in a version of the grimoire, 
the Goetia in the seventeenth centu ry as a means of 
controlling de mons, recalling the earlier connections,I21 
Considering the inte rchangeable use of bronze and 
brass in the ancient world, we must speculate 
therefore, as to the possible origins of the brazen vessel 
from Greek magic being incorporated into the Jewish 
stories , The cross- fertilisation of Greek and J ewish 
magic is an area which has not yet been fully explored, 

120 Now located at S taallic he Mu seum, Berlin, 
12 1 The Goetiu of Dr Rudd , Skinner & Rankine, 2007, 
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CHAPTER 13 

IRON NAILS & RINGS 

fron nails were frequently used t· , 
h' 0 pIerce de flXlones 

c arms, wIth the literature of th d . 
lh b e ay recommending 

e est results from nails . 1 . . prevIOUS y used in 
crucI~1XI~n. Lucan gave a gra phic and ruesom a 
descnpt]on in Pharsalia of how the 't h g e 
teeth to r' W] c used her 
ingredient~P a nd tear the corpse for useful magical 
th 1 ,We may content ourselves with quoting 

e re evant phrase "Sh I . 
the hands "122 " e pur: OlnS the nails that pierced 
maa;' ' whIch emphasised the tendency for 

DoClans to use such nails. 

Thus in Lucian's Philo 
to delle t H k pseudes, the hero was able 

c e ate because ath A b 
made 0' , e ra gave me the n'ng 

'J Iron from crosses a d 
many names "123 Th' n taught me the spell of 
apotropa· ffi' . IS when activated produced an 

IC e ect whIch caused H k 
underworld: e ate to return to the 

"At the Sight of her I 
seal of my Arab' } . st~d stock still, and turned the 
Smote upon the :ro~n~ m~ards; whereupon Hecate 
caUsed a vas r chasm n WIth he~ dragon 's foot, and 
Hell, "12~ to Open, WIde as the mouth of 

h The use of c rUCifixion n '1 ' 
ad ParalJels in or' 11 al s In deflXiones may have 

, In ue nced, Jewish lore, thus we see 

------122 Ph 
123 Ph~saIia , Lucan 60 CE 
124 Ph::OPseudes, Lucian C21~~~ J .D. Duff. 

opseudes, Lucian ' C2nd CE' trans. A.M, HarmOll , 
, , trans. H.W. & F.G. Fow]er 
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in a late text from the Cairo Geniza, a chann in Hebrew 
for love, where the person is advised to "Take a nail 

from the wood oj someone crucified, and make of it a 

seal. "125 

The 'Slander spell to Selene' found in the Greek 

Magical Papyri (POM IV.2622-2707) contained 

instructions to make the protective charm on a 
magnetite heart ('magnet that is breathing). The charm 
was made with "engraved on it Hekate lying about the 
heart, like a little crescellt"126, and the coercive offering 
was stamped "with a completely iron ring, completely 
tempered, with Q Hekate and the name Barzou 

Pherba. "1 27 

The 'Spell to Selene/or Any Purpose' (PGM IV.2785-

2890) also used magnetite (lodestone is another name 
for the same stone) with three-formed Hekate carved on 
it. Her left face was that of a dog, the middle a maiden 
wearing horns (Le . a lunar crescent) and the right face 

was a goat. 
This phenomenon of depictions showing Hekate 

with animal heads occurred on a number of occasions 
in charms, making Hekate one of the few major Greek 
deities who continued to display the animal-headed 
forms of ancient Egypt. Significantly the other most 
noticeably animal-headed god from the Greek 
pantheon was Hermes , who was frequently associated 

with Hekate, and was also a liminal deity. 

125 Magic Spells and ronnulae: Aramaic Incantations of LIllie 

Antiquity, Naveh & Shaked, 1993. 
126 POM \V.2632-33, trans. E.N. O'Neill. 
127 POM IV.2691-94, trans. E.N. O'Neill. 
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CHAPTER 14 

HEKATE & THE ANGELS 

David Aune, in his work Apocalyph . 
and Ma . . E Clsm, Prophecy 

glc In arly Christianity (2006), wrote: 

"'Hekate's popularit d . 
Roman pen'ods centred ui~ng the Helleni~tic and 
where the ideology of h sout.hwest ASia Minor, 
particularly as mistress Ofe;h u~uersal sovereignty, 
made her an ob . . e smos, would have 
Christianity. "128 VlQUS nval of the Christ of 

From the amount of infi . 
that we have 'ou d . onnatlOn regarding Hekate 

I' n In early Ch' . 
clear that she was ob' I nstlan writings, it is 
threats to the VlOUS y portrayed as one of the 

emergence of Ch . f . 
scholars and theolo . . ns lamty. Christian 
CEI, Eusebius of C glans lIke Origen (third century 
Arnobius of S. aesarea (early fourth century CEI 
Augustine of H' Icca (fourth century CEI and St' 
of Hek IPpO (fourth-fifth century CEI all wrot~ 

ate, and sought to belittle h ' er. 
Despite the hostility . 

provided a body of r. of such wnters, they have 
overlooked perh re erences which has been largely 
N ' aps due to a evertheless there ssurnption of bias. 
Writings which h I are valuable references in their 
H k e p us gain rno f e ate's worship ad ' re 0 an insight into 
Co n practices A . . mmonality ben . significant point of 

veen Hekate and Jesus is the 

128/\ 
2006. »OcalyPticism, Prophecy and Magic in Early Christianity, Aune, 
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association with angels. The word angel comes from 
the Greek angelos meaning 'messenger ', and may be 
associated with many deities as spiritual creatures 
serving the deity. However Hekate was specifically 
associated with angels, as may be seen from other 
contemporary sources such as the Greek Magical 

Papyri and the Chaldean Oracles, 

In the 'Lunar Spell of Claudianus' in the Greek 

Magical Papyri, angels were specifically requested from 
Hekate-Selene. She was asked to "send forth your 

angel from among those who assist you",]29 

Indeed, we cannot ignore the fact that the 
hie rarchy of types of angel serving under Hekate and 
described in the Chaldean Oracles, the lynges, the 
Synocheis and the Teletarchai, seem likely to have 
provided some of the inspiration for Pseudo-Dionysus 

the Areopagite. 

The triad of angel grou ps of the lynges (Wrynecks, 

after the bird), the Synocheis (Conneclers) and the 
Teletarchai (Rulers of Initiation) all had specific roles, 
The iynges drew the soul closer to the divine and 
effectively aided in the process of perfection, and their 
physical tool (the strophalos) was used to bring down 
divine power, fulfi lling the role of heavenly messenger. 
The synocheis were associated with the promotion of 
harmony and unification, and the teletarchai had a 

pu rificatory role. 
Pseudo-Dionysu s wrote a number of works in the 

early sixth century CE including Celestia l Hierarchy 
and Diuine Names. The fanner work described the n ine 
orders of angels, in three triads of th ree orders, 

129 POM VII.862-918 
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mirroring som f h eat e theology found in the Ch fd 
Oracles and I 'd th . a ean ~, ru e basIs for the hierarchies used in 
the Chn stlan orthodoxy and the . . gn mOires. 
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CHAPTER 15 

COINS 

Some images of Hekate found on coins emphasised 
aspects of her nature not seen in the texts. Thus we 
see a Hekate with characteristics of Cybele , such as a 
lion-pulled chariot, on the obverse of a head of 
Elagabalus (who ruled 218-222 CE). Elagabalus was 
the short-lived Roman Emperor who briefly introduced 
the worship of a meteorite symbolising the god EI
Gabal (Helios) to Rome in preference to the Roman 

gods. 

Other late second century and early third century 
coins Roman coins (193-2 11 CE, and 211-212 CE) 
showed Hekate with a crescent and kalathos (wine
holder) on her head, bearing a torch and patera 
(offering-plate) and with a dog at her feet. A coin from 
Pamphylia (part of modern day Turkey) shows Hekate 
Triformis with the kalathos on her head, and holding 

torches and serpents (below). 

ASE'ENDOS COEN FROM PAMPHYLIA. 

1101 11,-ku[l- Limlllill I~Jtt''> 

A Ph . ryglan coin c.250 CE showed Hekate beari 
two torches and st d. . ng . an 109 on a globe, recalling the 
pe ~spe~tJve of her portrayed in the Chaldeall Oracles 
This .Image . was also seen on engcaved . 
so t h gems, 

me !mes Wit a lunar crescent on her head. E3o 

A Greek coin from the region of Bactria, in what is 
now northern Afghanistan, shows a fascinating ima e 
of Zeus holding a staff in his left h d g T 'r. . a n , and Hekate 

n o.rmls bearing two torches in his right hand (below). 
The Image would be very appropriate for the theology of 
the Chaldeall Oracles, were it not for the fact that th 
date of the coin is 185-170 BCE . e 
Ch Id ' precedmg the 

a ean Oracles by several centuries. 

GRI::E" T!,.JRADRACffM COIN FROM 8ACTRIA. 

An early fourth centu B 
showed the h d ry CE (c.394-350 BCE) coin 
h 

ea of Hekate on 'd 
t e obve rse Th. . one Sl e a nd Pegasus on 

. IS connectIOn rna 
We Consider that P y seem obscure, until 

egasus was said to be fathered by 

130 E.------------
Muse g. gem I 128, A Catillo 

Urn, Smith. 1888. gue of Engraved Gems in the British 
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the sea god Poseidon, who was sometimes associated 
with Hekate. Also the mother of Pegasus was Medusa, 
the snake-haired Gorgon, who was sometimes 
considered to be one of the host of beings subservient 
to Hekate. 

Another fourth century BCE coin from Pherae in 
Thessaly depicts the head of Hekate wearing a laurel 
wreath on one side . with the Argosian nymph Hypereia 
on the obverse with her right hand on a lion-head 
fountain (below). The lion connection is interesting, 
recalling the link between Hekate and lions. 

TRIOBOL COIN FROM THESSAI,Y 

Byzantine coins celebrated Hekate through the 
Ph"!" of symbol of the crescent and the star. When 1 Ip 

Macedon (father of Alexander the Great) laid siege to 
the city of Byzantium in 339 BCE, the citizens were 
saved by Hekate , as they perceived it. Stephen of 
Byzantium (sixth century CE) in his Ethnica relate: 
how Philip's troops had dug a concealed entrance a.n 

were going to attack by night, but that Hekate bemg 
Brilliant (i.e. she was the moon) , she caused torch~s. to 

appear to the citizens, revealing the attack and foil~n~ 
The emblem of the crescent and star Wh lC it. 

Llmillul Ril<'l-> 

honoured Hekate on the coins was subsequently 
adopted by the Turks as their design after they 
captured the city in 1453 CEo Although other legends 
have replaced this one for the origin of their flag, 
Hekate was the original goddess behind it]l31 

An interesting trend may be seen when looking at 
the dates of coins depicting and representing Hekate, 
which is that they were largely from the third or even 
fourth century CEo This level of popUlarity shows that 
Hekate continued to have a strong following which 
lasted well into the late Roman period at a time when 
Christianity already had an established foothold in 
parts of Europe. 

131 On An . . 
Star E bl Clcnt Meteontes, and on the O rigin of the Crescent and 

III em, Antoniadi , 193 9 
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CHAPTER 16 

FROM SLEEP 

Dreams and nightmares were both attributed to 
Hekate who could equally send nightmares to 

eb~dy who had atTended her as good dreams ~o 
som h' be seen In 

someone WhO
h 
proPt'h·"e·a~:a:r·CO:ldlsb::~ed either to 

PGM LXX, were I ) 
reveal a nswers to questions during sleep (dr~:m ~~::: 
or to cause somebody else not to sleep. e. 

function that Hekate shared wlth her oracle was a 
mother the goddess Asteria. 

, I of magical cross-fertilisation, In a clear examp e . h' h 
J . h Sepher ha-Razim (Book of Mystenes), w IC 

the eWls CE contained a 
be dated to the fourth century • 

may . he head of a black dog 
spell to prevent sleep usmg t r black dog 

the light The use a a which had never seen . d t Hekate. 
h crifice of black ogs 0 

clearly echoed t e s~ h t .. au may bind him 
Additionally the rubnc stated t ~ Yh. with bars of 

. d restram lin 
with fetters of '.ron, an tals used in magic 
bronze~, ]32 recalhng the sacred me 
associated with Hekate. 

. the Sepher ha-Razim caJled 
Another piece from . ,.tl of Ram-bearer to 

Chthonia by hIs ] e 
upon Hennes . . ]33 The offerings made 
bring a ghost for questiOn mg. as in Greek 

bowl of oil and honey, were from a 

P S Alexander. . 257 72 C4lh CE, trans. . . 
132 Scpher ha-Raz~m I' 176-86 C41h CEo 
133 Sepher ha-Rrunm. , 
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necromantic practice, and the actions were in groups 
of three, again showing the parallel to Greek practice 
for such ceremonies. 

That there was a strong degree of such cross
fertilisation is evident when comparing some of the 
material in texts such as the Jewish Sepher ha-Razim 
and the Greek Hygromanteia of around the third 
century CE, which would both contribute ultimately to 
the most famous of gnmoires, the Key of Solomon. 
Likewise the similarity of the material from both these 
works to the Greek Magical Papyn', which were 
contemporary , shows that this was a regular 
occurrence. 

A fragment from the fifth century BCE Greek poet 
Aeschylus, known as the rather of tragedy' made 
reference to Hekate's influence in the realm of dreams. 
He stated: 

"But either thou art frightened of a spectre beheld in 
sleep and hast joined the revel-rout of nether 
Hekate. "/3i 

This was clearly the popular view of this period, as 
Hippocrates also wrote in the fifth century BCE: 

"If the patient is attended by fears, terrors, and 
madnesses in the night, jumps up our of his bed and 
flees outside, they call these the attacks of Hecate or 
the onslaughts of ghosts. '"1 35 

A specific reference was made in the ChaldeaTl 
Oracles to the provenance of dreams, when dreams 
were described as coming from Hekate, who was also 
referred to as the SOurce of souls: 

;~; Fragment 249, AeSChylus, C5th BCE, trans. W Smyth. 
o d On the Sacred Disease, Hippocrates, CSth BCE, trans. D. gen. 
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., d which has as its ~There also is a zone oJ reams 
"So I "136 origin the Source oJ u s. 

e and ruler of Additionally Hekate's role as soure. h 
the angels and daimones was emphasised .when t e 

'b d h sending dalmones as Chaldean Oracles descn e er 
ominous dreams: 

'ddl 'h ones who stand on the "The others in the m! e, e . . h 
r. r the DiVIne Fire, t ese you 

midmost winds Jar Jro~ d earns _ a shameful 
s end to mortals as ominous r 

. "13 7 task/or DOl/nones. 
. P hyry's writings, Later Eusebius , recordlOg orp , 

E 1 a when he made this point in Praeparatio vange Ie , 

'd f her "As ominous dreams thou dost to marta.ls 
saiD, dPhyrym 

d " 138 When Eusebius quote orp . 
sen . . H kate shnne describing the procedure for creatmg a e , 

we find the line: 

"Then to my image oller many a prayer, . h.. "139 

And in thy sleep thou shalt befwld me mg 

Artemidorus the oneiromancer ('dream interpret;:.' 
a statue to Hekate Phosphorus amongst IS 

set up of the Cyclades Islands in the shrines at Thera, one . h 
H also set up a throne WIt a 

southern Aegean Sea, e ddess resembling 
black stone on to represent .thedgo 'th ~ybele. This 

h · f baetyls associate WI 
the wors Ip 0 d ay indicate a 
was done a round 237 BCE, an . m. bele 
personal pe rception of cross-fertilisatIOn WIth Cy . 

, C2nd CE trans. S. Ronan . 136 Ch aldean Orac es. • S Ronan. 
O le !! C2nd CE, trans. . 

137 Ch aldean rac ' r Eu scb ius early C4th 
138 Praeparatio Evange Ica, ' 

CE, tr ans . Des 

Places. r Eu sebius, early C4t.h 139 Praeparatio Evange lea. 
CE, trans. Des 

Places. 
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CHAPTER 17 

ORACLES OF HEKATE 

Possibly the earliest recorded oracle of Hekate is 
tha t given by Pindar in his second Paean in the fifth 
century BCE. The oracle essentially told the Abderians 
they would have victory in battle if they attacked the 
Thracian tribes, and was proved correct: 

"It was the first of the month when this befell, and the 
gracious Hekate, the maid of the ruddy feet, was 
thereby s ending us a message that was longing for 
fulfilment. >1140 

The association of Hekate with oracles was further 
made by Aristophanes in his fourth century BCE play, 
Lysistrata, when he wrote , "'Theagenes ' wife at any rate 

is Su re to come; she has actually been to consult 

Hecate. "14] Medea, the priestess of Hekate, also gave 
oracles , emphasising the connection between the 
goddess and prophecy .142 

One of the most significant oracles given by Hekate 
was recorded by Porphyry, and commented on Jesus 
and Christianity . Porphyry, a Neo-Platonic philosopher 
of the third century CE who followed the works of 
Plotinus, a lso studied the J ewish sCriptures a nd 
a tte nded lectures by the Christia n theologian Origen. 
1'he Oracle from Heka te was probably in response to his 

::~ Pae~ 2. Pindar, 462 BCE, tran s. G. Sandys. 
142 ~Sl~trata, Aristophanes, 4 10 BCE, t ran s. Potier. 

• ythlan Odes 4, Pindar, 462 BCE. 
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own questions, for he was the author of the most 
significant intellectual anti-Christian wr itings of his 
age, Against the Christians and Prophecy from Oracles. 
These two books were burned by Christians for 
centuries, and the campaign against these works by 
the early Church was so successful that the only 
surviving fragments of them occur in other works: 

'"And to those who ask why he (Jesus} was 
condemned to die, the oracle of the goddess {Hekate} 
replied, 'The body, indeed, is always exposed to 
tonnents, but the souls of the pious abide in heaven. 
And the soul you inquire about has been the fatal 
cause of error to other souls which were not fated to 
receive the gifts of the gods, and to have the 
knowledge of immortal Jove, Such souls are therefore 
hated by the gods; for they who were fated not to 
receive the gifts of the gods, and not to know God, 
were fated to be involved in error by means of him 
you speak of. He himself, however, was good, and 
heaven has been opened to him as to other good men. 
You are not, then, to speak evil of him, but to pity the 
folly of men: and through him men's danger is 
imminent. '~ 1 43 

Parts of the Chaldean Oracles were clearly spoken 
by Hekate, and this again emphasised her oracular 
nature, particularly to the theurgists who called on 

her, with all things being seen: 

~Ifyou call upon Me often you will perceive everything 
in lion-fonn, For then neither does the curved masS of 
Heaven appear, nor the stars shine. The light of the 
moon is hidden, and the earth is not jinnly secured. 

h -'I' h . -144 But all things are seen by flas es oJ 19 tmng. 

Porphyry's work Prophecy from Oracles gives a 
description of Hekate delivered from the words of the 

goddess herself: 

143 Prophecy from Oracles, Porphyry, C3rd CE, trans. J.R. King. 
144 Chaldean Oracles, C2nd CE, trans. S. Ronan. 
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"/ come, a virgin of v . d fi 
~~7d:~avens, bUll:fac:;,ethr;~~a:e~:d':7;::;ro;rr~ 

arrows; chaste Phoebe b" ' 
mortals, Eileithyia; bearing the th nnglng light to 
/sacred signs! of at' I ree synthemata 
appear in fiery fonns 7n~ ~ature . . In t.~ Aether 1 
chan'or; Earth reins in my bl kthbe Q1r / Sit In .a silver 

. ac rood of pUppies. - 145 

P EuseblUs was one ~f the people who quoted from 
orphyry, and he made It clear that Hek t as I a e was known 

an orac e, though his references clearly referred to 
Hekate as described in the Chaldean 
h 

Oracles, rather 
t an the ear lier Hellenic Hekate: 

"Ne'er mid the immortal gods 
O an idle threat 

r unaccomplish'd doom to 
Spake Hecate' b 1 fi seers Inspir'd 
O,! Zeus d ' u . rom the almighty mind 

escends In bright t La' b' es truth array'd 
L' . Y my SIde walks Wisdom with firm ste . 

eanmg on oracles that' p , 
In bonds secure m' fi ne er can fail. 
Can iv e. or my power divine 

g e a soul to worlds beyond the sky. - 146 

145 Cha[ 
1'1 dean Oracles C2 d C 

6 Praepru-atio Ev ' .n E, trans. Johnston. 
Places. angelica , Eusebius, early C4th eE, trans. Des 
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CHAPTER 18 

OFFERINGS 

d H k te expected the other Greek go s, ea. 
Like . k d We have discussed 

offe rings when she was mvo e . ell as the sequence 
Hekate Suppers elsewhere , as w. th 

d' nd are focusmg here on e 
offerings were m~ e 10, a of offerings to Hekate to 
other recorded mstances 
explore their fonn and content. . 

The sibyl Deiphobe invoked Hekate first to gUide 

the heroes in Virgil's Aeneid: 

. the wine betwixt their hams; 
"The pnestehss pou/'''g hair- that first oblation bums, 
Then cuts t e cur In , . 

Invoking Hecate hither to repQlr: . P147 

A powerful name in hell and upper mr. 
. ked a fire was When chthonic gods were mvo 't 

the offerings on, whereas a pi 
usually made to burn. 'th daimones and ghosts. 

ld b dug when deahng WI . . 
wou e th fires being built: Thus in Seneca's Medea we see e .' . 

are the death-dealmg ntes, 
"Now call on Hecate. Pre: I t now their fires resound 
let altars be erected, an e 

/ "148 
within the pa ace. . d t the 

M d agam referre 0 Later in the same play e ea 
h barkmg of dogs, d 'ndicated he r success by t e 

fire , an I f success: 
which she has taken as an om~n 0 b ld Hecate bayed 

"My prayers are heard: thnce h~~ fi~e with its baleful 
loud, and has raised the accurs 

. .' Clsl BCE, trans. Dryden. 
147 AeneId, VIrgil, la~elst CE lnms. Miller. 
148 Medea. Seneca, ' 
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light. Now all my power is marshalled; hither call my 
sons that by their hands thou mayst send these 
costly gifts unto the bride. "1'1 9 

When Medea called on Hekate to aid her making 
the chann to protect Jason, we see much of the same 
fonnula used in necromancy, except the absence of a 
pit makes it clear she was specifically invoking the 
goddess and not her daimones or ghosts: 

"She made two mounds: the right to Hecate, 
The left to Youth - these were her altars, decked 
With the boughs shed gathered from near forests, 
And at their sides she dug a little moat. 
At one thrust of her knife a black sheep fell 
W'hose veins were emptied at her altars' trough 
And into blood she stirred wann milk and wine. "I SO 

When Pausanias described rites which took place, 
he indicated their chthonic nature by reference to pits: 

"In Titane there is also a sanctuary of Athena, into 
which they bring up the image of Koranz's fmother of 
Asklepiosj. . The sanctuary is built upon a hill, at 
the bottom of which is an Altar of the Winds, and on it 
the priest sacrifices to the winds one night in every 
year. He also performs other secret rites fof Hekatej at 
four pits, taming the fierceness of the blasts fof the 
windsj, and he is said to chant as well the channs of 
Medea. "lSI 

In the first century BeE, the Roman lyric poet 
Horace WTote of witches summoning Hekate, satirising 
them and providing one of the enduring images of mad 
hags, scrabbling at the earth to dig the pit for their 
necromantic offerings: 

"They began to dig up the earth with their fingernails 
and to tear a black lamb to pieces. The blood ran into 

:49 Medea, Seneca. Clst CE, trans. Miller. 
,SO Met~o~Phoses. Ovid, 8 CE, trans. Gregory. 
51 DescnptJon of Gree<:e, Pausanias, C2nd CE, trans. Frazer. 
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a ditch, to summon up the souls of the dead and 
make them answer questions. "' 152 

By contrast the Roman poet Statius writing a 
century or so later presented a detailed description of 
the process of offerings for a chthonian ceremony: 

"Tiresias entwined their fearsome horns with 
garlands of dark flowers -
He did this himself - and then, beside the well-known 
forest, he first poured, 
In a hole dug in the earth, nine lavish offerings of 
wine and gifts of spn'ngtime milk, 
Actaean drops of honey, and blood that pleases 
ghosts. 
He poured as much as arid earth would drink, then 
called for logs. 
The mournful priest asked that three mounds be 
raised for Hecate ... 
Around these mounds he scattered cypress branches, 
signs of mourning, ~153 

Writing in the third century CE, the philosopher 
Porphyry recounted a tale of a holy man in his work On 
Abstinence, which emphasised a move away from 
animal sacrifice and towards using incense, vegetables 

and first fruits: 

"he diligently sacrificed to them at proper times. in 
every month at the new moon, crowning and adornmg 
the statues of Hennes and Hecate, and the other 
sacred images which were left to us by our ancestor:s' 
and that he also honoured the Gods wllh 
frankincense, and sacred wafers and cakes. "' I54 

This approach prevented the accusations of 
sacrifice levelled at the worship of the Greek and 
Roman gods by Christians looking for any excuse to try 

and claim moral superiority. 

152 Satires 1.8, Horace, C lst BCE, trans. 0 Luck. 
153 On Images. Porphyry, C3rd CE, uans. T. Taylor. 
\54 On Abstinence, Porphyry, C3rd CE, uaus. T. Taylor. 
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Writing in the fifth century BeE, the Greek writer 
Sophron of Syracuse produced a play entitled "The 

women who say they will expel the goddess {Hekalej". 
The apotropaic nature of the rragments of the play (e.g. 
dog to be sacrificed) implied a propitiatory rite to 
appease Hekate, perhaps for breaking a taboo or some 
other act which displeased her. It read: 

"Sorcer~ss: Put down the table as it is. Grasp a lump 
of salt III your hands and laurel behind your ears. 
Now go over t,o the hearth and sit down. You, give me 
the ~word: bnng the dog here. Where is the pitch? 
AssIstant: Here it is. 
Sorceress: Take the little torch and the incense. Come, 
let me have all the doors open! You watch over there. 
Put the torch out as il is. Let's have silence while in 
these ladies' name 1 do my spam'ng. Lady 'Goddess, 
your banquet and faultless gifts ... "'155 

Jason was advised by Medea on how to propitiate 
Hekate, and it is interesting to note that he had to offer 
honey, to literally 'sweeten her up1 The fonnula was 
one which drew the goddess in person, and like 
Orpheus on his quest to bring Eurydice back from the 
un~erworld, Jason was advised not to look back lest he 
spoil the desired effects: 

~And Propit~ate only-begotten Hecate, daughter of 
b erses, pounng from a goblet the hive-stored labour of 
ees. And then, when thou hast heedfully sought the 

9r~ce of the goddess, retreat from the pyre' and let 
~€Ither ~he sound of f eet drive thee to tum back, /lor 
a~ baY11l:9 of hounds, lest haply thou shouldst maim 

the ntes and thyself fail to return duly to thy 
comrades. -156 

ISS Th 
"'_ e women who say th '11 
~Phron CS LI BCE ey \,~ expel L11e goddess (Hekatej 
1S6 Ar ' 1 , trans. M. Dillon. ' 
Sea !on.gOna Ulica , Book 3 , Apollonius Rhodiu s, C3rd BCE, trans. 
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Apart from Hekate Suppers, three types of offerings 
were left at the crossroads for Hekate, all of which were 
connected with rituaL These were the kathannata 

('offscourings), katharsia '(cleansings) and oxuthumia 

('sharp anger). 

The first of these, the kathannala, was the offering 
of portions of the sacrifice not used in the ceremony 
such as waste blood and water. In one of the few 
remaining fragments of his work, the fifth century BCE 
Athenian poet Eupolis mentioned these offscourings 
being burned. IS? This term was also sometimes 
applied to people, specifically those used as scapegoats 
and sacrificed to deal with natural disasters where the 
gods needed to be propitiated, such as drought or 

plague. 

The second kind (katharsia) was the actual 
remains of sacrifices, such as eggs and the bodies of 
dogs. The Roman historian Plutarch mentioned this in 
Roman Questions when he wrote "dogs are carried out 

to Hecate with the other katharsia "l58 and also "When it 

[the dog[ is sent to crossroads as a supper for the eat1h

goddess Hecate, it has its due portion among sacrifices 
that avert and expiate evil, "15<) We know sacrifices to 
chthonic deities were always black, and that black 
dogs were sacrificed to her, hence the reference to 
Hekate in the Greek Magical Papyri as a black bitch. 

The third kind (oxuthumia) was a baked clay censer 
used to fumigate the house for protection, and then 
taken and left at the crossroads. It could also describe 
the rubbish which was taken and burned on the 

157 Fragment 120 , Eupolis, C5lh BCE, trans. R. Parker. 
158 Roman Que stion s, Plutarch , late C 1 st CE , tranS. R. Parker. 
159 Roman Questions, Plutarch , la le C l st CE , trans. R. Parker 
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~enser, as may be seen by the speech given 
Ifl Aeschylus' The Choephori: 

by Electra 

"Or shall I pour this draughtjor Earth to dri k 
&M _~~~ n , 
And h verence, as my sire was slain 

. omeward p ass with unreverted e es ' 
Castmg the bowl away, as one who flin

Y 
s ' 

The household cleansings to the commo~ road?"I60 

160 The Ch o . 
ephon , Aeschylu s , 45 0 BCE [r , ans. Anon . 
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CHAPTER 19 

HEKATE SUPPERS 

H care 's fa ces turned in three directions, To "You see e J ' I -16 1 
guard the cross roads branching severa ways 

A practice particularly associa ted with the sacred 
d f Hekate was the Hekate three-way crossroa sOh 

d . Hekates It may be that t ese Supper or elpna. h 
offerin~s were made to appease ghosts and keep t ~m 
at the crossroads, avoiding trouble from them whilst 

II> etc Alternatively these offerings were trave 109 . d d 
described as being made to placate the god ess an 
ensure that she would look favourably upon those who 

made regular offerings. 

It has been suggested that the crossroads was 
. b en abandoned at sacred to Hekate due to her havmg e and 

b b her mother Pheraea, a crossroads as a ba y Y h d This 
h by shep er s. then rescued and broug t uP. . han's 

f m a schohast to Lycop r Thessalian tale comes ro . 1180) and 
third century BCE play Alexandna (verse , 

was a la te invention. 
h t offerings to Hekate 

Aristophanes recorded t a ,. that is when 
• the eve of the ne w moon -

were made 071 . . 'ble There are 
f th new moon IS VISI • 

the first sliver a e the thirtieth 
h n' ngs being made on 

references to teo en .' d that this waS 
day of the month , but keep m mm 

> 0 >d 8 CE tra.ns. A. S. Kl i ne. 16 1 Fastl. VI , ' 
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caJculated on the Greek calendars, it would vary from 
state to state as there was no uniformity in the 
caJendar system being used. Ou r view agrees with K.F. 
Smith , who in his article Hekate's Suppers162 suggested 
that it may have been on the first night that the moon 
was visible again, s ignifying a possible connection with 
Hekate as a lunar goddess, rising, like the moon , from 
the undenvorld on the night of the new moon. 

It has further been suggested that the offerings 
made at the Hekate Suppers were a form of charity, 
and certainly the consu mption of the food by the poor 
was noted by the satirist Aristophanes in his fifth 
century BCE play Plutus, as well as by later writers: 

"Ask Hekate whether it is bette r to be rich or starving; 
she will tell you that the rich send her a meal every 
month and that the poor make it disappear before it is 
ellen served. "1 6.3 

The tenth century Byzantine encyclopaedia, the 
Suda, paraphrased this quote and added a scholion to 
it: 

"'From her one may learn whether it is better to be 
/l'ch or to go hungry. For she says that those who 
have and who are wealthy should send her a dinner 
each month, but that the poor among mankind should 
snatch it before they put it down.' For it was 
customary for the rich to Offer loaves and other things 
to Hekate each month, and for the poor to take from 
them. "16'1 

Various Sources mention different foods offered to 
Hekate a t the SUppers. These were: 

S162 Article by K.F". Smith reprinted in The Goddess Hekate Edi ted by teph en Ronan. 

:~ P1Utu s, Aristophanes, 380 BeE, trans. anon. 
SUda, Epsilon 363, ClOth e E, trans. W. Hutton. 
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Na m e Food. Notes 

A type of loaf or Ingredients and shape 
Magides ,ok, unknown 

Mainis Sprat 

Skoroda Garlic 

Trigle Mullet 

Psammeta Sacrificial cake 
Described by Harpocrat.ion .as 
·somewhat like the pSalsla 

Raw according to a scholiast on 

Oon Egg' Lucian's TyranlU.ls and Clement 
of Alexandria's Stromata 

Tyco, Cheese 

Basunias A type of cake 

f food offering which was left to Another type 0 h phon 
Hekate on the eve of the full moon, was tl~eh~::O~t a~ 

e of cake Amphiphon means Ig - , 
a typ " h. Oat cheesecake which was appropriate name for t IS 

surrounded by small torches. 165 

. f offerings at the The supper, or leavmg 0 " h 
f the hardest practIces for t e 

crossroads was one 0 Records indicate it was 
Christian church to stamp out. CE and it 
still taking place in the eleventh ~entul ry , 

. d far longer In paces. may well have continue 

. Athanaeus. C3rd CEo 165 The DeipnosophlstS. 
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CHAPTER 20 

INVOCATION 

Seneca gave a detailed description of the 
summonmg of Hekate, which su pplied useful detai ls, 
reinforcing those found in other writings . Thus we see 
reference to the state of the conjuror's hair, the use of 
blood, the fire, a nd the use of bronze instruments: 

"You have given forth your voice, ye altars; I see my 
tn"pods shaken by the favouring deity. I see Tn·via's 
swift gliding car, not as when, radiant, W/.·thfullface, 
she dn·ves the livelong night, but as when, ghastly, 
with moumful aspect, ham·ed by Thessalian threats, 
she skirts with nearer rein the edge of heaven. So do 
thou wanly shed from thy torch a gloomy light 
through air; terrify the peoples with new dread, and 
let precious Corinthian bronzes resound, Diktynna, to 
thy aid. To thee on the altar's bloody turf we perfonn 
thy solemn rites; to thee a torch caught up from the 
midst of a funeral pyre has illumed the night; to thee, 
tossing my head and with bended neck, I have 
uttered my magic words; for thee a fillet, lying in 
funeral fashion, binds my flowing locks; to thee is 
brandiShed the gloomy branch from the Stygian 
stream; to thee with bared breast will I as a maenad 
smite my anns W/.·th the sacrificial knIfe. Let my blood 
flow upon the altars; accustom thyself, my hand, to 
draw the Sword and endure the sight of beloved blOOd. "/66 

A repeated theme illustrating the arrival of the 
gOddess was the behaviour of dogs, barking or 

166 Medea, Seneca, Clst CE, trans. Miller. 
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trembling, as seen in examples from writers including 

Theocritus and Virgil: 

-And to Hekate Chrhonia, before whom even the dogs 
tremble as she moues among the graves and the dark 
blood of the dead. " 167 

"Then, earth began to bellow, trees to dance 
And howling dogs in glimmering light advance 
Ere Hecate came. "168 

Ovid also provided a graphic description of the 
invocation of Hekate, emphasising the triple motif used 

in the process: 

"Three times she raised her arms to stars and sky, 
And three times wheeled about and three times 
splashed 
Her hair with moonlit water from a brook. 
Three times she screamed, 
then fell upon her knees 
To pray: '0 night, night, night! 
Whose darkness holds 
All mysteries in shade, 0 flame-lit stars, 
Whose golden rays with Luna jloating near 
Are like the fires of day - and you, 0 Hecate, 
Who know untold desires that work our will 
And art the mistress of our secret spells. " '169 

Ovid also described the resu lt of a successfu l 

invocation in flowery language: 

"When you have entered me, 
As if a miracle had drained their banks and courses, 
I've driven back rivers to springs and fountains. 
I shake the seas or calm them at my will; 
I whip the clouds or make them rise again; 
At my command winds vanish or return, 
My very spells have tom the throats of serpents, 
Live rocks and oaks are overturned and felled, 
The forests tremble and the mountains split, 

167 Idylls , Theocritus, 210 BCE, traIlS. GLuck. 
168 The Aeneid, Virgil, late C l st BCE, trans. J . Dryden. 
169 Metamorphoses, Ovid, 8 CE, traIlS. Gregory. 
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:ar:::b:'eep Earth roars while ghosts walk from their 

Though crashing brass and bronz /" labours, e re leve your 

Evenyou 0 I h , moon, c arm from angry skies. -170 

. To the theurgist s of the Chaldean Oracles Hekate' 
arnval was someth ing to look'" '. s . lorward to, a pomt she 
also made 10 her own words: 

"'After daybreak, airy boundless full if 
the great undefiled House oj God dOd stars, I left 
life-nourishing earth t an escended to 
persuasion of ineffable a w;~~r ~~ue~t~ hand by the 

delights in gladdening the hearts oJ'::n:::ort:~~»~~,man 

170 Metamor h . 
17 1 ChaJd poses, Ovid, 8 CE, t rans. Gregory. 

can Oracles, C2nd CE, trans. S. Ronan. 
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CHAPTER 21 

HYMNS 

In the con text of the ancient world, a hymn was a 
lyrical rel igious poem, usually in praise of a deity. 
There were several hymns to or including Hekate, 
including the Orphic Hymn to Hekate, the Homeric 

Hymn to Demeter, and the Proc/us Hymn to Hekate and 

JanuS. We have included trans lation s of the Proc/us 

Hymn to Hekate and Janus, and the Prayer to Selene 

for any operation, from the Greek Magical Papyri, which 
also takes the form of a hymn and is actually focused 
on Hekate. 

Proclus Hymn to Hekate and Janus 

Hail, many-named Mother of the Gods, 
whose children are fair 
Hail, mighty Hekate of the Threshold 
And hail to you also Forefather Janus, 
Imperishable Zeus 
Hail to you Zeus most high. 
Shape the course of my life with luminous Light 
And make it laden with good things, 
Drive sickness and euil from my limbs. 
And when Iny soul rages about worldly things, 
Deliver me purified by your soul-stining rituals. 
Yes, give me your hand I pray 
And reveal to me the pathways of diuine guidance 
that l Iang for, 
Then shall 1 gaze upon that precious Light 
Whence I canfIee the euil of our dark origin. 
Yes, giue me your hand I pray, 
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A>Jnd. when. I am weary bring me to the haven 
o ~Iety wHh your winds. 
Hall, man.y-named Mother oj the Gods, 
whose Children are fair 
Hail, m~ghty Hekate oJ the Threshold 
And ~lllO you also Forefather Janus 
lmpenshable Zeus ' 
Hail to you Zeus ";OSl high J 72 

Initially th is juxtaposition of Hekate and J 
might . anus 

. see~ cunous_ However Janus was also a liminal 
deity speclfical ly associated with the threshold l"k 
Hekate. Also in later SOurces Hekate was suggest d ' e 
the f eas 

paren t 0 J anu s, thus Arnobius wrote in the fourth 
century CE: 

;:::a~:~/~ho, they say, bel'ng sprung from Caelus and 

Prayer to Selene for any operation 

g t~e-faced Selene, come to me beloved mislress 
raC/ously hear my sacred spells' 

Image of Night, Youthful One . 
Daumb ,. • Who ~ om Ighl-bringer 10 mortals 
o ndes upon fierce-eyed bulls. 
o Queen, you who drive your chariot 

n equal COurse with Helios 
You dance with the tri I fi • 
As you revel "H',h th P e orms o/the triple Graces 
v ....... eSlars. 
IOU are Justice d h 
Clotho Laches. an dt e thread of the Fates, 
o T~e IS an Atropos, 
p. -headed One you are 
oe;;ephone, Megaira and Allecto 

ne of many shap h 
With tem'ble d k I es .w 

0 arm your hands 
ar -g oWll1g lamps, 

172 H 
173 ~ to Hekate and Jnnus, Proclus C5 earn Agamsl lh e Heathen Am b ' ' th CE, lnllls. S. Ronan. 

pbeU. ,0 IU S. C4 lh CE, lrnns. Bryce & 
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Who shakes locks of fearsome serpents at your brow, 
Whose mouths send forth the roar of bulls, 
Whose womb is thick with reptile scales, 
At whose shoulders are rows of venomous serpents, 
Bound across your back beneath murderous chains. 
o Night-bellower, Lauer of solitude, 
Bulf{aced and Bull-headed One 
You haue the eyes of bulls and the uoice of dogs. 
Your fonns are hidden in the legs of lions. 
Your ankle is wolf-shaped, 
and savage dogs are friendly to you, 
Wherefore they call you Hekate, Many-named, Mene, 
Cleauing the air like arrow-shooting Artemis, 
o Goddess of Four faces, Four names, Four ways, 
Artemis, Persephone, Deer-shooter, Night-shiner, 
Thrice-resounding, Triple-uoiced, Three-headed, Thrice
named Selene 
o Trident-bearing One of Three faces , 
Three necks, Three Ways, 
Who holds undying flaming fire in triple baskets. 
You frequent the Three-ways 
and are Mistress of the Three Decads. 
Be gracious unto me who is invoking you 
and hearken favou rably. 
You encompass the uast world at night, 
You make the Daemones shudder 
and the Immortals tremble, 
o Many-named Goddess who brings glory to men, 
Whose children arefair, 0 Bulf-eyed One, Homed One, 
Nature, All-mother, who brings forth both Gods and men, 
You roam around Olympus and trauerse 
the wide and fathomless Abyss, 
You are the Beginning and End, and you alone are 
Mistress of All: 
For from you are All things, and in you, 
Eternal One do All things end. 
You bear at 'your brow an eueriasting diadem, 
The unbreakable and irremovable bonds of great CronoS, 
And you hold in your hands a golden sceptre 
Which is encircled by afonnula 
inscn'bed by Cronos himself 
Who gave it to you to bear in 
order that all things remain steadfast: 
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'Ouerpowerer and Overpowered One, 
Conqueror of men and Damnodamia ' 
)'o~ rule Chaos, Araracharara ~phth;'sikere, 
Hall Goddess and attend your epithets. 
I offer you this incense Child of Zeus 
Arrow-s.hooter, Heavenly One, Goddess of Harbours, 
Mountam-roamer, Goddess of Crossroads 
N~ctumal One of the Underworld, Shado~y One of Hades, 
Still One who fnghtens, having a feast among the graves 
You are Night, Darkness and broad Chaos . 
For you are Necessity hard to escape ' 
You are Fate, you are Erinys and the Torture 
You are the Murderess and Justice ' 
You hold Cerberus in chains 
You are steely-blue with se";'ent-scales 
o serpent-haired and Serpent-girdled One 
Blood-drinker, Death-bringer who breeds ::Orruprion 
Feaster on hearts, ' 

Flesh-eater who devours those who died before their time 
Grave-resounder, ' 
Driver to the WQT~den'n9s of Madness, 
Come to my sacrifices and fulfil this task for me. 174 

The ofT~ring for positive magic was storax, myrrh , 
sage.' frankmcense, a nd a fruit pit. Por malevolent 
:a~c. the offering was more a nimal-based, being the 
. a~cal materia l of a dog and a dappled goat (or in a 

SImilar way, of a virgi n untimely dead). 

. The protective charm for the rite used a lodestone 
\7th a three· faced Heka te carved on it. The faces were 
o a dog (left), a maiden wearing horns (middle) d 
goat(rih ) ,ana 

. g t . It was cleaned with natron 175 and wat c 
and dlPP d' he, 

e In t e blood of a person who died a violent 

174 PGM IV 
175 A .2785-2870, pre C4l1\ CEo trans. S. Ronan. 

saIt Used by the Egyptiulls ill embalming and purifiCAtion. 
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death. A food offe ring was made to the charm and the 
previous spell rubric repeated. 

Although this hymn was addressed to Selene , it 
was clearly a hymn to Hekate. The confusion of title 
probably arose from the syncreti sation of the goddesses 
in the hymn, with Selene being mentioned first. As 
well as Selene, other goddesses including Artemis, 
Persephone, and Mene we re mentioned . The re ference 
to the Three Fa tes may be drawn from Porphyry's third 
century work On Images, where he wrote of Hekate: 

-And, again, the Fates are refe rred to her powers, 
Clotho to the generative, and Lachesis to the nutritive, 
and Atropos to the inexorable will of the d e ity. "176 

There was also a short example of voces magicae. 
The choice of offerings for doing good or hann 
emphasised the versatility of the uses of the hym n. In 
keeping with other contemporary magica1 practices, 
fragrant resins and he rbs were used for beneficent 
magic, with bones or body parts (the 'magical material, 
being used fo r malefic magic. 

176 On Images, Porphyry, C3rd CE , trans. T. Taylor . 
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CHAPTER 22 

ANIMAL FORMED 

Of all the Gceek od . g s, none are portrayed with 
animal .heads as often as Hekate, demonstrating her 
~~nnectlon to the more primal forces of the past 

rough considering the animals . 
H associated with 

ekate we gain further inSights into her powers 
how they crOssed every boundary. ' and 

h When she was described three-formed with three 
e~ds, Hekate was seen with different combinations f 

anlma1 heads. These included the cow, dog drago 0 
goat, horse a nd ' n , 
la te t ' serpent. There were a lso references in 
Ma r. exts to .Hekate being four-headed. in the Greek 

9lcal Papyn and Liber De Mensibus. 

COw-Headed/ Bull_Headed 

inclU~~s =P~~l of ~ttraction in the Greek Magical Papyri 
with .ree- ormed Hekate d rawn on a Oax leaf 

cow, mruden and dog h d In 
We mUst a1 . ea s. In this category 
In the Pr. so mclude the image of bull-headed Hekate 

ayer to Selene fi . 
deScribed "0 ' or any spe1ll 78 she was 

as Night-bel/ow Lo 
faced and Bull h er, ver of SOlitude, Bull-

- eaded One" and "b l/ 
mother of gods and men." u -eyed, homed, 

177 PC", 
178 PaM IV·2006-2 12S. 

IV.278S-2870 , pre C4tl1 CE 
, lrans . S. Ronan. 
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in his work Liber De Mensibus 
John Lydus . four-headed, with one of 

described Hek~te ~t~e~~:~ of a bull, which snorts like 
these heads bemg . . .. rds the sphere of 
some bel/owing sprnt, IS rQlsed towa 
ai,.-"l 7<) 

~. 

lr / 
~/ 

c . .:.-r 

C6th CE trans. Wunsch . 179 De Men sibus, Lydus, ' 
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Dog-Headed 

The Prayer to Selene for any spell in the Greek 
Magical Papyri included a cha rm made from lodestone 
with a three-formed Hekate with dog, homed maiden 
and goat heads l80 a nd Pitys spell of attraction also 
included a three-formed Hekate with dog head . 

John Lydus tiber De Mensibus described one of her 
four heads being "that of a dog as having a punishing 
and avenging nature is raised towards the sphere of 
earth. " ISI 

Dragon-Heade d 

The tenth century Byzan tine encyclopaedia the 
Suda paraphrased Pseudo-Nonnos' Commentaries on 
the Orations of Gregory NQZI·artzenus, describing Hekate 
thus: 

·Some {say that she is{ Artemis, others the moon, 
appearing in s trange manifestations Jar those 
inuoking curses. Her manifestations {are} humans 
with the heads oj dragons, and oj immense size, so 
that the sight stupefies those who see it. · 182 

This late deSCription united the dragon imagery 
aSSOciated with Medea a s the steeds pulling her chariot 
in some of the tales with the immense size associated 
with Hekate in stories like Lucian's Philopseudes, 
Where she was also described as having dragon 's feet. 

180 PGM IV.278S-2890. 

181 De Mensibus, Lydus, C61h CE, trans. Wunsch. 
182 Suda Epsilon 364, C l Oth CE, trans. W. Hutton. 
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Goat-Heade d 

1h Prayer to Selene lodestone charm depicted a 
e . d horned maiden and goat three·formed Hekate w1th og, . I named in 

ne of the amma s heads. ]83 The goat was 0 . . the 
the list of Hekate symbols in the prayer gIVen In 

Greek Magical Papyn" (POM VII.756-94). 

Horse-Headed 

description of forms The Chaldean Oracles gave add this 
Id a pear when calle , an in which Hekate call P h l'ght .11]84 

. 0 e brightly t an I • included, -a horse flashing m r . I 

There a re also references in the Greek Ma{JlCQ 
One spell . tion with horses. Papyri to Hekate In con nee . d in a horse 

asked fo r the opponent to be restrame 

183 PGM IV.2785-~8;OC2nd CE, trans. S. Ronan . 184 Ch nldean Orac c: • 
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race, 185 a theme which was seen in the deHxiones Curse 

tablets as well. In the Spell of Atlractionl86, Hekate was 
described as "horse-[aced goddess ·. The horse was 
a lso one of the animals named in the list of Hekate 
symbols in the prayer given in the Greek Magical Papyri 
(POM VI1. 756-94). 

John Lydus Liber De Mens ibus described one of her 
four heads being "the fire-breathing head of a horse is 
clearly raised towards the sphere of fire "187 

A marble frieze from Crannon in Thessaly from the 
fourth century BCE shows Hekate with a dog beside 
her placing a wreath on a ma re 's head. As this was 
dedicated by a race-horse Owner it may well be that 
this was simply a persona l devotion or petition. 
Nevertheless it does provide a nother image linking 
Hekate with horses. 

Serpent-Heade d 

A number of the descriptions of Hekate described 
her a s haVing serpents coiled around her, and serpents 
fo r hair Or in her hair. Whilst this is not strictly snake
headed, we fe lt it appropria te to mention these images 
in this section. 

In the Prayer to Selene for any spelfl 88 there was a 
range of serpent imagery a ssociated with Hekate. 
inClUding, " You are steely-blue with serpent-scales, 0 
serpent-haired and Serpent-girdled One. ... The serpent 

:ss PGM 111 .1-16'1. 
l~ PGM IV.244 1_2621. 

188 ~ Men sibu s, LYdus, C6th CE, tr an s. Wun sch. 
M lV.278S.2870 , pre C4 l.h CE, trans. S. Ronan . 
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f h . als named in the list of Hekate 
was one ole amm.. M VII 756-94. 
symbols in the prayer gwen In the PG. . 

The Chaldean Oracles included a serpentlne 
'd f h "the She-reference to Hekate, which sal 0 er,. 

Se~ent and the snake-girdled; others cafflng her on 
' y , . • ' / "189 

account oj her appearance Girt In serpent COl s. 

As the hydra was a mUltiple snake-headed ~ing, 
we shou ld also mention J ohn Lydus Liber, De ~enSlbus, 
which described one of her four heads bemg, the hea,d 

b · o·r a sha"" and unstable nature IS 01' a hydra as emg 'J 'l" 

'J .r 1 "190 raised towards the sphere oJ wa er. 

1 C2nd CE trans. S. Ronan. 
189 Chaldean Orac es, C6th CE trans Wun sch. 
190 Dc Mensibul'I, Lydus, ,. 
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CHAPTER 23 

NECROMANCY & 
REANIMATION 

Necromancy deals with communication between 
the living a nd the dead, a nd crosses the li minal barrier 
of death . As such it is a form of magic which has been 
speci fically associated with Hekate and other 
underworld deities. Hekate as the queen of the restless 
dead was particularly appropriate to call upon , as the 
restless dead were the type most often called upon for 
assistance in magic. In this the Greeks continued the 
Egyptian tradition of calling on the dead for assistance 
with spells d ue to their greater level of personal 
magical power. 

The restless dead were those who did not receive 
proper burial rites, or who died violently or before their 
time. These factors were often combined, with many 
soldiers killed in battle not receiving proper burials, 
and this resulted in battlegrounds being a favoured 
place to perfonn necromancy. In his work Pharsalia, 
Lucan described hi s witch Erictho being keen that 
battles should take place in Thessaly to give her an 
ample su pply of body parts fo r magic and sites for 
perfonning necromancy. 

The first acCOUnt of necromancy in Greek myths 
was given about Circe, the priestess (or some say 
daughter) of Hekate, in Homer's Odyssey. Circe 
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h t he needed to do to explained to Odysseus wad this 
successfully perform his necromancy , a.n . 

template set the scene for future literary descnptlons of 

necromancy: 

h d fro spot as J now fell you, ~'When you have reae e ~ , b d h, and 
. h bit or so In length, rea t 

dig a Irene a ~. d . k .ffering to all the 
d h, d pour mto It as a nn -oJ}' . 

epr an . d with milk then wine, and In 
dead, first , honey mIXe . kl"ng ' white barley meal 
the third place water - spnn I nust offer many 
over the whole. Moreover you, romise rhem 

prayers to the poc;r !::tt: ~::aS~~' ;:d :;/1 sacrifice a 
that when you ge h e and will 
barTen heifer to them, the, best y~~ aa;i~ IQrlY you 

load the p~re ~i!7 f.;~:s~~sn;~a~~a:e a black sheep 
must promIse jl k.s "/91 
all to himself, the finest in a/l your DC • • 

Although in the modern world necroma~cy IS 
shunned communication with the dead remams abn 

, It as can be seen y bl"shed part of western cu ure, 
:~~a ~PUlaritY of mediums and the Spiritualist churc~~ 
Bodies are not involved in these practices, b~t t~ey :he 

f h ocess of questtonmg still a continuation 0 t e pr 
dead for answers or comfort. 

Id th tandard procedure In the ancient Greek wor , e s . d to 
the offenngs rna e for necromancy was the same as 

the dead for funerals: 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Dig a pit 

Make a.fire. I' 'ds such as honey and Make hbatlons of lqUI 

milk, oil, water , wi~e I cakes) and flowe rs 
Offer grain (includmg bar ey fire 
Sacrifice (black) animal and burn on 1 

Offer blood 
Prayers to Chthonic gods 

88th BCE. trailS. S. ButJer 191 Odyssey. Homer . 
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This suggests that the key difference between a 
funeral to bury the dead and an act of necromancy to 
commu nicate with the dead was the intent. The 
similarity was emphasised in texts like Seneca's 
Medea, describing the practitioner's hair being 
unbound or loosely tied for necromancy, as was the 
case for funerals. Offe rings to the gods were bUrned on 
the fire, whereas offerings to the ghosts of the dead 
were made in to the pit , literally in to the earth. 

In his writings Horace introduced a new element 
into necromantic ri tual, wi th the use of wax dolls as 
vessels for the summoned spi ri ts by h is witches 
Canid ia and Sagana. Thi s was the fi rst li terary 
reference to the use of such figures, which have 
subsequently been used in a variety of traditions like 
Voodoo, Wicca and Witchcraft, and are known as 
voodoo dolls, poppets or fith ·faths. This has also 
resu lted in Erictho being described as the "first 

recognizably modem w itch in European literature. ""'92 

-They had two dolls - one oj wax, the other, larger 
one oj wool; {the wool oneJ was meant to punish the 
smaller, waxen one, which stood submissive like a 
slave about to be put to death One oj the witches 
called 'Hecatel, ' the other 'Dreadful Tisiphone!" You 
could see serpents sliding, hell hounds running. The 
moon blushed because she refused to be witness to 
all this and hid behind some large monuments. "193 

In Euripides' H elen the two contrasting s ides of 
Hekate we re portrayed, with Menelaus emphasising 
Hekate Phosphorus as the ligh t· bringer, whereas Helen 
by Contrast emphasised Hekate Chthonia the ruler of 
ghosts and d aimones: 

192 Momemary Monsters: Lucan and His 1·leroes, W.R. Johnson , 1987. 

193 Satires 1.8. Horace, 35 BCE, trnns. C. Faraone. 
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-Menelaus: 0 Hecate, giver of light, send thy uisions 

fiHa""lenU~aJ~IY~e thou beho/dest no spectre of the night. 
e . '. ~J~ 

attendan! on the queen of phantoms. . 
cy and thiS was Reanimation is a form of necroman , • . 

d 'bed in the tales of Medea and Lucan s Enctho, 
escn . bl a (ull blood both in a manner which resem es . . 

. h h' 'tially fatal due to the Jugulatlon transfUsIOn , t aug 1.01 .' d 
and blood draining of the individual bel~g ream mate . 

Medea jugulated Aesoo, drained ~IS. blood. and 
prepared fresh blood for him by cookmg It up \V~th a 
range of magical ingredients in her cauldron. ~ncth~ 

. d and both witches followed a similar proce ure, h b 
. . I ded a range of animal parts and er s. mIxtures me u . 

d ·bed as using Thessahan roots Medea was escn . ' 
emphasising the connection between dubiOus magic 

and foreign realms. 

f Lucan and read The poet Shelley was a keen fan 0 . ' The 
poet's works to his wIfe Mary. the Roman 

E.P. Coleridge. 194 Helen, Euripides. 412 BCE, trans. 
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description by Lucan of the witch Erictho collecting 
body parts and reanimating bodies is now commonly 
thought of as providing the inspiration for her classic 
novel Frankenstein. 

As well as literary figures, the magician 
Empedocles also claimed to be able to reanimate the 
dead, telling students, "and you will Jetch back Jrom 
Hades lhe life-Jorce oJ a man who ltas died. "195 The rest 
of this fragment referred to control of the weather and 
the rejuvenating of old age, both pOwers particularly 
associated with Medea and other followers of Hekate in 
the literature of ancient Greece. 

Many writers in the ancient world emphasised the 
foreign nature of such magicians, suggesting that only 
they would tum to such forms of magic as necromancy 
or reanimation. Thus the land of Thessaly became the 
notorious home of witches, Persia, Egypt and Babylon 
the homes of necromancers. However it is clear that 
both necromancy and reanimation were part of the 
practices of the witch or sorceror of the ancient world, 
as can be seen from the tales of Medea and Erictho 
through to Lucian in h is second century work 
Philopseudes: 

"he wore brogues, as the Hyperboreans usually do. I 
need not detain you with the everyday manifestations 
of his power: how he would make people fall in laue, 
call up spirits, resuscitate oorpses, bring down the 
Moon, and show you Hecate herself, as large as lIfe. 
But I will just tell you of a thing I saw him do at 
G/aucias's ... Well, as soon as the moon was full, that 
being the time usually chosen for these 
enchantments, he dug a trench in the oourtyard of the 
house, and commenced operations, at about midnight, 

195 Fragmenl III, Empedocles, CSth BCE, lrans. P. Kingsley. 
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. 's father who had now been 
by summoning GlauClQs The old 'man did not approve 
dead for seven mo.nths. d was very angry at first; 
or llis son's paSSIon, a~ . his consent. 

'J evarled on to grue . 
however, he WQS PI' d t appear with Cerberus In 

Hecate was next or-dere as brought down, and went 
her train, and the Moon wa . -1 96 

through a variety oftransfomtattons 

he connection between Hekale and necromancy 
T nturies after the fall of Rome, as 

continued for many ce . Shakespeare and other 
. d by the references In 

wltnesse . I and a ppropriate ly. 
Renaissance writers. Interesting y, mantic ri tual to 

. k d part of a neera Hekate was !nvo e as .' h' book 
'cide given by Ebenezer Slbly, m IS 

~U:e:O:n: S~~mplete mustration of the Occult Sciences, 

Book 4 (1 795): .. 
. tories to the Splnt -But if it be desired to put rnrerroga d drowned or 

that hath hange , ' . 
of any corpse 'th 'tself, the conjuratlon 
otherwise made away. W:he ~od 'hangs, or on the 
must be performed fiWhil~ .Ffer th~ suicide hath been 
spot where it is first o~n. aJ' removed by the 
committed, and before It IS touche~ o:s follows: the 
coroner's jury. The ceremony his wand a bundle of 
Exorcist binds upon the top of 'th the head 
St John 's wort, or millies p.erjorarum, WI t here the 

. d h 'ng repaired to the spo w h 
of an o~l; an, aUl 'clock at night, he drawS t e 
corpse Ires, at twelve 0 fi llowing words: 
circle, and solemnly repeats t~ ~he flames of Banal, 
By the mysteries of the deePd tKe silence of the nig~t, 
by the power of the east, an . re and exorCI.Se 
by the holy rites of HeC?~e, t 1 ~7sent thyself here, 
thee, thou distressed SPlnt~s~ ~f thy calamity, why 
and reveal unto me the ca own liege life, where 
thou didst off7r vio.lence ~~ ~Kere thou wilt hereafter 
thou art now rn berng, a 
be. · , 97 

& F G Fo ...... ler. . 2 d CE trans. H.W. ". Sibly. 196 Philopscudes. Lucian, C n ,.' n of the Occult Sciences, 
d Complete mustra 10 197/1. New an 

\795. 
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CHAPTER 24 

DEATH MAGIC 

As most of Hekate 's magic dealt with liminal events 
and places, it is unsurpris ing that she should have 
been called on at times to produce death, be it of 
another person or the caller. In this context we may 
see her as Hekate PnJtania ('invincible queen'. 

In the Argonautica, a description was recorded of 
how Medea used her magic to kill Talos, the giant 
brazen man. Inevitably she wou ld have called on 
Hekate to release the Keres, and it is interesting to note 
again the triple motif used in the summoning: 

·She covered both her cheeks with a fold of her purple 
mantle, and Jason led her by the hand as she passed 
across the benches. Then, with incantations, she 
inuoked the Keres {Spirits of Deathj, the swift. hounds 
of Hades who feed on souls and haunt the lower air 
to pounce on fiving men. She sank to her knees and 
called upon them, three times in song, three times 
with spoken prayers. She steeled herself of their 
malignity and bewitched the eyes of Talos with the 
evil in her own. She flung at him the full force of her 
maleuolence, and in an ecstasy of rage she plied him 
with images of death ... it was thus that Talos, for all 
his brazen frame, was brought down by the force of 
Medea's magic. He was hoisting up some heavy 
stones with which to keep them from anchorage, 
when he grazed his ankle on a sharp rock and the 
ichors ran our of him like molten lead. He stood there 
for a short time, high on the jutting cliff But even his 
strong legs could no/ support him long; he began to 
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sway, all power went out of him, and he came down 
with a resounding crash. "1'18 

The description given by Virgil in the Aeneid of 
Queen Dido preparing for her suicide afte r being 
rejected by Aenea s , supplied more interesting details: 

· Sad cypress, vervain, yew, compose the wreath, 
And eu'ry baleful green denoting death. 
The queen, detennin 'd to the fatal deed, 
The spoils and sword he left, in order spread, 
And the man's image on the nuptial bed. 
And now (the sacred altars plac'd around) 
The priestess enters, with her hair unbound, 
And thrice invokes the pow'rs below the ground, 
Night, Erebus, and Chaos she proclaims, 
And threefold Hecate, with her hundred names, 
And three Dianas: next, she sprinkles round 
Withfeign'd Avemian drops the hallow'd ground; 
Culls hoary simples, found by Phoebe's light, 
With brazen sickles reap'd at noon of night; 
Then mixes baleful juices in the bowl, 
And cuts the forehead ofa newbomfoal, 
Robbing the mother's love. The destin'd queen 
Obs erves, assisting at the rites obscene; 
A lea uen'd cake in her devoted hands 
She holds, and next the highest altar stands: 
One tender foot was shod, her other bare; 
Girt was her gat herd gown, and loose her hair. 
Thus dress 'd, she summon'd, with her dying breath, 
The heau'ns and planets conscious of her de!lth, 
And eu'ry pow'r, if any rules above, 
Who minds, or who revenges, injur'd love. ·, 99 

By committing suicide Dido made herself one of the 
restless dead, who were associated with curses. There 
was a Greek belief that the intent at the moment of 
death was empowered, so Dido was empowering her 
curse on Aeneas through her action, 

198 Argonautica, Book 4 , ApoUonius Rhodius, C3rd BCE, U"nll
s
. 

Seal on . 
199 The Aeneid , Virgil , la IC C ist BCE , U"ans. J . Dryden. 
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CHAPTER 25 

UNDERWORLD 

Hekate was frequenlly called Chthonia 
(subterranean or earthly one), a title she shared with 
Dem.eter, Hennes and Nyx. The tenn was particularly 
applied to deities i~ a chthonic or infernal context, i.e , 
when t~ey w.e:e being associated with the underworld . 
ChthoOlc deities were worshipped with altars on the 
ground , whereas Olympian deities had altars set on 
objects so they would be in the al'r (. I.e . towards 
Olympus). 

N ~dditionally she was sometimes referred to as 
€XIc~thon ('she who breaks open the earth 1, a title 

used In the Greek Magical Papyn'" and . . Cy . In a senes of 
pnot dejixiones, where she was called ·you h 

possess the keys ,r H d W 0 .r oJ a es, who break open the surrace 
oJ earth".201 J ' 

Hekate's title of Kleidouchos ('key-b 1 
of thos '. earer was one 
roles foe most intimately connected to her underworld 
dete~ior dSheh bore the keys to the underworld , and 
as the En,e . w o. went to the paradisiacaJ part known 

YSlan Fields In th' 
appropriate 10 f' IS context she ove rsaw the 
end of ,'t' ca Ion of the sou l of the deceased at the 

sJOurney. 

"

000 PGM IV,2722. 
lDefixi onum Tabellae, Audollent , 1967 
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Cerberus (or Kerberus) was the ancient Greek 

triple-headed dog which guarded the. ~nlrance etod~:= 
unde rworld to prevent any of the spmts of th 

escaping back to the land of the living. Cer~rus cau: 
be friend ly or hostile to new arrivals entering Hade , 

h ' h e cakes he was more though if they brought 1m on y . . 
likely to be friendly . He was first mentJon,ed wlth~ut 
reference to his name as the dog of Hades In the n,ad 
and the Odyssey. 

Hesiod in his Theogony described Cerberus by 
and gave his parentage as the immortals Typhon 

name, . b voiced 
and Ech idna. He was described as bemg razen-
and fifty-headed. It was the Greek scholar Apollod~r.us 

BCE who gave the now famlhar in the second century . 
.. of Cerberus as a three-headed dog with a descnptlon k A 

dra on's tail and a back covered with sna .es. 
nU!ber of images on vases show Cerberus with t.wo 
heads, and in one instance he was described as haVlng 

one hundred heads. 

was dragged into the daylight by the 
Cerberus of his twelve labours, 

semi-divine Hercules as the last P ephone. The 
with the assistance of the goddess ers 
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saliva from Cerberus' ja ws formed the poisonous 
psychoactive herb aconite when it touched the earth. 
It has been suggested that his name Ce rberus comes 
from Ker Erebus, or d emon of darkness. Certainly this 
would explain why the philosophe r Porphyry declared 

that Cerberus was one of the chief daimones. Agrippa 
quoted Porphy ry as saying that Cerberus was 
"conversant in three elements, Air, Water and Earth, a 
most pernicious devil. "201 However this contradicts 
Porphyry's remark in On Images, whe n he wrote: 

"Cerberus is represented with three heads, because 
the positions of the sun above the earth are three _ 
n'sing, midday, and set!ing. -2OJ 

The Greek Magical Papyn' contained an attraction 
spell to draw a potential lover which called Upon 
Cerberus. This required the person to make a wax 
figure of a dog e ight fingers long, and place a bone from 
the head of a man who had died violently in its mouth. 
Characters were inscribed on the sides of the dog and 
it was placed on a tripod , and its right paw raised. 
Beneath the dog on the tripod was placed a strip of 
papyrus with the words lao Asto lophe and the name of 
the desired person. After speaking the words of the 
spell, if the dog hissed the person was not coming, and 
if it barked they were. 

The spell adjured Cerberus by the restless dead, 
Specifically suicides by hanging and those who had 
died Violently, and contained a list of voces magicae. 
The recipient was named twice, as was her mother, to 
ensure the correct pe rson was targeted. 20~ 

~2 Of OcCUlt Philosophy, Book 3 , Agrippa. 1533. 
~~ On Images. Porphyry, C3rd CE, trans. E.I-!. Gifford. 
"v<+ PciM IV. 1872- 1927. 
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cHAPTER 26 

BLACK DOGS 

.. ·th dogs was pre-eminent, Hekate's associatIon WI 
. her heralds and her with dogs being her compamons, . 

ff · We know that black dogs were sacnficed to 
o enngs. , I d' 
Hekate at the crossroads as her cult animal, I~C u m~ 

, The sacrifice of dogs to Hekate IS one 0 
black puppies . th t she was not 
the indicators used today to suggest a . 

. . G k goddess as dog sacnfices were ongmally a ree, f h m 
. ted ,vt·th a small number of gods, allow 0 assocla 

were foreign. 

d d s barking to Man au thors referre to og . 
y a useful sign for those calhng announce her presence, 

for her aid: . 
d through the half-lIght: "' baying or hounds was hear 

1"1 'J • H te "205 
the goddess was commg, eca . . d t 

The dog as the companion to Hekate wa1s :81 th: 
I of queen Hekabe no e 

derive from the ta e . f Troy fell queen 
. . . ) After the CIty 0 , 

simllanty 10 name, .th Odysseus as 
'r f k" g Priam went WI Hekabe the Wile 0 10 , H kabe saW 

' back to Greece e 
his captive. On the voyage h dered by the 

, , se on a beac , mur 
her son polydor s corp h d b en looking after 

. p 1 mestor who a e d Thracian k10g 0 Y' he covete , 
h ' ed treasu re 

him with a heal,t y SIZ kin and was attacked and 
Incensed , Hekabe killed the g formed her intO 
stoned by the locals, but the gods trans 

. . BCE trans. J. Dryden. 205 Aeneid, Vlrgll, late C I Sl , 
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a black dog, and she became the companion of Hekate. 
The Thracians used to offer black dogs in sacrifice to 
the goddess Bendis , who was assimilated into Hekate, 
so this myth may a lso represent that assimilation: 

"The maiden daughter of Perseus, Brimo Trimorphos, 
shall make thee IQueen Hekabel her attendant, 
teniJying with thy baying in the night all monals who 
worship not with torches the images of Zerynthia 
IHekate} queen of Strymon lin Thracel, appeasing the 
goddess of Pherai with sacnjice, And the island spur 
of Pakhynos shall hold thine awful cenotaph, piled by 
the hands of thy master IOdysseus}, prompted by 
dreams when thou hast gotten the rites of death in 
front of the streams of Heloms. He shall pour on the 
shore offerings for thee, unhappy one, fearing the 
anger of the three-necked goddess, for that he shall 
hurl the first stone at thy stoning and begin the dark 
sacrifice to Hades. "206 

An image from the Pergamon Frieze (second 
century BCE) showed Hekate a nd Artemis battling 
giants. Hekate is seen in her triple fonn and her (or 
Artemis1 dog bites the thigh of the giant she is 
attacking. 

Plutarch made the connection between Hekate and 
the Roman birth goddess, Genetyllis, in the second 
century CE, through the dog sacrifice and similarity of 
role: 

gAccordingly, just as the Greeks sacrifice a bitch to 
Hecate, even so do the Romans offer the same 
sacrifice to Geneta on behalf of the members of their 
household. -207 

206 Alexandra, Lycophron, C3rd BCE, trans. Mair 
207 Roman Questions, Plutarch , C2nd CEo trans. F.C. Babbitt 
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h . th century CE Greek Severa l cen turies late r t e SIX h 
"1' Iso recorded t at chronicler Hesychius of Ml.etlUs a a link he also 

Genetyllis was associated with Hekate, 11' ~ 

emphaSi S~d by the dog sacrifice made to Genety IS or 
a n easy ch ild -bir th. 
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CHAPTER 27 

SERPENTS 

Serpents were frequently associated with Hekate, 
being twined about her or close to her. Sophocles 
described her, saying: 

"'She who is crowned with oak-leaves 
And the coils of wild serpents. "2M 

When Hekate appeared to Jason , she was 
described that "round her hom"ble serpents twined 
themselves among the oak boughs. ".lO9 

The effects were eve n more impressive In Ovid 's 
deSCription, for in hi s words: 

"'a groan came from the ground, the bUshes blanched, 
the spattered sward was soaked with gouts of blood, 
stones brayed and bellowed, dogs began to bark, 
black snakes swarmed on rhe soil and ghostly 
shapes of Silent spirits floated through the air . .... 110 

A deflXio from firs t centu ry CE Athens showed a 
three-formed Hekate, with six a rms, bearing torches in 
the upper pair of arms, with the lower pair being 
serpentine.

2 li 
Some images of Hekate from Rome also 

showed her three-formed , holding two torches, knives 
and whips. This image was used on coins and 
engraved gems, which also s howed two serpents coiled, 
One on either side of her. Earlier Greek coins show 

208 The Root-Cutters, Sophocles, CSth BCE, t rans. Z. Yardley. 
209 AJ"gonautica, Book 3, Apollonius, CJrd CE, trans. R.C. Seaton. 
210 Metamorphoses, Ovid, 8 CE, trans. Gregory. 
211 Athenian DcflXio, first CClltUry CEo 
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Hekate holding a serpent as well as a key, a dagger and 
torches. :!l:! 

The serpent which guarded the Golden Fleece was 
also associated with Hekate , dwelling in the middle of 
her sacred garden. The Orphic Argonautica described 
the snake thus: 

-A terrible snake, a monster deadly to mortals, which 
cannot be descn·bed. For it was decked with golden 
scales and it wound up around the trunk in its huge 
coils .. . Untin"ng but without sleep, it scrutinized its 
surroundings with grey eyes. -213 

There was also serpent imagery associated with 
Hekate in the Chaldean Oracles. Thus we see that she 
was described as "the snake-girdled the three
headed, -2)4 and "the She-serpent, and the snake

girdled: others calling her on account of her appearance 
girt in serpent coils. "21 5 

212 A Catalogue of the Greek Coins in the British 
1906. 
213 Orphic Argonautica, C4th CE, trans. D. Ogden. 
214 Chaldean Oracles, C2nd CE, trans. S. Ronan. 
2 15 Chaldean Oracles, C2nd CE, trans. S. Ronan. 
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CHAPTER 28 

THE STROPHALOS 

An interesting fragment in the Chaldean Oracles 
reads "Work with the strophalos of Hekate. "216 The 
strophalos or iynx has been the subject of much 
debate . The word iynx (plural: iynges) is the Greek 
name for the wryneck, a member of the woodpecker 
family which eats ants. This has created confusion as 
a form of magic was performed with a bird tied t~ a 
wooden wheel, which was called an iynx wheel. In 
P.in.dar's Pythian Odes, Aphrodite was described as 
glvmg the iynx bird and wheel to Jason to win Medea's 
love, introducing this form of magic to humanity: 

~The Queen of sharpest arrows, brought the dappled 
:y~ from Olympus, bound to the jour spokes of the 
mdlssoluble wheel; "'217 

The references to its use in love magic for 
~ttracting partners clearly seem to refer to this type of 
IY~. Thus we see a reference in Xenophon's writings 

S
to Its Use, when he had a female courtesan tell 

Ocrates: 

"' h ~ssure you these things don't happen without the 
w~~els~~2IBmany potions and spells and magic 

216 Chald 
217 . can Oracles, C2nd CE, trans. S. Ronan. 
218 l'ytl,M Ian Odes 4.213- 15, Pindur, 462 BCE '"00" C emorabT 3 X ,,~,<>. . Faraone. 
M~ h Ita,. 1.17, Xenophon C4tl1 BeE c Illlt & O.J. Todd. ' , trans. E.C. 
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The repeated chorus in Theocritus Idylls which 
declared, "Draw my lover here, iynx (magic wheel)'"219 

referred to the iynx. In the same text, there is also 
reference to a bronze rhombus whirling,220 which 
hinted at the later type of iynx associated with Hekate 
and also known as a strophalos. 

Moving forward in time, the iynges were also a 
group of angelic beings named in the Chaldean 

Oracles. It has been suggested that the strophalos 
bears the name of iynx to indicate its function as a 
physical symbol of the angelic beings. This idea is 
supported by a reference in the Greek sophist 
Philostratus' work The Life oj Apollonius of Tyana, 
where in a description of the King of Babylon's 
judgement chamber, the iynges were called 'the 

tongues oJ the gods': 

-And it is here that the king gives judgement, and 
golden iynges are hung Jrom the ceiling, Jour in 
number, to remind him of Adrastea, the goddess oj 
justice, and to engage him not to exalt himself above 
humanity. These figures the Magi themselves say 
they arranged; Jar they have access to the palace, 
and they call them the tongues of the gods. -221 

The main description of the strophalos was given 
centuries after the Chaldean Oracles, by the Byzantine 
historian and philosopher Michael PseJlus in the 

eleventh century. He wrote: 

"The strop halos oj Hekate is a golden sphere with 
lapis lazuli enclosed in its centre, which is spun ~y 
means oj a leather thong, and which is covered WIth 
symbols: as it was spun they {the TheurgistS] made 

219 Idylls 2, Theocritus, 270 BCE, trans. Z. Yardley. 
220 Idylls 2, TheocrituS, 270 BCE, tran~. Z. Yardley. . arl 
221 The Life of Apollonius of Tyana, Phllostratus the Athenmn, C Y 
C3rd CE, trans. F.C. Conybeare. 
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their invocations Th h called . . ese sp eres were generally 
t . rynges and could be either spherical or 
nangular 0: of some other form. And while th 

,"!,ere. makzng their invocations they emitt:~ 
martll~ulate or animal cries, laughing and whi in 
:~e aIr. So the Or~cle teaches that it is the motf! o} 

e strophalos whIch works the ritual on a t 
its ineffable power. It is called :oJ He'f::tur; oj 
consecrated to Hekate. " 222 e as 

Two re.ferenc~s in the writings of the last of the 
Neo-Platomst philosophers Damasc· al . . 
the rol f. ' IUS so unphed 
.. e 0 the lynx as an instrument for directing 

dlvme power: 

:rhe Gr~at Hekate emits a life-generating whir "223 

The life-generating Goddess possess~s th 
separat~d ~nd manifest whirring-forth of the F. ~ 
generatmg lIght. "224 !Ie 

~.vo centuries earlier Eusebius of Caesarea 
mentioned the iyng . h· Pr, b . es In IS aeparatio Evangelica 
emg used as part of the process of conjuration: ' 

"Eo '/ d fro':l &e ,;g~ng some of these unwilling [divinities] 
lead them e:trt~':u:;d::;~5ns of ineffable iynges, you 

H k The same text included the words of an impatient 
e ate who was cI I ' ear y not Impressed with b . 

sUmmoned in such a manner: emg 

"Wh 
the YsC;;ft~~~J:e~e'bthe goddess Hekate, hereft"?m 
necessity. "'226 y means of god-compellmg 

222 Psellus commentary on th C 
~.J . O.'Meara. e haIdean Oracles, Cllth CE, trans. 

23 DIfficulties and Soluti . . 
C,E, trans. C.E. Ruell, ons of "1rst Pnnciples, Damascius C6th 

24 D·lfi· ' 
C I lculties and Solutions f ". . 
, 

E, trans. C. E. Ruell, 0 lrst Pnnciples, Damascius C6th 
2S Pra · . ' 
~."', Cparal.to Evangclica, Euscbius, early C4th CE, trans. Des 
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This emphasised the ability of the magician \~hO 
followed the correct procedures to compel the attentIOn 

f the gods a point that was snatched upon by 

~hristian \~iters to demonstrate the superiority. of 
their inaccessible God. It has also become a pomt 
conveniently ignored by modern writers and 
practitioners, as being part of the archaic past, and 
like animal sacrifice, not appropriate to a modern 

relationship with the ancient gods. 

However, th e coercive spells and techniques found 
in the Greek Magical Papyri and other contemporary 
sources were simply continuing a tradition from 

. t Egypt This continued through into the ancien . . 
Renaissance grimoires, with the magicians compelhng 
the attention of demons or other spiritual creatures, 
and has even survived in a diluted form into the 

Wiccan tradition. 

Marinus the pupil and biographer of the Greek 
Neo-Platonis~ philosopher Procius, wrote in the fif~h 
century CE that the iynges were used to bring ra~n 
when Attica was suffering from a drought, agam 
drawing heavenly influence down to earth.227 

-------::-
C h CE trans. Des 226 Praeparatio Evangeiica, Eusebius, early 4t , 

Places. C5 h CE 
227 Life of Proous. Marinus, 1 . 
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CHAPTER 29 

KING SOLOMON 

Considering the level of cross-fertilisation between 
Hellenic and Jewish spirituality, the extent to which 
Greek magic was conflated with Jewish magic is 
another point we need to explore . The connection 
between Hekate and Jewish magic is found both in the 
Greek Magical Papyri a nd on amulets. The Love Spell 

of Attraction (PGM XXXVI.187-20 1J contained the 
Hebrew names Adonai {'Lord " and Sabaoth ([God 011 

'Hosts" and lAO. Adonai was the major divine name, 
used initially as a substitute and then as a 
replacement for lHVH, the Tetragrammaton or 
Unpronounceable Name of God. 

lAO was a Gnostic contraction of IHVH, which was 
also connected to Hekate through the defixiones, as 
when it was combined with the name Brimo to form a 
composite name, Brimiao. The same text also included 
long strings of voces magicae, including the name 
Adonai: 

"1 invoke you by the unconquerable god, lao 
Barbathiao Brimiao Chermari. "228 

This Particu lar defixio from fifth century CE Upper 
Egypt was uniqu e in that it was wrapped around two 
Wax figurines in an embrace and sealed in a pot. This 
Use of wax figurines would subsequen tly be seen in the 

228 DeflXio rrom AssiUl. Upper Egypt, CSlh CE:o trans. J. Gager. 
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early (probably eleventh or twelfth century CEI Arabic 

grimoire, the Picatrix. 

Sabaoth was another major Hebrew divine name 
which was popular in the Greek Magical Papyri, used in 
Kabbalah and a lso found in the books of the Bible. 

John Lydus in his sixth century CE work Liber De 

Mensibus, described a ttributions for these divine 
names, which whilst they may not be entirely accurate, 
we may note as being far closer to the time of the 
original texts and thus worth studying as appropriate 

contextual meanings: 

"The Chaldeans call the God (Dionysus or Bacchus) 
lao ill the Phcenician tongue (instead of the intelligible 
light), and he is often called Sabaoth, signifying that 
he is above the seven poles, that is the Demiurgus. "n9 

These divine names also all occurred in another 
charm with Hekate, the Love Spell of attraction 
performed with the help of heroes or gladiators or those 
who have died a violent death (PGM IV.1390- 1495). 

The divine name of lAO Sabaoth is found in 

combination with Hekate on an amulet bearing her 
image and the words "[AD Sabcloth protect".230 Bonner 
in his Studies in Magical Amulets chiefly Greco-Egyptian 
also cited an amulet with a triple Hekate on bearing 
the words lAO Sabaoth Adonai ChO. The last word 
combined the Greek letters Chi and Omega, which 
probably represented Jesus, as ChiRo was used as a 
depiction of Jesus, and Omega as the last letter 
represented the Christian God. Goodenough in his 
work Jewish Symbols in the Greco-Roman Period also 

229 Liber Dc Mensibus, John Lydus, C6lh CE, trans. Taylor. 
230 J ewish Symbols in the Greco· Roman Period , Vol 2, Goodenough, 

1953. 
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cited other example f h . 
J 

. h .. sot e combmation of Hekate with 
eW1S dlvme nam h' . es, s oWing this was not an 

mfrequent occurrence, 

A bronze triple H k t e a e amulet showing her be ' 
torches d anng , aggers and scourges with King Sol 
the obverse id r.' am on on . s e per ormmg hygromQnteia (demon 
summoning) found at Ostia in italy, also emphasised 
the cross-over of Jewish and G k . . ree magic. This 
connection between Solomon and G k .. f '. . ree magic IS 
urther indicated in the Greek M . I P . h' aglca apyn, where 
IS name was used for th h . ree c arms against the 

scorpion of Artemis 23 1 The . with A' . SCOrpion was connected 
rtemlS through references such as that of th 

second century CE Ch' . e . nstlan theologian Tatian the 
Assynan, who wrote '"and the Scorpion th h I 
Artemis. "132 e eper of 

is e J' . , .' ..... ' ~ .. 
...... '.0 

, " .'1;' ~t,,,, G • r" _. 1Y" . ..' ~ ~. . , .. 
J .;' L .' 

,~, /. \",,"',\ 
. >fi" .~ \' ", 
\~ .• \\ ..... 1..' 

\ ,-.-::. ..... ~\ " .... -- . ~' . \ . , " ' . ;.~'\, 

AM ULET SHOWING SO La MON (LEFT) AND H I:: k:An: (RIGHT) 

The name wa . 
Sala man a d hS given as a variant of Solomon being 

,ntesame Hb" ' e rew diVine names were 

23 1 PC 
232 M XXVlIJa. I-7 PGM xx 

Addre ss to the G ' k :'lIIb.I -9, PGM XXVHlc. l _l1 
ree s , TallRll, C2nd CE, trRllS. J .E. Ryland. 
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used as seen in the other cross-over charms, i.e. 
Adonai and Sabaoth. This charm below is typical of 

the three: 

"Or Or Phor Phor lao Adaonaei Sabaoth Salaman 
Tarchchei, 1 bind you, scorpion of Artemisos, on the 
13th. "233 

The combination of Hekate titles and names with 
the divine names Adonai and Sabaoth as well as 
numerous Hebrew-derived angelic and divine names 
occurred in PGM CXXl ll.a-f. An unusual element in 
this magico-medico collection was the phrase "Come 
our of your tomb, Christ is calling yoU"1J4 in the 

childbearing charm. 

Another place where we see a cross-over between 
J ewish magic and Greek magic connected to Hekate is 
in the second century Jewish magical text, the 
Testament of Solomon. The Testament of Solomon was 
the fi rst proto-grimoire, giving a catalogue of demons 

with their controlling angels. 

In the Testament of Solomon the third and fourth 
Ephesian Letters, Lix Tetrax, were used as the name of 

a wind demon: 

"But {the demon} answered'me: '1 am the sI?in'! of ~h~ 
ashes (Tephras or Lix Tetrax).' And 1 said to him. 
'What is thy pursuit?' And he said: '1 bring darknesS 
on men and set fire to fields; and 1 bring homesteads 
to nau~ht. But most busy am 1 in summer. However, 
when 1 get an opportunity, I creep into comers of the 
wall by night and day. For I am offspring oldthe 

gredt one and nothing less.' Accordingly I Sa! ~o 
him' 'Under what star dost thou lie?' And ~ 

. . 'hmwhet1 lf 
answered: 'In the very tiP of the moon so, So I 
is found in the south- There is my star .. ' 

233 PGM XXVlIIh.1-9, trans. R. Kotansky. 
234 PGM CXXIll.a.50, uans. R. Kotansky. 
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questioned him, and said: 'And by what name?' And 
he answered.' 'That of the archangel Azael. '-235 

AdditionaUy there was a lso reference in the 
Testament of Solomon to the 'bonds of Artemis' in 
connection with an unnamed demon, the last of a 
group of seven female spirits who may have 
corresponded to the star system of the Pleiades. As the 
demon said she brought darkness, we can speculate 
she would have corresponded to the sister called 
Celaeno, whose name meant black or dark. 

The syncretisation of Hekate and Artemis make 
this connection an interesting one when exploring the 
cross-over of Greek and Jewish magic. As Orion was a 
companion of Artemis who chased the Pleiades for 
seven years, the biblical reference in the Book of Job 

connecting the Pleiades and bands/bonds does suggest 
a con nection for this verse in the Testament of 
Solomon: 

"Canst thou bind the sweet influences of Pleiades, or 
loose the bands of On'on?"236 

Significantly this spirit's threat was the one out of 
all those made by the demons which was achieved. For 
the reference to the locus referred to the subsequent 
sacrifice of five locusts to Moloch committed by 
Solomon to gain the sexual favours of the Queen of 
Sheba, resulti ng in the loss of his powers: 

"Likewise also the seventh said: '1 am the worst and 
~ make thee worse off than thou wast; because '1 will 
Impose the bonds of Artemis. But the locust will set 
me free, for by means thereof is it fated thaI thou 

2
2

3
3

6
5 Testament of Solomon 33, c2nd CE tran~ 

Job 38:31. ' <>. F.C. Conybeare. 
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. < > For if one were wise, shalt achieve my desIre ... ' ''237 

he would not tum his steps toward me. 

Another connection between Hekate and Solomon 
may be found through the mandrake pla~t. Mandra~e 
was sacred to Hekate, and was also used In the dem~ -
expelling ring of Solomon, described by the Je~~~Sh 

historian Flavius Josephus in the first centu ry CE. 

• 

2nd CE trans. F C Conybcare. W 237 Teslament or Solomon 4 1, C . h Clst CE, trans. . 
238 JCW\sh AnuqUllJe s. Flav1Us Joscp us, 
Whiston . 
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CHAPTER 30 

FUSIONS 

A number of goddesses were partially or fully 
conflated with Hekate. These were Brimo, Despoina, 
Enodia, Genetyllis, Kotys, Kratais and Kourotrophos . 
She was also syncretised with or equated to Artemis, 
Selene, Mene, Persephone, Physis, Bendis, Bona Dea, 
Diana, Ereschigal and Isis . 

We have concentrated on those goddesses where 
the syncretisation with Hekate significantly affected 
perception of her. Specifically these are the goddesses 
Artemis, Bendis, Bona Dea, Brimo, Despoina, 
Ereschigal, Isis, Physis and Selene. 

Artemis-Hekate 

Artemis and Hekate were linked through most of 
their relationship, an u nsurprising fact for such close 
cousins (their mothers Leta and Asteria were sisters). 
As well as sharing titles like Eileithyia, Enodia, 
Phosphorus and Soteira, their names were linked as 
Artemis-Hekate from an early age, as may be seen from 
this fifth century BCE quote from Aeschylus: 

"We pray; and that Artemis-Hekate watch over the 
childbed of their women. - 239 

239 Suppliants, Aeschylus; CSlh BCE, trans. W. Smyth . 
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The tendency to portray Artemis with a torch 
which occurred around this time also resulted in 
images in sculpture and on vases being more 
ambiguous, particularly as both goddesses were 
pictured with dogs and dressed in a similar manner. 
The result of this has been a number of uncertain 
images being identified as either or both Hekate and 
Artemis. When both goddesses were present this was 
easier, such as in the depiction on the Pergamon Frieze 
(second century BCE) of Hekate and Artemis together 

battling giants . 

Pliny mentioned in his classic work Natural History 

that there was a statue of Hekate in the precinct of the 
temple of Artemis at Ephesus,No further reinforcing the 

emphasis of this connection. 

Bendis 

Bendis was a Thracian moon goddess, who was 
identified with both Hekate and Artemis. She was first 
mentioned in literature in the sixth century BCE by the 
Greek satirical poet Hipponax. He named Bendis as a 
Thracian goddess along with CybeJe.24 1 She was also 
mentioned by the fifth century Athenian comic poet 
Cratinus in his lost play The Thracian Women. A 
fragment of the play referred to Bendis as being 'two

speared'.242 

Farnell in his classic five volume work The Cults of 

the Greek States, wrote: 

240 Na tu ral History 36.4 .32, Pliny, C lst CEo 
2 41 Fra gment 127, Hipponax. C6th BCE. 
242 Fr agment 85 , The Thracian Women, Cratinus, 442 BCE. 
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1 
"~ehfind the undoubtedly Thracian goddess Bend · 
W it many po" t .I" ·k 's Dr.'! h . m s oJ I enes s to Hekate, The epithet 

o,nflc os (twofold) that belonged to the 'onne" ,·s 
exp amed by H h" J' , 
who, like Hekat:s;:c d luS as ~escn"bing the goddess 
of t ' a power In more than one sphere 

n~ ure; and the torch seems to have b 
speCial symbol of both. " 2 1 .] een the 

Bona Dea 

The Roman virgin goddess Bona Dea {'good 
goddess1 was identified with Hekate by the early fifth 
century CE Neo-Platonist philosopher Macrobius in his 
work Satumalia B D h b r . ona ea was associated with 

er ,a Ism (phannakeia) through her attribution of 
heahng goddess, and the serpent was her cult animal 
another association she shared with Hekate: ' 

"Others again hold th ' h 
Netherworld. " 241 e Ulew t at she is Hecate of the 

Brimo 

as . B~limo ~vas a Thessalian goddess who became 
SimI ated Into Hek I b h , a e y t e fifth centu,\! BCE Sh 

was hnked . h ' J . e 
d fi . .Wlt Hekate, Artemis and Selene on 

e iXlones, WIth Cybele d with D , an she was also associated 
emeter and Perseph . 

tablets sh . one !O the Orphic funeral 
EI .'. oWing a connection between the three 

eUSlnlan goddesses B' 
in the Or hie '. nmo was used as a password 
tablets P Mystenes, being recorded on funerary 

as one of the words the dead soul had to repeat 

243 Th 2 eCult s of th e G kS 
44 Saturnalia , Macro~~~s ct;:~SC2~507, Parnell , 1896- 1909 . 

, . tran s. Brouwer. 
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to prove it was an initiate and entitled to enter the 
paradisiacal Elysian Fields,245 

Despoina 

Despoina (the mistress or Lady) wa s the daughter 
of Demeter by Poseidon, who covered her as a stallion 
when she was a mare , The name was also use~ ,for 
both Hekate and Artemis, as seen from survIvI,ng 
fragments by the Greek playwright Aeschylus, wIth 
Hekate being called, 

"Lady (Despoina) Hekate, before the portal of the 

royal halls, "146 We may note that this title also 
emphasised her role as Propylaia, 

Ereschigal-Hekate 

Ereschigal was the Babylonian chthonian goddess 
ho ruled the underworld, Ereschigal was connected 

w . d~ 
with Hekate both in the Greek Magical Papyn an 
deflxiones , The obvious compatibility of th,e ~w~ 

chthonian goddesses led to an i~evitable s~ncretl S::~~ 
of Hekate and Ereschigal, as WIll be seen 10 the Y 

references in this work. 
l' d t by the title of Ereschigal was also relerre 0 . 

. 1 Papyri This name Aktiophis in the Greek Maglca. ' .. with 
occurred four times , particula rly to assocIatIon 

Hekate and Selene. 

245 Pherae lablel27, C4th BCE. Weir Sm ith. 
246 Fragmenl 2 16, Aeschylu s, cSth BCE, tran s . 
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Isis-He kate 

Apuleius na med Hekate in h is Metamorphoses 

(better known as 'The Golden Ass ' in the late second 
century CE a s one of the ma ny goddesses who were 
guises of Isis, "to others Bellona and Hecate and 

Rhamnusia ",247 though as we will show there was more 
to this than simply the inclusion of another goddess 
name. 

The combination of Hekate and Isis is one which 
has hi therto been ignored , but one which is clearly 
illustrated by the images of Is is-Hekate which are 
depicted on a number of Egyptian coins, Isis-Hekate is 
pictured on them as triple-faced , with the solar horns 
and disk found on later images of Isis, which she 
acquired from the cow-headed goddess Hathor. 
Additionally Isis-Hekate is depicted facing the Apis bull 
to the left. That Hekate was also depicted as cow
headed and with numerous bu ll references associated 
with her is surely no coincidence. 

The other noteworthy points regarding these 
images a re the inclusion of the uraeus serpent in her 
right hand . Other Greek and Roman images also 
showed Hekate with a serpent in her hand, a1though 
not the cobra which was the uraeus. One image 
Showed a genius fly ing with crown which it is bringing 
to Isis-Hekate 's head, 

Isis-He kate was a lso depicted on engraved gems, 
as seen from a gem showing her in triple form holding 
serpents , swords a nd torches.248 A similar gem is 

247 Metamorphoses, Apulcu s, C2nd CE 
2~8 Catalogue of the Collection of Antique Gems formed by Ja.ines, 
nlnlh earl of Southesk , 1908. 
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described in the Newell Collection by Bonner in his 
classic work Studies in Magical Amulets chiefly Greco
Egyptian.!n the second century CE document Papyrus 
Oxyrynchus 1380 , it was recorded that Isis awas called 

Heka te in Caria"149 and a lso aArtemis of three-fold 
nature",250 which hinted at the use of Artemis' name to 
describe Hekate , as frequently happened due to their 

syncretisation. 

An inscription from Kamiros on the Greek island of 
Rhodes dedicated to Hekate a nd Sera pis by a person 
who had escaped great danger, indicated that in places 
the syncretisation of Hekate and Isis was complete.2S 1 

Physis 

Physis should be mentioned, as she was a goddess 
who seemed to be derived from Hekate, representing a 

lower aspect of her: 

-Boundless Physis is suspended from the back of the 
goddess {HekateJ. "252 

According to the Chaldean Oracles, Physis both 
represented the moon, and also the fu nctioning of the 
material world , which the theurgists sought to rise 
above. So she was not actually evil, although she was 
associated with earthly daimones who were considered 
to be deceptive. Theurgists were advised by the 

ClIO/dean Oracles to avoid Physis: 

-Do not invoke the self-manifesting image of Physis! 
Do not look at Physis! For her name is like Fate! -253 

249 Papyrus Oxyrynchus XI. 1380, C2 nd CEo 
2 50 Papyrus Oxyrynchus XI. 1380, C2nd CEo 
251 IG (Inscriptiones Graecae) XH.1.742 , date unknown. 
252 Chaldean Oracles, C2nd CEo trans. JohnstOn. 
253 Chaldean Oracles, C2 nd CE, trans. Johnston. 
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Phy~i s was described by the early fifth centu 
Greek bishop Synesius as the mother of d . ry 
In this h ' almones.

254 

e was s imply drawi ng on the Chald 
Oracles, which stated' ean 

-Physis persuades us to believe that the d 
are pure and that the d aemones .. ' pro ucts OF evil m rr 
propItIOUS and good. "255 'J a er are 

Selene-Hekate 

When the twelfth ce tu B . ' . n ry yzantme poet John 
Tzetzes IdentIfied Selene, Artemis a nd Hekate as the 
~hree forms ~~ Hekate ,256 he was continuing an anc ient 
ree~ tradition. Hekate-Selene was the most 

promment goddess in the Greek M . 
balancing the solar aglcal Papyri, 

Apollo-Helios as the most 
prominent god . 

being lunar 
Seneca's play 

The first literary reference to Heka te 
occurred in the Roman philosopher 
Medea , in the first century CE: 

"/ see Trivia's Stuljt lid' withfullfi !! mg car, not as when, radiant, 
ace, she dnves the livelong night. ~S7 

co Howeve r the earliest possible (though speculative) 
relerence to Art' . 
century BCE . emls as bemg lunar dated to the third 

, m the Greek poet Call· • to Art . . lmachus Hymn 3 
sym~~'~' With the silver bow, which could be taken as 

ISing the lunar crescent: 

-And MW many 
silver bOW?"258 

times, Goddess, did you test your 

~~ ~hyrnaln 5, Synesius, C5th CEo 
dean Oracles C2 d C 

256 Sch oliaSl on AI • d? E, trans. Johnston. 
257 Medea Senec e;r na of l ycophron , C 12th CE 
258 H mn' a, . st CE, trans. Miller. . 

y 3 to AnemlS, Cailimachus C3rd B eE , , tra ns. F.J. Nisetich 
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d tury BeE the references to By the secon ceo . 1
259 . 1 ddess were more substantia, Artemis as a unar go . 

and as she had already been associat~d wIth Hekate 
since the fifth century BCE, it is temptmg to postulate 

. with Selene for Hekate an earlier lunar association 

than the first century CE. 

-------------- of the Swic philosophers 
259 E.g. in fragments of the writings 
Apollodorus and Diogencs. 
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